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With the Nov. 2 presidential election looming, we were talking

with some folks when someone said, "You know, Bush is going

to write Christianity into the Constitution." 4 |

That‘s not exactly what he/she meant. They went on to

explain that what they meant was that Bush, should he be re—

elected, would make Christianity the "official" religion of the

United States of America.

We‘re sure this is something George W. would love to be able

to do, but it just isn‘t feasible.

Remember your. American history? Our forefathers risked

their lives during the Revolutionary War against England. Why?

Because they didn‘t want. to be taxed without representation,

true, but also because of. several differences between the

colonies and England, among them was religious diversity.

The colonies not only displayed a religious diversity

unmatched in the western world, they also were more willing to

tolerate religious difference. Four colonies, Delaware, New

Jersey, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island, had no established

church. Five other colonies disestablished the Church of

England even before the revolutionbroke out.

—— The Church of, England was first established in the 1530s

when KingHenry VIII proclaimed himself Supreme Head of the

Church of Englandand the church began its separate existence

from Rome, which refused to grant the King a divorce. The new
church was designed to give the people of England, and those
under English government, a commonly held pattern of worship,
a sense of oneness of church and people, with the church sanc—
tifying every side of national life, giving society a Godward pur—
pose and direction. This wasn‘t something the colonists wanted
dictated to them.: ~ ___

So, following theRevolutionary War, religious freedom was just
one of the things on the minds of our 55 forefathers who sat down
in Philadelphia in the summer of1787 to create the framework of
the United States government — The United States Constitution. A
constitution, by definition, is a document that enumerates and lim—
its the powers of government and safeguards the rights of people.

I‘ve heard of a
rubber chicken

but a
b» LEATHER
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During those nearly four long, hot months in Philadelphia, a
guarantee of religious freedom was viewed as an essential ele—
ment of liberty. Every state constitution written between 1776
and 1800 included protections for religious freedom.

When all was said and done in Philadelphia, the U.S.
Constitution created a system of checks and balances and three _
INDEPENDENT branches of government.

Article |: The Legislative Branch — the authors of the
Constitution listed this branch first because, according to
reports, they expected Congress to be the dominant branch of
government and assigned it more power than to the presidency.

Article II: The Executive Branch — This created the presiden—
cy. The president‘s powers were stated more briefly than those
of Congress. The president was granted "executive power,"
including the power "with the advice and consent of the Senate,"
to make treaties and appoint ambassadors. The president also
was to serve as Commander and Chief of the army and navy,
which now includes all military. (We‘ll come back to this in a
minute). To ensure a check on presidential power, Congress was
given the power to override a presidential veto and to impeach
and remove a president. Congress alone was given the power to
declare war. G

Article III: The Judicial Branch — The Supreme Court. (We‘ll_
come back to this, too).

Later, the first 10 Amendments were added. At the top of the
list, freedom of religion, speech, and the press, and the right of
assembly and to petition government. This amendment prohibits
Congress from creating an established church like the Church of
England. It has been interpreted to forbid government support ||
for religious doctrines. The amendment also prohibits Congress __
from passing laws to restrict, among other things, worship.

With all of this said, our points are these:
1) If Bush thinks his attempt to amend the Constitution to

legally define marriage as only between a man and a woman
met opposition, wait until he attempts to establish Christianity as
the Official American Religion. Not only is it NOT possible, he‘ll

— have a time trying to tell Jews,.
Muslims and countless others,
not to mention Atheists and
Agnostics, they have to
believe and worship Jesus
Christ. And, as a reminder,
ALL amendments to the U.S.
Constitution must be voted on
by the people, this means they
can‘t sneak it in the back door
without us knowing about it.

2) We keep hearing the
president, any president,
referred to as the
Commander and Chief,
hence book titles like Unfit for
Command and Fit For
Command. The president is
Commander and Chief, which.

© ONLY makes him the boss of,
those serving in the U.S. mili—
tary. He is NOT the boss of:
Congress or those serving on
the U.S. Supreme Court.

 

  

  

   



Nov. 3, 2004 f

Earlier today I spoke to President Bush, and offered him and

Laura ourcongratulations on their victory. We had a good con—

versation, and we talked about the danger of division in our

country and the need, the desperate need, for unity for finding

the common ground, coming together. Today, I hope that we can
begin the healing. :

In America, it is vital that every vote counts, and that every
vote be counted. But the outcome should be decided by voters,
not a protracted legal process. I would not give up this fight if
there was a chance that we would prevail. But it is now clear that
even when all the provisional ballots are counted, which they will
be, there won‘t be enough outstanding votes for our campaign to
be able to win Ohio. And therefore, we cannot win this election.

It was a privilege and a gift to spend two years traveling this
country, coming to know so many of you. | wish I could just wrap
you in my arms and embrace each and every one of you indi—
vidually all across this nation. I thank you from the bottom of my
heart. Thank you. ...

i1

An Open Letter from JOHN KERRY 7 
I‘m proud of what we stood for in this campaign, and of whatwe accomplished. When we began, no one thought it was pos—sible to even make this a close race, but we stood for realchange, change that would make a real difference in the life ofour nation, the lives of our families, and wedefined that choiceto America. I‘ll never forget the wonderful people who came to‘our rallies, who stood in our rope lines, who put their hopes inour hands, who invested in each and every one of us. | saw inthem the truth that America is not only great, but it is good.So here — with a grateful heart, I leave this campaign with aprayer that has even greater meaning to me now that I‘ve cometo know our vast country so much better and that prayer is verysimple: God bless America. Thank you,John Kerry(Email received from www.johnkerry.com)(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed inthis column are those of the writer and are not necessarily thoseof Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.) _ | 

 

GLBT organizations comment on amendments!Eleven states ban gay marriageOn Nov. 2, 2004, Americans in 11 different states cast ballotson constitutional amendments that deny marriage to same—sexcouples, as well as civil union and domestic partnership rights insome states. . j
In all states, the amendments passed, thus a loss to the gay

and lesbian citizens of those states.

In the state of Arkansas, the amendment passed 75 percent
to 25 percent; in Mississippi, the amendment passed 86 percent
to 14 percent; in Kentucky, the amendment passed 75 percent
to 25 percent, and in Georgia, the amendment passed 77 per—
cent to 23 percent.
Lawsuit set on go in Georgia questioning constitutionality
of state ban.

In regard to the Georgia amendment, Lambda Legal is
already prepared to challenge the passed amendment in court.
Lambda Legal, Alston and Bird and the ACLU of Georgia said
they will file a lawsuit on behalf of concerned voters "at the ear—
liest moment possible" to strike down the antigay amendment to
the Georgia Constitution that was passed Nov. 2.

Plaintiffs, represented by the groups, had sued to keep the
question off the ballot because the amendment illegally con—
tained more than one subject and the ballot question itself was
misleading. In response, the Georgia Supreme Court issued a
ruling saying that the amendment‘s legality could not be fully
considered until after the election.

"We‘ve maintained from the very beginning of this case that
the amendment was flawed when it was created, was flawed in
the voting boothand remains unconstitutional now," said Johnny
Stephenson, partner at the Atlanta law firm Alston & Bird.

"We are going to file this lawsuit at the earliest moment pos—
sible — after the Secretary of State certifies the results of the
election. The Georgia Supreme Court was clear when it said
explicitly that the measure can ‘certainly be challenged‘ if it is
enacted, and that is exactly what we intend to do," said Jack
Senterfitt, senior staff attorney in Lambda Legal‘s Southern
Regional Office in Atlanta.

"Our arguments were strong in the first round and we will be
taking the very same arguments back through the courts = the
Supreme Court didn‘t disagree with our position, they just said
we were too early. This time there is no barrier to getting the final
word on the constitutionality of the amendment," said Beth
Littrell, staff attorney at the ACLU of Georgia.
NGLTF not stopping now f

"The results (of the anti—gay marriage amendments) under—
score why we have a Bill of Rights — because it is always wrong
to put basic rights up to a popular vote," said Matt Foreman,
executive director of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
(NGLTF). "In fact, even today, 213 years? after the Bill of Rights
was ratified, it is doubtful Americans could win our freedoms of
speech, press and religion at the ballot box. In the end, we know
the Bill of Rights will guarantee every American the freedom to
marry. For now, we‘ll dig in and fight harder — we‘ve been fight,
ing the forces of intolerance for decades and have made enor—
mous progress against enormous odds. i

"On (Nov. 2), marriage equality took a right hook to the chin
and tens of thousands of families will be hurt, but it‘s certainly not
a knockout — in fact, our community is emerging stronger than
ever before in many states," Foreman said. "This is only one
round and when the fight is over, complete equality for gay peo—
ple will be the only side left standing." _ i

NGLTF pointed out the progress made in this war for gay
rights, despitethe loss of this particular battle at the polis. .

"Even though amendments passed, our community is coming
out stronger in many states — these campaigns educated mil:
lions of voters about the gay families, identified tens of thou:
sands of pro—gay voters, brought in thousands of new donors,
built unprecedented alliances with labor and faith communities,
and energized hundredsand hundreds of newvolunteers. All of
this is the long—term payoff because, in the end, the U.S.
Supreme Court will decide on marriage equality and it will base
its decision on the U.S. Constitution, not anything in any of the

— See NGITE page 8
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obviously the case with Don

Forget about Uncle Tom,

editorial by JasmyneCannick |___ _> _ ;

people just have too much:time on theirhands. This is

Sneed and the Abe Lincoln Black

Republican Caucus (ALBRC) in Dallas, who recently issued a

press release on the: release of their new DVD "The

Emancipation ‘of the. Homosexual — The End of the Gay and

Lesbian Rights Movement."

—

. —.

_.

. _.

‘First, | knew something wasn‘t right when this same group .

turned around and announced their support for the re—election of

President Bush shortly after the Log Cabin Republicans voted

agai’nsf endorsing Bushfor re—election. Let me break that down for

"you. Thewhite gay Republicans arenot supporting President Bush

for re—election. However,the Black gay.Republicans are. Go figure?

My secon‘d clue came fromthe title. oftheir new DVD, "The

Emancipation of the Homosexual — The End of the Gay and

Lesbian Rights Movement." Now, how many gaysand lesbians

— do you. know that refer to themselves as homosexuals? That

«

term is usually reserved for those people who don‘t get out much

‘into the real world:. In addition, the same people who use the the

term "homosexual" probablystill refer to Blacks as "Colored."

Internalized oppression, homophobia and a computer with

Internet access are obviously tools of disaster when placed in

the wrong hands. 35.0 1

In my 27 years on this planet as alesbian, | have never

known the gay civil rights movement to put forth an agenda for

new gender classification. In fact, | am asking the ALBRC to pro—

duce facts to back thatstatementup.

‘"The video has been met with astonishing silence from lead—

ers of America‘s homosexual community," said ALBRC Co—

Founder and DVD Executive Producer Don Sneed.

this horrible disease we can stop it from spreading in our com—

Yes, that is probably the onestatement in the entire release __ ~

that‘s true considering that nobody had ever heard of this group

before a few monthsago. : ;

African—Americans currently represent most of the newly— f

reported HIV/AIDS infections in the U.S., according to the ‘|

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. However, accord— —

ing to the ALBRC, by ending the gay civil rights movement we

can stop the AIDS epidemic. Now, why didn‘t I think of that?

Somehow, by destroying the first movement to call attention to

munity. Am I the only one who finds this troubling?

Well, I refuse to spend more time than this responding to

ignorance. It is very clear to me that the ALBRC has too much _

time on its hands. Sneedand his group should devote some of .

that time to Renaissance III, a local Dallas AIDS prevention

group of which Sneed is executive director. Recently,

Renaissance III was ordered to pay back $112,867 to the feder—

al government because of questionable expenses, according to _

the Dallas Morning News. The organization also fell into trouble

with the Texas Department of Health and had to repay $76,958 —

in state grants. <

Jasmyne Cannick is the communications director for the Black

AIDS Institute, a member of the National Association of Black \

Journalists, a board member of the National Black Justice |

Coalition and At the Beach Los Angeles Black Pride and co—pro— —

ducer of Noah‘s Arc, America‘s first Black gay series. She lives in —

Los Angeles and can be reached at www.fjasmynecannick.com.

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in .

this column are those ofthe writer and are not necessarily those |

of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.) [

   

   

    

  

 

AnOpen Letterfromwrite—in candidate JIM MAYNARD——

Nov. 3, 2004 ——

First, I want to thank everyone who voted for me and sup—

ported mywrite—in candidacy against Rep. Harold Ford Jr. The

write—in votes have not been counted, so we do not know how

many | received, nonetheless, Harold Ford will be re—elected as

expected. I am considering running against him in the next pri—

mary, so | view this ‘write—in campaign as the beginning of a

longer campaign to challenge Harold Ford Jr. and the

Tennessee Democratic Party to stand up for progressive and

liberal principles and quit moving to the right and offering voters

little} if any, alternative tothe Republican Party.
As | write this message, it Iqoks like George

nelrr_

W. Bush will be

 

«——— from page 7

‘state constitutions." .. % upto f A%
. The NGLTFnoted that gay and lesbian couplesare not the

only ones to suffer under the passage of these state bans. Eight

ofit‘he 11 amendments go beyond marriage and seek to forbid
the recognition of other forms of relationship recognition, such.
agclivil unions and domestic partnerships. According to the 2000

U.S. Census, in the eight states, there are at least 2.1 million

pg'ople ‘living in households headed by unmarried, partnered
couples and most of these households are headed by opposite
sex couples. t {Bulg ©
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‘‘the choice the Americanpeoplehave made today.

  

  

   

 

   

  

  

  

  

  

president for another four years. This is a sad election for man

reasons. George Bush lost every debate to John Kerry. The exi

polls (indicated) that the majority of voters opposed Bush‘s han

dling of the economy and the War in Iraq. So why did he wi

such a large popular vote (51 percent)? The polls show that the .

most important issue to voters was "moral" issues (i.e. abortion —

and gay marriage). The Republican Party, under the direction of —

Karl Rove, strategically planned to use the issue of gay marriage .

to motivate the Christian Right and to divide the base of the .

Democratic Party. They succeeded. As I predicted, the issue of:

gay marriage and gayrights may have played a larger rolein this

election than the economy or the Iraq War. The political Right:

uses cultural issues like abortion and gay rights to win the sup.

port of people who do not benefit much, if at all, from Republican.

economic policies. —

.

. wu

At this point I am depressed andscared of what lies ahead. 1.

am loosing faith in the American political system, the Democratic

Party and my country. Like the rest of the world, I am baffled by

As a gay American, | amscared and angry, and I need some time.

to think about how I can any longer be proud to be an American. _..

§ pute ' Jim Maynard

For more information, go online to www.jimmaynardfor— |

congress.com. 2 f +
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in

this column are those of—the writer and are not necessarily thos

of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.) { a
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aMoyt, managing editor |___ _ ___ __.

‘\ Perhapsyou knowher, perhaps you don‘t. Let us introduce .

ou to Staceyann Chin — poet, performer, activist, entertainer,.

  "3

 

[.

 

  

| at? lesbian and a womanwhospeaks her mind. . __. ___.

\_. Chin will share thestagewith many of America‘s best"slam".

poets,a mixtureof hip—hop/rap and standup, at TheOrpheum

Theatre, 203 South MainStreet, when

\: Poetry Jam" comesto Memphis for one showonly on Friday,.

\ — Deg 3.atspm(seepage18 for more) | | _ . ’

—— |_ She has shared herthoughts throu h thespoken word from

cafesto Broadway. She hasbeen a part of Russell Simmon‘s Def
I i

Poetry Jam, including the HBO series, the Broadway production, and .

— nowon the national tour. She also has stood on the stage alone, in:

‘her one—woman shows, "Hands Afire" (2000), "Unspeakable Things‘.

(2001) and “quder/Clash"’, (2004). Chin also has been the subject of

a documentary: "Staceyann Chin —A Poetry Slammer. .

Chin talked to Family & Friends magazinebyphone from her

—— Philadelphia hotel room where she wasontour. ‘ fl

_ "There is magic in being part of abig show," Chin told Family

&Friends, explaining how she felt playing both small and large

venues. "It is loud and crazy and big lights and applause. But

(there is) something amazing about being in an intimate audi—

ence. It depends on what | am trying to communicate.

"I think thata revolution has many, many layers," she contin—.

ued. "The people who make pféople laugh are one of those lay—

ers. The world is so multifaceted. It takes so much to change the

world. I am grateful to practice in so many places."

According to her bio, Chin, who was raised in Jamaica, was

»

L
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‘anout lesbian post and has been a political activist since 1998.

my own," Chin said, explaining the advantages Def Poetry Jam

has offeredher. "I can reachthe feminists, students, lesbians
"Russell Simmon‘s Def . € _

and black students bymyself, Def Poetry Jam gets a whole lot

  

  

1
1I|

 

abanddnéd by her Jamaican mother and her Chinese father and

was raised and educatedby her maternal grandmother.She is a

Jamaican national and aresident of New York City. She also is

"Ireach a whole range of audiences that I couldn‘t reach on

of people that aren‘t part of the activist community. Every time |

go out there (on stage) I feel | open up minds." [l.

So, with Jamaica being one country that is quite clear about

homosexuals not being welcome, how was life as a lesbian there? —

"It was remarkably difficult, a very undercover experience,"

Chin said. "When | lived there | thought it was difficult, and I didn‘t —

conceive of a place where it wasn‘t. ‘d never been in New York

City before | figured out I was queer. I hadn‘t had a lot of experi—

ence with a lot of lesbian literature. I neverfelt that something was

wrong in a relationship, just something off. The two experiences of

silence and clandestine behavior are necessary so that it couldn‘t ¢

possibly be a relationship. That was one thing that camefrom |__ —

being in Jamaica. And the violenceabout being gay. a

"When | wanted to date openly," she continued, "I knew | had |

to go somewhere else. I‘ve always loved art. They (artists)were __

less judgmental. | ... spent a summer in New York City. When I A

finished my degree | moved to the USA." ‘ F f

Chin graduated from the University of the West Indies with a

degree in philosophy and literature. She also attended

Shortwood Teachers College for Ladies, "a finishing school dis—

guised as a college," in Jamaica, whereshe earned degrees in

biology, chemistry, physics and math.

However, after her move to the Big Apple, she was introduced

to something new, something she wasn‘t accustomed to in

Jamaica: racism. ' |

"No matter how much of an utopia New York City looked like,

certainly, 10 miles outside New York City it is no longer New York

City," Chin said. "I discovered racism and how to live in a totally __.

different culture in a different colored body. ... I learned aboutliv— .

ing with (those) most disadvantaged. That allowed me to place

my body and experience in a different caste structure. | now

knew what the poorest of the poor in Jamaica felt like.

"And the way people looked at you wasn‘t desirable," she contin—

ued. "The Asian—American community embraced me. My lighter skin

afforded me advantages and | didn‘t know what it was to be black.".

Chin found that poetry was away to process what she was dealing with. |

"I needed to speak out against (these things)," Chin said. "(I)

See Staceyann Chin, page 29
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"Russell Simmon‘s Def Poetry Jam," sponsored by the Cultural

Development Foundation, will be in Memphis, Friday Dec. 3, for one

— show only at 8 p.m. at The Orpheum Theatre, 203 South Main Street.

Russell Simmon‘s Def Poetry Jam is a showcase for standup

poetsa blend of hip—hop, rap and stand—up comedy. All the per—

formers have earned their place on the DefPoetry Jam stage, writ—

ing and performing their own work. Oneafter another, the perform:—

ers walk on stage to share their voices, the voices of those easily

‘stereotyped and ignored by the masses. Their voices deliver their

words with humor, with joy, with sadness, with anger. Thesepoems

are not delivered with the near emotionless rhyme from school days

past; they are delivered with power and courage, expressing the

author‘s thoughts and desires on anything from politics to sex to reli—

gion to personal experiences.
Russell Simmons captured what began in small clubs — the poet-

ry slam, a contest of quick wit and poetry skills —and harnessed it,

‘taking the talented slam poets to the variousstages of America.

"Russell Simmon‘s Def Poetry Jam" earned many awards, including

a 2003 Peabody Award for its multi—season HBO presentation; and

a Tony Award for Best Special Theatrical Event for the Broadway

version. The present production is part of a 51—city tour.
"There are no loud beats behind these poets," Executive

Producer Simmons told Rashod D. Ollison in an interview published

‘in The Baltimore Sun. "You‘re right there with the words, and you

have to deal with what the poets are saying. ‘All of these poets grew

up with rap, so that influence can‘t be separated from what they‘re

doing on stage.
"It‘s not all about incense and head——wraps and. alternative

thought," Simmons continued. "These poets have a lot of ideas that

people can relate to, young people especially. We‘ve seen the influ—

‘ence of poetry grow. There‘s a more commercial influence in it now.

You ask high school students if they write poetry, and 80 percent of

them will say, ‘Yeah. They‘re listening to rappers like Rakeim and

Jay—Z, and they‘re expressing themselves in their own words. The

poets in the show are free thinkers, not like the rest of us who watch

‘TV and become sheep."
The cast includes Black Ice, Georgia Me, Lemon, Poetri,

Staceyann Chin (see story page 12) and Suheir Hammad, from the

original Broadway production. Shihan, Flaco Navaja and Ishle Park

have been added to the touring company. DJ Reborn provides

music. Stan Lathan directs and co—produceswith Simmons.

Black Ice, born Lamar Manson, in Philadelphia, has performed

spoken word since 1994. He is the first spoken—word artist signed to

Simmons‘s Def Jam Records. His focus is in sharing messages that

help nurture and build character among young people. For more

mformatron go online to www.steplightly.biz.
Georgia Me, born Tamika Harper, in Atlanta, was captain of the

fabulous Moore Epics Slam Team, WhICh won the grand prize at the

Nuyorican Cafe in New York andrepresented Atlanta in Seattle,

Wash., at the National Slam Competition. She was cast in the first

season of HBO‘s "Russell Simmons Presents Def Poetry." Her first

album, Seedsfrom da S.W.A. TZ (SouthernWomen Achlewng Total
Zen) is upcoming.

Lemon has been part of the spoken word ‘circuit for eight years

He is a regular on HBOs "Russell Simmons Presents Def Poetry;"
an original cast member of Def Poetry Jam on Broadway, and a

© Drama Desk nominee. His acting credits include Splke Lee‘s Sucker

Free City on Showtime and She Hate Me, as well as Sundance‘s

Avenging Angel. He also has appeared in other off—broadway shows
__ and teaches performance workshops at various universities.

Poetri also is one of the original poets in "Russell Simmons

Presents Def Poetry" on HBO. He also has been seen on ABC,

NBC, BET, MTV and VH—1. He waspart of the Broadway production

of Def Poetry Jam He has written, produced, performed on and

Hert
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arranged more than 150 commercials for radlo and television. He j

co—wrote and appeared in the play DearChi/d For more |nformat|on

go online to Poetri.com. j
Suheir Hammad appeared on HBO‘s "Russell Simmons Presents

Def Poetry." She has been published in numerous periodicals and

anthologies. Her books, Born Palestinian, Born Black and Drops of

This Story, have receivedcritical acclaim. Suheir‘s poetry has been .

featured on the BBC World Service and National Public Radio.
Shihan, a four—year slam competitor, became the Los Angeles _.

and Hollywood Grand Slam Champion in 2000, and 2001, respect— —.

fully. He has made appearances on all four seasons of HBO‘s

"Russell Simmons Presents Def Poetry." He has written for Pepsi,

Nike, Reebok, Sebastian Int‘, MTV‘s Rock the Vote campaign and

the Schoolhouse Rocks compilation series. He also was featured at—

the Soul Beach and Essence Music Festivals in 2002. For more:

information, go onlineto www.shihanthepoet.com.
Flaco Navaja, born and raised in the Bronx, has been pracncmg his

art for seven years. He also appeared on HBO‘s "Russell Simmons

Presents Def Poetry" and with Déef Poetry Jam at Edinburgh‘s Fringe

Festival. He has an extensive list of theater credits, as well. _

Ishle Park is a writer, educator and activist who has performed at

leges in the United States, Cuba and Korea, as both a solo artist and as

part of a new collective called Diva*Diction. In 2004, this Korean—
"American woman was namedthe Poet Laureate of Queens, N.Y. She

also has been on HBO‘s "Russell Simmons Presents Def Poetry." "r;-

‘ DJReborn, a Chicago native now resmhng in Brooklyn, has been

spinning for more than a decade. She also is a mentor/workshop

facilitator for New York City teens.
Tickets to "Russell Simmon‘s Def Poetry Jam" are $15 to $45

each and are available by calling (901) 525—3000; at the Orpheum
Box Office, 203 S. Main; at Davis—Kidd: Booksellers 387 Perkins

Road in the Laurelwood Shopping Center; at all TicketMaster loca—

tions,. by calling (901) 525—1515 or by ‘going online to
www.TicketMaster.com. _ ;

For more |nformat|on go onllne to www.defpoetryjam.com. ..q:
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3rd Annual Orpheum

Star Search to begin |

The Third Annual Orpheum Star Search audition dates are

Nov. 20, and Jan. 15 and Feb. 12, 2005. Twelve to 14 finalists

will be selected from the preliminary auditions to compete in

the final performance on the Orpheum Stage on June 10,

2005. More than $15,000 in U.S. Savings Bonds and prizes

will be awarded.

A production of the Orpheum‘s Department of Education and

Community Programs, Orpheum Star Search was conceived as

a vehicle to find and nurture the next generation of musical tal—

ent, ages 15 to 23. Orpheum Star Search works to find the best

high school and collegiate musicians and vocalists, with more

than 200 students auditioning annually.

Wayne Jackson, of the Memphis Horns, said, "This event is

just what our city needs, to seek out and nurture that next wave

of emerging talent. I love this event!"

Participants must register for an audition by calling (901) 525—

7800, ext. 404. Rules are available online at www.orpheum—

memphis.com Auditions take place at Overton High School,

1770 Lanier Lane, in the auditorium.

The Memphis Film Forum (MFF) is now accepting entries for

the Memphis International Film festival 6 (MIFF) scheduled for

April 7—10, 2005, at Malco Theaters in Memphis.

The MIFF celebrates the best of local and global filmmaking;

MISCHIEF, MAGIC AD MISi’LETO 3 screening features, shorts, foreign, documentaries, experimen—

a tal and animation.

ON THE LOHREY STAGE THIS HOLIDAY SEASON. Although the festival screens films in 35mm, 16mm and vari—

f | ous video formats, all entries must be submitted on 1/2—inch

A CHRISTMAS CAROL 27 vears runnmne VHS videotape or DVD. All films in languages other then English

wages JM Ths “ya; aT CHARLES DrokEus« must be subtitled. Each film must be accompanied by an entry

j fee of $35 and a completed entry form, which can be down—

DecemBsEer 4—22 » ON THE LonREY STAGE loaded from the MFF website at www.memphisfilmforum.org.

As much a part of the holiday season as holly, mistletoe peathe io! ientrres (9 pee. 1. i beat

and evergreen wreaths, this perennial favorite continues to For mare information. go ohling to modod
o ) P or email MFF Chairman, Lisa Bobal at LisaB@memphistilmfo—

rekindle the holiday spirit. rum.org or MFF Programming Chairman John Olivio at joliv—

io@memphisfilmforum.org.

 

    

  

CINDERELLA A seeciar nourmpay verson

+ADparteEp sv Jonn B.) DavIDSON®

DecemBEer 3—19 + ON THE LOHREY STAGE

This version of the classic story delivers carols, snowflakes

and mistletoe. This revamped fairy tale is a riotous romp

through the imagination for the entire family.

11111 (111

milia "Amy" Vails

Harpist and Cellist
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On Oct. 8, Marcel Pariseau of PYR PR, publi—

«cist for Melissa Etheridge, said that she has been

diagnosed with breast cancer.

"As a result of early detection and progressrve
treatment, her doctor is expecting a speedy and complete
recovery," Pariseau said. "Upon her doctor‘s advice, Melissa will
undergo surgery and the prognosis looks excellent. Due to these
circumstances her upcoming tour dates have been canceled."

Melissa states, "I am fortunate to be under a wonderful doc—
tor‘s care and thankful that this was caught early. I am looking
forward to a quick and full recovery."

Melissa will be recuperating at home in Los Angeles with her
wife, Tammy Lynn Michaels, and children.

On Oct. 18, Melissa Etheridge posted the following entry on
her website: www.melissaetheridge.com/news.

"Hi there, it‘s Melissa," she wrote. "I am at home recovering
from my two surgeries. Wow, I didn‘t see this coming. But the good
news is they took out the tumor and a few lymph nodes, only one

mom a

Melissa Etheridge undergoes breast cancersurgery

of which was positive ... the centinal node (for those that know
breast cancer speak). After that, my margins are clean! | still have
both of my breasts and whetherI will keep them is a bridge I have
to cross later. What an unexpected journey this is. ...

"I will be entering the phase of chemotherapy next," Etheridge
continued. "Who knows what that will bring. ‘I will be writing
songs for the greatest hits album and after ... (the Pink album,
maybe?) | will be working on the pilot for ABC and hanging with
Tammy and the kids. I imagine you will see me again around the
beginning of the year," she continued to write.

"Tammy has been the greatest through this," Etheridge wrote,
"her love is the most healing power| have everknown and she

— makes me laugh. Thanks Tam.
"Be strong, speak true ..." Etheridge closed her web entry

with her familiar closing phrase
Editor‘s Note: Melissa Etheridge has been signed on for a

planned sitcom for ABC where she will play a lesbian music
teacher who lives with her best friend, a straight man. The two
are raising a child, the daughter of a mutual friend.
 

Singer Barry Manilow apologizes for offending gays atshow
by Rex Wockner, staff writer

Singer Barry Manilow said Oct. 12 he‘s sorry he offended
some gay people and others in the audience during his Oct. 7
concert at Madison Square Garden in New York City.

As he was introducing a love—song duet he was about tosing
with a male star of his upcoming Broadway musical about a
1930s German boy band, Manilow said, "Of course, we‘re not
going to sing it to each other — that would be creepy."

Several concertgoers contacted this reporter to complain
about the remark.

Asked to respond Oct. 12, Manilow said, "I‘m terribly sorry if
I offended anyone. | meant it only as a joke about Brian (d‘Arcy
James) and me, and not as a reflection on anyone else. | strong—
ly believe in and support equal rights and acceptance for every—
one, and apologize if my joke came off to the contrary."

Among the concertgoers who said they were offended was
Marcus Oden.

"It really took me by surprise because I don‘t have much knowl—
edge of Barry Manilow and | assumed he is gay," Oden said.
"Then when he made that comment, | asked my boyfriend Mark,
why he would make a comment like that if he was gay himself?"

Concertgoer Karen Jenkins also was unhappy.
"There was one major glitch for me during the evening," Jenkins

said. "As a middle—aged woman, and Manilow fan, (1) was shocked."
Concertgoer Michael Dixon said people were talking about

the remark as they exited the concert.
"Not only was | immediately offended and surprised, but I

heard several people discussing it in the stairways and lobby of
Madison Square Garden at the endof the concert," Dixon said.
"When the performer making those comments is someone who —
owes a large part of his success to the gay community — and
may very well be a member of that community himself — he
needs to be confronted for spreading that kind of homophobia.
.. Considering that Barry has only two typesof fans, gay men
and middle—aged women, | found it very surprising that he was
willing to alienate so many of us in one fell swoop."

Asked if Manilow is gay, his publicist, Jill Fritzo, said, "No comment."
Manilow has never discussed hrs sexual orientation publicly,

or been outed as gay.

Concertgoer Sue, who did not want her last name used, fumed,
"The comment was totally out of place. To me and, I am sure, all his
fans that night, it would have been just a touching love song sung
by two people with fantastic voices. Instead, he turned it into a con—
fusing issue about his sexuality, which was totally unnecessary."

Manllows new musical, Harmony, is expected to open on

 

 

    

 

Renovated HVAC/

Security Sys/New Carpet/

Tile & Refinished HW Floors/W&D

2 Bed & 1 Bath $800 ($550 DEP)
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LG 2 Bed & 2 Bath $950 ($650 DEP)
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One Touch Music
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an unpublished novel

by Jim Norcross

(chapter by chapter)

   
BARNIGHT

_ "It‘s just a godamn bar," Paul Brady

thought to himself as he sat in his car looking across the street

"at the rather ordinarylooking building. It was probably not in the

best area but not any different than some dozens of other bars

he had been in; certainly it was not as rough as some of the ones

he had been in overseas when he was in the Marines. Still he

could not find it within himself to get out of the car and walk

across the street and into the establishment.

He had driven past the location twice tonight before he had

finally stopped and had done the same thing he had done the

two weeks previous. But, tonight he was determined that he was

going in. Everyone knew about the Colony Club and the mention

of its name never failed to elicit some reaction from people: a

snger, a smirk, a raised eyebrow and a look of disgust. For the

past three weeks, ever since he had been filed for his third

divorce, Paul had been trying to find the courage to go in. Now

he watched as several well—dressed couples entered the bar,

which did not have a name displayed, just well—lighted street

numbers over the door. Finally, he pulled out a half pint of Jack

Daniels from under the seat and took a drink, then got out of the

car, looking around to make sure no one was coming, crossed

the street and walked inside before he could change his mind.

«It looked pretty much as any other tavern inside with a large

‘wooden bar and stools along one wall, some tables scattered

about and a few booths in the back. The decor was austere, lit—

tle more than some beer signs on the walls, but the juke box

‘played loudly from some place and a few people were dancing

on the postage stamp size dance floor. Laughter and conversa—

‘tion floated through the air. Paul stood watching the dancers with

fascination for a moment and then took a seat at the bar. A funny

‘feeling came over him, a feeling he could not explain, but he

‘suddenly felt that he belonged.

— Behind the bar was a small, middle—aged woman with an

abundance of green eye shadow and bright, Mercurochrome—

‘colored hair of cotton candy consistency.

"Hello good looking," she said, "You must be new. I‘m Helen

and I own the joint. Know where are you?" She studied him care—

fully, "You a cop?" ;
"No. Of course not. I have an insurance agency over near

63rd and Brookside." Paul, out of force of habit, started to pull

out his business card but stopped.
"Well, just wanted to make sure you know where you are.

What ya‘ having‘ big boy?"
"Double Jack. Water back." |

"Hitting it heavy, eh? It must be your first time here," Helen

said, handing him his drink.. __. t

Paul‘s eyes cleared and looking across the bar he saw across

a good—looking blonde — tall and well made up, wearing a pink

cocktail dress. Paul signaled to Helen.

"I want to send the blonde a drink. What‘s her name and
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for an exit. It was too late. Suddenly, a powerfully built man with

seen him in years. We used to play football together over

    

  

what‘s that she‘s drinking?" f
Helen looked at Paul closely. "Well, that‘s a Rusty Nail and __

HIS name is Frank." Then Helen threw back her head and _|

laughed. "Thought you said you knew where you were."

Then, from the area of the booths came a loud familiar voice.

"Paul. Paul Brady. You old son of a gun. | wondered when I

would run into you in here." p

Paul cringed and tried to ignore the voice and looked around __|

sandy, curly hair was behind Paul. He draped his arm around

Paul‘s shoulder. a

"Helen, this is my old college roommate," said the big man. __

at State College. Damn, it‘s good to see you, Paul. Come back to

the booth where we can talk. Helen, bring us a round of drinks."

Paul turned to face Bobby Cheatham, a person who he cer—

tainly had not counted on running into here, but there was noth—

ing he could do.
"Yeah, we used to double date all the time," said Paul to Helen.

Helen smiled to herself, looked at Frank and shook her head.

"I just stopped in by chance," Paul stammered. " I had no

idea where | was. I was just driving by and saw people

coming in and it looked like a hot place. It‘s sure a

surprise to see you. What are you doing now?"

§ "I‘m coaching football over at Raytown.
Got a pretty good team this
year." Paul and Bobby
moved to the rear booth.

"You married?" asked Paul. —
"I just got a divorce myself." ___

"No. I never married," Bobby ___
said smiling. "Guess | found.
who I was before you did."

"What the hell do you
mean by that?" Paul said tak—
ing a big swig of his drink and.
signaling for Helen to bring.
them another round.

"I think you know what I

mean. You‘re just fighting it so hard." f uo,

"I don‘t know what the hell you‘re talking about. I‘m straight. Hell, .

| like women. I‘ve been married enough times." He gulped down

the rest of his drink and started on the one Helen had just brought.

The men sat drinking silently for a moment before Bobby

finally said, "Paul, remember the times we roomed together at

the dorm and when we were on the road with the team? I think

about those days a lot. I‘m surprised everyone didn‘t know what

was going on some of those nights as | will have to say you are.

not the most silent of lovers. I thought by now you would have it

together. Of course, I thought that back in college and was hop—

ing we had something. But you freaked out, dropped off the team

and got married the first time before you were even out of

school. How long did that last?" a

"Well, I know now that was just an impulsive kid thing to do..

We eloped and were divorced in less than a year."
"But you still couldn‘t look me in the face, kept avoiding me,

and I‘ll be damned if you didn‘t up and get married a second time g

right after graduation. Now a third time!"
"Oh, this last wife was a bitch."

"Why didn‘t you ever return my calls?" Bobby asked. "I called

you often enough over the years, left messages and no

See Bar Night, page 43
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BIG Potluck Dinner!

We‘ll provide the turkey & dressing,

y‘all bring the rest ...

it‘s a family thing!

Call the bar if you‘d like to participate!

CAROL PLUNK

november 10th=
1till9

KELLY B.
november 14th

9 till 2
ROUTE SOUTH

november 20th
6 till 10

SKITTLE usose

#»J_.

E alan)

—

"wemer2st
| every Friday every Saturday

_

caroMF sam,9M10 { all

—

9pmto2am nuvemlle; tzltllltg

I]}|jj The Monkey Is BACEK!D]|||
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A SHOUT OUT:
*+ To ONE MAN in particular, who asked to remain nameless

who went that extra mile to take almost a dozenpeople he knew

_ to get reglstered to vote and then took them to early votlng loca—

tionsto cast their ballots.

— To EVERYONE whotook the tlme to cast thelr votes In the

Nov. 2 elections. _

* To JIM MAYNARD for runmng asa protest write—in candr-,.;

Wol date against Harold Ford Jr. Ford decided to. support a Marriage

f Protection Amendmentto the U.S. Constitution.

+ THE NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, which presented a

check in the amount of $5,000, to the CHURCH HEALTH CEN—

TER, 1210 Peabody, on Oct. 21. This was ‘the result of the

krewe‘s fundraisng efforts for its fiscal year ending Sept. 30.

The Church Health ‘Center provides affordable, high quality

medical care to uninsured workers and their families, the elder—

:— lyand the homeless.
+ TAMMY and company at HOUNID CAKE, adog bakery, who

has donated quite a bit to the Memphis GLBT community. The

Hound Cake closed its doors on Oct. 31, but has plans to con—

tinue:manufactunng the homemade dog biscuits and sell them in

otherretail locations.

* To JOHN ARAVOSIS and friendswho have made a new

website: ENJOYTHEDRAFT.COM. "This is a satirical view of

why wethink the draft is coming and why America‘s youth should

"celebrate it," Aravosis saidin his email newsletter, "The List." It

is well worth a look.

Your Family is in

good hands with

listate.

* Home
e Auto _

—* Life.
.* Business

 

  

TIMMANESS
Sales Associate

Erin McDonald Aoency
‘. l..s

_

60565 Elmore
Memphis, TN 38134

phone: 901.372.3500Allstate.
You‘re in good hands.

‘24—Hour Customer Service 
claims: 800.386.6126
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~ NATIONAL NEWS:
_» Did you know TENNESSEE set a new record for early—vot—

ing during the Nov. 2 elections? According to the Associated
Press, Tennessee has 3.7 million voters; 1.13 million, or 30.5
percent, voted during the 14—day early voting period. The 1.13
million figuresurpassed the previous record of almost 748 thou—
sand for early voting in the 2000 election.
SOMETHING NEW:

If you check out page 36 in this issue you‘ll find an entire
‘page devoted to GLBT Youth—related news. In the future, we
‘hope to feature local GLBT youth and their stories.

And, while we‘re talking about NEW things, last month we
added a columnist, Memphis‘s own Charlie Green as Family &
Friends own FUTURIST FAG. Green is no newcomer to what
the future holds in store for us when it comes to technology. His
column appears on page 68 of this issue. And, as long as the _
news is available to support them, we‘ve added some new
LIFESTYLES features, GLBT Television and Art. Here‘s to
change, may it continue.
WwORDS OF PRAISE:
We were recently introduced to a man who told us he was a

fan of this magazine (actually, that happens quite a bit nowa—
days). But, it is his reason for liking the magazine that warrants
being mentioned here. "With so many pages and color pictures, |
it made me think that Memphis had finally become a big city wor— _
thy of a classy, color, gay and lesbian magazine. Keep up the
good work." Thanks for your kind words.
CONGRATS to Linda Jones on the birth of her “grandchlldrenl” f

ESCAPE YOUR HIGH MORTGAGEAND FIND FINANCIAL

FREEDOM!

High Mortgage Payments?

Facing Foreclosure?

Let us buy your house and relieve your stress! Contact us at

(901) 237—2194 and talk to one of our counselors at no cost to

you. We offer creative solutions for peoplein need.

Don‘t be financially crippled by your
mortgage. We will buy your house. Call

Blossom Properties today.

(901) 237—2194

— MASSAGE —

BY

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

SWEDISH/DEEP TISSUE + HOT STONE MASSAGE

(901) 761—7977

BY APPOINTMENT

IN/OUT CALLS

GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Report shows gays, lesbians among troops

"Gay Men and Lesbians in the U.S. Military: Estimates from

Census 2000," by Gary J. Gates, PhD, of The Urban Institute, is

a study, released Sept. 28, 2004, which evidences that an esti—

mated 65,000 gay and lesbian Americans are presently serving

in our armed forces, and that there are approximately one mil—

lion gay veterans in America.

This research project was supported by The Servicemembers

Legal Defense Network; the Center for the Study of Sexual

Minorities in the Military at The University of California—Santa

Barbara, and the Military Community Services Network.

According to the report‘s Executive Summary, despite a variety

of rules designed to keep gay men and lesbians out of military

service, census data makes clear that they are actively serving in

the armed forces, in guard and reserve units, and have served in

the military throughout the latter part of the 20th century.

Estimates suggest that more than 36,000 gay men and les—

bians are serving in active duty, representing 2.5 percent of

active duty personnel. When the guard and reserve are includ—

ed, nearly 65,000 men and women in uniform are likely gay or

lesbian, accounting for 2.8 percent of military personal. Other

key findings from this research include:

* Gay men and lesbians have served in all military eras in the

later part of the 20th century. In particular, military service rates

for coupled lesbians far exceed rates for other women in every

military era of the later 20th century. Nearly one in 10 coupled

lesbians, age 63—67, report that they served in Korea, compared

with less than one in 100 of other women. Even in the most

recent service period, from 1990 to 2000, service rates among

 

coupled lesbians, age 18—27, are more than three times, higher
than rates among other women.

+ While years of service do not differ much between coupled
gay men and other men, lesbians report longer terms of service
than other women. Among all women, age 18—67, who report mil—
itary service, nearly 82 percent of coupled lesbians and less than
74 percent of other women report serving more than two years.

*+ Coupled gay men who are veterans or report trainingin the
guard or reserve show greater racial and ethnic diversity than
other men. Among men who report guard or reserve training, the
proportions of coupled gay men who are African—American and
Latino exceed those of other men. Among female veterans, the
pattern is the opposite of that shown with men. Coupled lesbians
are more likely to be white than other female veterans and are
less likely to be African—American.

* Coupled gay men who report guard or reserve training or
who are veterans report annual incomes below that of other
men, while coupled lesbians report incomes above that of other
women. An exploration of employment status provides some
explanation for the income gaps observed. Coupled gay men
with guard or reserve training are less likely to be employed full
time and more likely to not be in the labor force than other men.
Conversely, coupled lesbians who are veterans or report guard
or reserve training have substantially higher rates of full—time
employment than other women and are less likely to report not
being in the labor force.

See Report shows, page 22
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Lawyers on behalf of the Log Cabin Republicans (LCR) filed
. suit on Oct. 12 against the United States government seeking

to overturn the military‘s "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy, which
requires the discharge of gay and lesbian service members.
Log Cabin Republicans vs. United States of America was filed
in the United States Federal District Court for the Central
District of California.

Log Cabin is filing the suit on behalf of its gay and lesblan
members presently serving in the United States ArmedForces.

"Public opinion, the experience of our allies, and the national
security interests of our nation all lead to the inescapable con—
clusion that gays and lesbians shouldbe allowed to serve open—
ly. and honestly in our mflrtary, said LCR Executive Director
«Patrick Guerriero.

"A lawsuit should not be necessary, when public opinion over—
whelmingly favors gays and lesbians serving openly and hon—
estly," Guerriero continued. “A lawsuit should not be necessary

when the experience of our allies in the war on terror, including

great Britain, Israel and Australia, all allow gays and lesbians to

serve openly and honestly. A lawsuit should not be necessary

when our military has lost; thousands of needed military person—

nel under this policy. However, under these circumstances,

where we are a nation at. war fighting a global war against ter—

rorism, we can no longer sit by and wait for our elected officials

to find the political courage to do the right thing."

The suit asserts that the "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy impos—

es a discriminatory set of rules on gay and lesbian members of

the Armed Forces in violation of their constitutional rights of due

process, freedom of speech and equal protection. The challenge

requests a declaration that the policy is unconstitutional, and a

preliminary and permanent injunction enjomtng the government

from enforcing the policy. .

Global law firm White & Case LLP is representing LCR on a

pro bono basis. The White & Case team is being led by Dan

Woods and Marty Meekins from the firm‘s Los Angeles office.

"Previous challenges to the policy failed mainly because

Bowers v. Hardwick allowed governmental criminalization of

homosexual conduct, but recent Supreme Court decisions

demand an immediate reconsideration of the policy under the

U.S. Constitution, which is why White & Case was so interested

in being involved," Woods, head of White & Case‘s litigation

practice in Los Angeles, said.

Woods said those key decisions include Romer v. Evans,

where in 1996, the Supreme Court held that government—spon—

NEEL) ?
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‘Lawyers file suit on behalfof Log Cabin Republicans

sored discrimination against gay and lesbian Americans could
not be justified solely by animus or "morality." In 2003, the Court
overruled Bowers in Lawrence v. State of Texas, and held the
constitutional fundamental right to privacy includes the right for
gay and lesbian Americans to engage in private, intimate rela—
tionships without State interference. Finally, the Supreme Court
most recently limited the Defense Department‘s discretion to
infringe upon Constitutional due process rights in Hamdi v.
Rumsfeld, which held that enemy combatants, even in wartime,
must be afforded due process rights.

"These decisions require a re—examination of the reasoning
employed in prior decisions upholding the ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell‘
policy, and they compel a finding and declaration by the court
that the policy violates the Constitution," Woods added.

White & Case lawyers are well versed in the constitutional
issues involved with the service of gays and lesbians in the
United States Armed Forces. In the early 1990s, the firm suc—
cessfully represented Keith Meinhold in the landmark decision in
Meinhold v. U.S. Department of Defense, which challenged the
military‘s previous prohibition of gays and lesbians in the military.

"This case is fundamentally about correcting a misguided
governmental policy based on prejudice towards gay and les—. 2
bian Americans," Meekins said. "A decade of experience with the
policy demonstrates that it actually weakens our national
defense. It seems especially offensive to compel members of
the Armed Forces, who fight to protect our liberty, to deny them
their constitutional right to freedom of speech and to engage in ___
private, intimate relationships."

Guerriero said that he is confident that this challenge will
result in the end of this discriminatory policy and ultimately a
stronger U.S. military because highly—trained, dedicated gay and
lesbian soldiers will no longer be forced out simply because they
disclose their sexual orientation.
 

Report shows

from page 21

« North Dakota, Hawaii, Alaska, Virginia and Idaho have the

largest proportion of veterans among same—sex couples. Men‘ —

and women in same—sex couples in North Dakota are twice as —

likely to be a veteran than the national average. Among metro—

politan areas, Pensacola, Fla.; Norfolk, Va.; San Diego, Calif.; —

Dayton, Ohio, and Santa Rosa, Calif., have the highest rates of —

veterans among same—sex couples. Pensacola‘s rate of 34 per— __

cent is more than three times the national average.

* Nearly one million gay and lesbian Americans are veterans. __

The states with the largest population of gay and lesbian veter—

ans include California, Florida, Texas, New York and Georgia.

Among metropolitan areas, Los Angeles; Washington, D.C.; San |.

Diego; Chicago, and New York have the highest populations of .
gay and lesbian veterans.

—* The District of Columbia leads all states with a rate of 10.2
gay or lesbian veterans per one thousand adults, more than dou— _

ble the national average. Per capita rates also are high in —

Vermont, Hawaii, Maine and Washington.

and lesbian veterans.

I Santa Rosa, —

Pensacola, San Francisco, San Diego and Norfolk are among.

the metropolitan areas with the highest per capita rates of gay .f

"Gay Men and Lesbians in the U.S. Military: Estimates fromU
Census 2000" is available online at www.sldn.org. \
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Chuck Knipp: The man behind Shirley 0. Liquor—
byAnita Moyt, managing editor

Comedian Chuck Knipp will bring his characters, including
the one and only, and somewhat controversial, Shirley Q. Liquor,
to Backstreet Memphis, 2018 Court Street, on Saturday, Nov. 11.

"I just got back from Chicago," Knipp told Family & Friends in
a telephone interview in October. "It was a great show up there,
a fun crowd. I (also) did Southern Decadence (in New Orleans)
and met headliner Martha Wash at the Bourbon Qlub. It was a
wildly enthusiastic crowd."

Being a full—time comedian, Knipp stays on the road quite a bit.
"All these cities start to smear together," Knipp said. "I have

woken up and not known where I was. But as a traveling nurse,
I was used to that feeling of ‘Just where the hell am 1?"

Knipp, who is a resident of Mississippi, has not only been a
registered nurse, but has been an ordained minister of the
Friends Catholic Church since 1997. He has even taken a stab
at politics, having run on the Libertarian ticket for Congress in
Texas in 2000.

"I am also a Quaker minister," Knipp said, "doing weddings,
funerals, hospital visits. I was ordained by a lesbian in the
Catholic Churches. In 1977, I co—founded a church in Beaumont,
Texas, with another Catholic deacon from the Friends Catholic
Community, the offset of the Old Catholic Church. It was mainly
an AIDS and hospice ministry."

So how did Knipp get into comedy from nursing and ministry?
"I made up stories to tickle people and bring them a little

light," Knipp said.

Over the years, Knipp, a white man, has created both black
and white characters including, Shirley Q. Liquor, Watusi Jenkins,
Betty Butterfield, Elder Leroy, Mamaw, Dr. Williams and others.

"I created ‘Shirley Q. Liquor‘ as a joke recording on my
home answering machinein 1992, leaving daily updates,"
Knipp said in his bio. "Pretty soon, people were calling the
number just to hear Shirley Q. and tying up the phone line.
Amazed, | decided to accommodate them by getting an extra
line and "her" own answering machine. ... Before | knew it, my
phone was ringing all day and night ... I began changing it
every day, telling little stories, and before | knew it, Shirley Q.
had a cult following. |

"I made a hundred copies of my phone act on cassette tape
in 1995," Knipp continues, "took it to a local music store and sold
out in two hours, I then began appearing on a local radio station
in the mornings in character.

Atone of those radio stations, Knipp was touched by one par—
ticular incident.

"Probably the thing that sticks out with me the most is when
I was radio touring in Louisiana and showed up on an AM
radio station," Knipp told Family & Friends. "A lady came to the
station and she had made a breakfast and she had a scarf on
her head. She said she had been on chemotherapy and
Shirley Q got her through. I knew God had given me another —
way to heal. A ty E.

"I‘ve had to learn the whole thing myself," Knipp said, explain—
ing how he came about making up his characters for stage. "I
don‘t consider myself a drag queen. I am more from the Bob
Hope school and Milton Berle school.. When I am actually doing
a show it is not Lenny Bruce—serious social commentary. They
are silly and pointless. I want people to take a break from all that
kind of stuff and laugh about it. 4 +

"I had no idea how to do this character as a live performance
the first time," he continued. "Up until then, I had been on radio

on ta mai

or in a recording studio. Then it hit me, ‘If I am going to perforrn
this character on stage, I‘ll have to get in drag and paint my face
a different color.‘ Some people ask if I do blackface. I don‘t think
that‘s it. I use regular African—American lady brown foundation ,
and all kinds of eye shadows. And I really like the pink wig. But
I melt almost every time | perform live." s

And those that look at Knipp‘s black makeup as "blackface" .
have made their voices known. _ Chl us
"From a negative perspective, a show was canceled," Knipp

said in regard to a protest that was held outside a New York City |
«club where Shirley Q. Liquor was performing. "I had two sold—out _.
shows scheduled back to back. The second night there were. _
eight to 12 protesters that came up and were screaming and the \
police said they had to close the bar because we werecreating —
a public nuisance." () Fik!

In defense of Knipp, actor and entertainer RuPaul Charles_
wrote the following in a Sept. 18, 2002, entry in his weblog at
www.rupaul.com: Ao $*

"These fascists believe that Mr. Knipp ‘not only makes fun of
black women, but re—enforces every racist stereotype,‘ That .—
argument was valid 40 years ago, before there were black media.
moguls who make fun of black women and reinforce racist ..
stereotypes. I guess the rap & hip hop community is exempt
because they appear to be black. _ f C"

If Mr. Knipp was filled with hatred, my natural gut instinct. >
wouldn‘t allow me to enjoy his act. ... When Chuck Knipp per— __
forms as Shirley Q. it‘s very clear to me that he is paying a lov—
ing homage to the southern black women that he obviously grew
up around." f ity f te wo

"My character, Shirley Q. Liquor, was created in celebration I
of, not to downgrade black women." Knipp said. "Shirley Q. ‘__.
Liquor, like most comedic characters, is a composite woman—
from a person | know and my own creativity — and also a com— _‘
posite of reverse stereotypes and cultural differences.

"I hung out with a bunch of black gay guys when I was in the
Ole Miss band," Knipp continued, "and we used to stay up all =:
night sipping Bacardi and listening to Millie Jackson and James —
Cleveland records. Thenwe would tape ourselves, doing skits in —
Ebonics. Those guys really gave me a grasp of southern cultur—
al insights, which have proved invaluable." |

And it is comedy that Knipp uses to fight, not promote, racism. ——
"As a comedian, I‘m a firm believer that comedy is a way. _

to heal past injustices, prejudice and hate," Knipp said.
"Laughter is healing. | understand my comedy might notbe :—
what makes you laugh. That‘s understandable, but to call me
a racist without knowing what | am about or who I am is .;.
unjustified and is judging mefrom a one—sided view. | wel— —
come anyone to question me about my comedy or come to
my show because comedy has only one color and that is the (
color of laughter... Stok Ty ont td 4

"My favorite part of the show is when I go off on a rant about
how ignunt white people is; the audience (doesn‘t) know what to ‘_.
do then," Knipp said, explaining a bit of what Shirley Q. Liquor‘s ——
show is like. "My comedy isn‘t racist, nor am I. More than any—
thing, my comedy makes fun of whites‘ views of blacks. My com—
edy pokes fun at everything, including myself. That‘s what com—

xp

_edy is about, making us escape from everyday life and seeing —
the funny side." ;

Knipp has produced eight CD‘s, with the last four or five avail—

See Shirley 0.Liquor, page 27 —
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EDITORIAL BY JUDY SHEPARD, GUEST WRITER

 

Oct. 12 was the fifth anniversary of my son,

Matthew‘s, murder. His murder prompted unprece—

dented media coverage and focused the nation‘s

attention on anti—gay hate crimes like never before. These past

few weeks I have been thinking about what has changed — and

what has not changed. What has been done to make our com—

munities safe from violence resulting from anti—gay hate?

I quickly learned my son‘s violent death was a fairly common
occurrence. This prompted our family to create the Matthew
Shepard Foundation and do our part to create a more respectful
and caring culture free from hate. I have spent the past five
years traveling across the nation, speaking to schools, church
es, anyone who will listen, to try and stem the tide of hate that is
eating away at the fabric of our culture.

The number of hate crimes against gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender people has not varied much during the past five
years. They remain the third highest category after race and reli—
gion. However, it is apparent that there are certain changes in the
"environment" that do impact hate crime activity. In New York City,
every July, anti—gay violence usually increases by about eight
percent as people respond to the outreach programs and the vis—
ibility of the Pride celebrations. After the Lawrence v. Texas deci—
sion and the premiere of additional gay—identified television
shows, anti—gay violence in New York City rose 52 percent.

It‘s clear that in some ways, our nation has become a more
accepting place. We have witnessed the progress of gay and les—
bian rights with the recent Supreme Court decision, Lawrence v.
Texas. We have seen our neighbor to the North — Ontario, Canada
— acknowledge same—sex marriages. They have recognized that
same—sex couples are as deserving of the same equal rights and
responsibilities as heterosexual couples. We have seen gay adop—
tions increase. We have seen growing visibility, acceptance and
understanding of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people in
our families, in the corporate world and in our culture.

However, we must also remember that there has been scant
progress in areas of legislation and securing equal rights for the
gay community. We continue to fight for hate crime legislation
that will include sexual orientation, gender and disability, and for
federal job protection based on sexual orientation. Yes, you can
be fired for being gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender in 38
states of this nation. It is as if we are living in two Americas — one

that tunes in to "Queer Eye for a Straight Guy" but turns a blind
eye to the injustices gay and lesbian people still face.

It is evident that with progress comes the inevitable attack by

those who are threatened by our work for justice and fairness.
Visibility — whether in the media or being out of the closet if you
are gay — can serve as an unfortunate catalyst. Those who are

threatened by our community are threatened by these strides. In

2003, more than 30 cities and towns reported crimes against

gays. The vast majority do not garner national headlines like my

son‘s murder did. Sakia Gunn, a 15 year—old lesbian, was fatal—

ly stabbed in Newark, N.J., on May 11, 2003, and F.C. Martinez,

a Navajo transgender 16—year—old, was murdered in a bias—moti—
vated attack; these are just two examples but the list goes on.
We have so far to go, so much hate is out there. It must be

acknowledged, addressed and erased before any of us are safe.
As we approach the five—year anniversary of Matthew‘s mur—

der, it is appropriate to redouble my efforts to invoke a grass—
roots solution to this problem. It is a solution that begins with par—

ents, educators, clergy and our communities as a whole. We
have the opportunity to help our children understand and accept
diversity before their school years begin and before hate can
provoke violent actions. If we do our jobs correctly, it should
never cross the minds of our children to harm someone, physi—
cally or emotionally, because of their gender, race, national ori—
gin, religion, disability or gender identity and expression.

Hate is a learned behavior. If a child is taught to hate and fear
diversity, then the next place he or she expresses that hate is at
school. TEN PERCENT OF ALL HATE CRIMES OCCUR AT
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. Bullying in our nation‘s schools
has resulted in countless acts of violence. The cycle continues
until that child, who is filled with hate, becomes an adult citizen
in your community and begins to teach others to hate.

Please help your children understand diversity without fear—

ing it. Be an example of acceptance and compassion. The con—

sequences of hate hurt everyone. It hurts not only the victim —

it hurts their family and friends. It destroys the families of the

perpetrators. Lives are lost, lives are ruined and lives are

changed forever.

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in

this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)

 

PeterPanreturns to Playhouse (III the Square stagePlayhouse on the Square located at 51 South Cooper, invites
you to visit your inner child for the 100th anniversary of one of
the greatest classics of all time — Peter Pan — now through Jan.
9, 2005.

Peter Pan, written by James M. Barrie, was originally pro—
duced in London in 1904. The little boy who won‘t grow up
returns for his 18th year to Playhouse on the Square.

Dave Landis directs this annual performance. Reprising their
roles as Peter Pan are Courtney Oliver (Peter Pan — 2001, 2002,
2003) and Lindsey Roberts (Peter Pan— 1999, 2003). Other cast
members include, Kelly King as Captain Hook; Megan Bowers
as Wendy, and Meg Geer as Tiger Lily.

Showtimes for Peter Pan vary. Tickets are $29 for adults; $20
for seniors; $16 for students and military personnel, and $12 for
children. The Pay—What—You—Can performance is set for

  

Wednesday, Dec. 22, at 7 p.m.
For showtimes, reservations or more information, call (901)

726—4656.
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‘erat alocal restaurant. | explalned I was gay

editorial by Patricia Pair, publisher

© Sometimeswhat seems rightis: oh

so wrong or ... conforming sucks!

I voted for George W Bush Yes, you read that right, George W.

Bush, but it wasn‘t on Nov.—2, 2004. That.horrid lapse of |nformed mtel-

ligence occurred exactly 10 years ago.\;
But, to better understand what can‘onlybe an excuse, because

  

there is no reason, | must first digress a bit to two periods of my life, |

which I‘ll refer‘to as Coming Out Phase I,and Coming Out Phase II.
Coming Out Phase I. | started college at what was then

Memphis State University ln the fall:of3981 after graduating from

. Germantown High School. In Septemberof 1981, I was hanging out

§ ‘with friends in Jones Hall, oneof which was a fellow 1981 graduate

GHS, Teresa. . ..
Several of the other people atthe tablewere gay and lesbian. As

folks cleared out to goto class, I confided in Teresa that | thought I

might be a lesbian. She.began to tell me about another of our GHS

classmates whoalso‘ was a lesbian ‘and apparently out in high

school. It was someone | had never met. So, in an attempt to help

me answerquestions | had: about homoseXUallty and myself like any

good friendwoulddo, ‘Teresa took me to Fllchardson Towers to meet

our fellow grad, Diana ; A
The three of us spentthe entire afternoon in Diana‘s dorm room

and, after an undetermmableamount of alcohol, I came out (this was

something ‘I really should have reallzedmuch earlier in my life —>

hindsight is 20/20). f

My first coming out was rough notreally

on me, but:on mymother. You see, expe'ct— ,
ing to be kicked out of the house, I moved:in

with another friend from,hlgh school while

my dad was out of town and my mother was

gone from home for the day She returned

home that night to find me gone, sorryMom

So, toexplain my actions, 1 met my m‘oth-

(not to mention that | had been fired from my 4
job for being gay and that| had dropped out The day I came out.
of college) and told her | was involved in a relatlonshrp with some—

one whom she had met.Needless to say, she wasupset and had

. every right to be.
During the next five yearsmost of which | don‘t really remember, —

| worked two, sometimes threejobs movedaround a lot and hung out

in the bars, usually George‘s on Marshal and Sharon Wray‘s The

Pendulum, where | drank and cruised foras much sex as I could stand

(remember, this also was a time whenthe news of a"gay cancer"

known as AIDSwasjust makmg its way to Memphis). I‘m not proudof
this time in my life, but it helped to shape the personI am today.

To keep a very long story short, I woke. up one morning in Heber
Springs, Ark., next to mybest friend atthe tlme and decided it was

time to change my life. The:«day beforeI had gotten two letters in the:

mail. Onewas froma friend from high schoolin Detroit, in which she

told me aboutall ourclassmates who were working ontheir master‘s

~ degrees. The second was from my grandparents who lived in the

Texas Panhandle. _. __ is

My grandparents had contrnually urgedme to cometo Texas and
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"really. Okay, l‘ll be honest. I was a little afraid of giving into the temp—.

‘drsappornt my family, so I tried to bestraight. Boy, did | try.

get back into college. At this time, neither my grandparents nor my ¢

fatherknew of my sexual orientation — only my mother was shoul—

dering this incredible burden.
I picked up the telephone, called my‘grandparents and asked . .

them to come get me. It was finally time to grow up.
— Unfortunately, at the time, growing up to me also meant conforming

to what my parents, grandparents and society perceived as "normal."

So, | got a full—time job for a year to establish in—state residency.

I stopped drinking. I dated boys, thought about girls but never acted

© on the thoughts for fear of ruining the only second chance I might — /

ever have. And, in the fall‘ of 1988, started college at what was then

West TexasState University in Canyon, Texas, wrth64 college cred—

From September 1988 to August 1989, I workedfull—time, contin— .

then the editor of the college newspaper and earned enough credits,

and good grades, to be graduated magna cum laude in August 1989,

with a degree in journalism and public relations. My entire family was _.

finally proud of me and the person | had become. I was "normal." F

After graduation | took a job at a small, local newspaper in

Borger, Texas, first as the regional news editor. One of my respon—

sibilities was to cover three of the four city councils in our county,

one of thosecities was Sanford, population 320. | also covered two . I

of theschool districts in the county, and in doing so met some les—

bian school teachers. Although tempted, two of them kept asking me

out, I declined.
Back to Sanford. The mayor at the tlme was a man we‘ll call Jim,

who, in his spare time, played drums in a local country band. | had

a great affection for music back then (I was a music critic at several

of the papers | worked for, the first of which was the now—defunct

Memphis Star. Jim asked me to come hear his band. After much . |

"relentless asking, I accepted. Rod and I really seemed to hit it off

and two months later I moved in with him, much to my grandparents

and parents dismay. Eventually, we were married and | became

pregnant with my son.
It was during this time that | cast the stupidest vote of my life. I

voted for George W. Bush for governor of Texas in 1994. Not that my E

vote got him elected, orwould have kept him from getting elected.
I‘ll spare you the details of and reasons for the divorce. But | A

stayed longer than I should have because | was trying to be what I

thought my family wanted me to be — straight, married with child and __

Republican. Let‘s just say conforming. nearly got me killed, literally.

In May 1995, | returned to Germantown with my 21—month old. |

son, moved in with my parents and started a job as the editor of The ——

Shelby Sun Times. For the next couple of years, | continued to try |

and conform by dating a male friend from high school and college.

At this point, I| must confess, that even while I was attempting to live

a "straight" life, women still turned my head and invaded my thought___

and dreams. | ventured into gay bars in Texas from time to time when

my job called for me to travel away from home. Back in Memphis, I saw

old friends and often met them at WKRB and partied with them later a

couple of times at The MadisonFlame and Backstreet. j

Was | hiding? Was I in the closet? Was I afraid to come out? Not

tations that | blamed for ruining my life in Memphis years ago, ie.

booze and meaningless sex. But, what | really didn‘t want to do was

Coming Out Phase II.But, overdinner one night, a very close

friend to whom I had confided the entire story and dilemma of my

life, finally reached across the table, took my hand and said, "You‘re

not happy. No one should go through life unhappy EStk making

other‘people happy. You have to make yourself ‘happy."
He was right. I called off my pending engagement to Bill (which, — i

thankfully, turnedout to be mutual) and eventually met Anita, my | (

partnerof almost 8 years, who also, thankfully, is a non——drinker, | —

See Over My Shoulder, nage 565
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Honest. Personal. Humorous. These are

just some of the words that describe th

debut independent rele fig
Shak m ard
flawjoat the Memphis Gay

esbian Community Center, 892 South
Cooper, for it‘s "Q Cafe Coffee House" on
Friday, Dec. 3, at 7 p.m.

"L am a feeling, sensitive person and I
first began writing as a way to deal with my
feelings," Rickard said. "I think that sensitiv—
ity shows in my writing. But ! can be totally irreverent, and
absolutely could not live without humor. I‘ve always felt that I‘m
a little left of center; that I don‘t quite fit. And you know what? I‘m
fine with that."

The 11 songs on Stirred Not Shaken cover a myriad of topics,
including fear, loss, loneliness, family and disillusionment with reli—
gion. It also reflects Rickard‘s ultimately finding happiness and love
and being thankful for who he is and what gives his life meaning.

Music has always been an essential part of Rickard‘s life. He
began singing in church and college before touring parts of the
world with the Continental Singers, and subsequently recording
and touring with two other contemporary Christian vocal groups.
But a move to Atlanta brought about several years of musical
silence while Rickard focused on his career, experiencing life in a
new "big city," as well as time spent in some deep, soul—searching.

"All of my life, I sang other people‘s music, other people‘s
thoughts," Rickard said. "But I ended up questioning everything
I believed, everything that I had ever sung about. So I thought
that music was over for me. But the last several years brought
about the right mix of experiences and feelings that make up the
songs on the record. I realized that | definitely had something to
say and wanted to say it in my own way.

"I always start with the lyrics — what it is | want to say,"
Rickard said, explaining his writing style. "Everyone writes songs
differently; but for me, the story tells me how the song should
sound. The sound serves the story."

Rickard resides in Atlanta with his partner of almost five
years. He and his partner can be found annually participating in
the St. Patrick‘s Invitational (Bowling) Tournament in Memphis.

For more information, go online to www.mikerickard.com.
See page 60 for Family & Friends‘ music columnist, Wansel

Greenberry‘s, review of Stirred Not Shaken.
 

Shirley Q. Liquor

from page 23

able on his websites, listed below. He told Family & Friends he
is in talks for a possible Shirley Q. Liquor adult cartoon. Shirley
Q. Liquor is syndicated by the American Comedy Network and
is played daily in more than 300 radio markets in the U.S.
Shirley Q. Liquor also is featured on Rupaul‘s newest release,
RuPaul RedHot.

"Tell every one | asked how you durrin!" Shirley said
in closing.

For more information go online. to www.shirleyqliquor.com,
www.bettybutterfield.com or www.ignunce.net.
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HAVE YOU EVER

WONDERED ...:

editorial by Jim Easter °

 

« HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED’?
* If the federal minimum security prison

in remote ‘Alderson,W.Va., was nicknamed "Camp Cupcake"
before or after Martha Stewart began serving five months there?
—.» Why have many of. Herenton‘s friendsand appointees qual—

_ ified to become city charter commission members? Perhaps
~ some of them are appalled that they will have to work 25 years

to attain full city pension benefits.
—» Why people were. upset about the:CDC—funded report on

Memphis city. schools? Maybe they didn‘t want to admit that
«some parents are not exemplary role models for their children

_‘ when drugs and sex are concerned. ;}
+ What did Jerry —‘West say when asked if the new FedEx

, _Forum would help the Grizzlies? "These facilities don‘t mean a
damn thing, it is howwe play on the floorthat counts."

« What is MATA goingto do with the empty $500,000 trol— .
leys that are running up and down the $56 million Madison.
Avenue tracks9

|HOLIDAY WISH LIST

 

 

ronurescuon @FriendsForlife

\Here‘s a list of some of the itemswe would like

to be able toprovrde for our clients this holiday

— socks (adults/chlldren)

gloves or mittens (adults/children)

    

  

    

  

fstockmg caps (adults/children)

scarves (adults/children)

sweatshirts (adults, suesl. XL, XXL)

towels & wash cloths

{ blankets (full ortwm)

gentlyused/new coats (adults/children)

gift bags (we prefergifts unwrapped)
  
Please bring yourgifts to 1384 Madison Ave. by
December 15. For more info, contact Ana by

email at mirandaffi@yahoo.com
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* If you can write off your state and local sales taxes? On
Oct. 11, Congress passed a bill allowing residents of seven
states, including Tennessee, to deduct sales taxes when they
file federal income taxes. One major catch — you must itemize
deductions on Schedule A. The IRS will provide a formula for
estimating sales taxes based upon income and household
size. It is guessed that only 25 percent of Tennesseans will be
able to take advantage of this approximately $470 average
annual deduction.
+Why Bush is opposed to expandrng embryonic stem cell

research? Forty Nobel laureates and the National Academy of
Sciences agree that adult stem cells are far inferior to embryon—
ic ones for research purposes. Such research may bring about
cures for diabetes, epilepsy, Alzheimer‘s disease, etc. Bush‘s
stance should surprise no one. President Pea—Brain also won‘t
fund condoms as HIV/AIDS prevention measures.

* Why some officials of Rumsfeld‘s army have threatened to
send U.S. soldiers to Iraq if they don‘t re—enlist. There are no —
guarantees they won‘t be sent there anyway. Damned if you do,
damned if you don‘t!

* How long are U.S. trips going to be in Afghanlstan now that
elections have been held? The Soviet Union‘s invasion and
occupation lasted 23 years.

* If AT&T should change it‘s name to OT&T — Overseas Trials
and Tribulations? Seems that customer service reps are located
in a call center somewhere in Southeast Asia and do not have
an adequate grasp of the English language nor do they under—
stand simplebilling problems. AT&T continuesto get tax breaks
for outsourcing jobs.

+ Why won‘t President Bush admit his mistakes? He claims
his only mistakes were in some appointments he‘d made, but
were too embarrassing to talk about. He actually believes it!

+ When Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah will introduce legislation
to amend Article II of our Constitution so that a non—natural born
U.S. citizen can become President? We‘ve already had one bad
actor and former governor of Caulifornia in the White House.

« Why personal injury accident cases no longer seem to be
the subject of TV advertising by some lawyers? Could it be —
that Corey B. Trotz; John Michael Bailey; Gatti, Keltner,
Bienvenu and Montesi, and Gary Green want a chunk of
Merck‘s healthy VIOXX profits? It may be difficult to prove — |
that VIOXX, prescribed for arthritis and acute pain, caused
heart attacks or strokes for some of its 20 million U.S. users.
None of the firms are certified as civil trial specialists by the
official Tennessee Commission on Continuing Legal
Education and Specialization.

+ What progress has been made with "Project Stylin‘," the
$150,000 grant program from Pfizer Pharmaceuticals to the
Memphis HIV Family Care Network? So far network staff have
trained and educated 57 stylists in 11 African—American beauty
salons about HIV/AIDS prevention. These stylists in turn discuss

prevention and testlng procedures with customers. Referrals to

health care professronals are made as needed.
According to director Karen Carothers Coleman, the network

also is paying for Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood‘s
OraQuick tests and supplies. OraQuick is a swab—in—the—mouth
HIV test and gives results in 20 minutes. If positive, a confirma—
tory test, such as OraSure or Elisa, must be given.

Curious? Interested? Call (901) 575—6575. Don‘t risk unsafe __
. sex. Use a condom. —

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazme orits staff.)

 

 



 

 

Staceyann Chin

from page 12

explore who | am with my poetry as a tool. I am really just trying
to be me. | want to erase the straight lines so I can be me."

If there is any question if Chin is gay, here are a couple of her titles:
"Lesbian Chasing Straight" and "For Tracy Chapman." She speaks of
the strength in being woman in "My Jamaica:" Women with wide cas—
sava hips/and full star—apple lips/ women with strong hands/reaching
beyond their own fears/to give their children courage.

Chin shared with us that she has been in several relationships.
"I‘m single now," Chin said. "I just broke up last night. I feel

like I‘ve been in relationships for the past seven years. | am a
serial monogamist. | think | want to explore what it is like to be
single and make decisions purely for me and my work. Being on
the road is hard on the relationship."

Chin has received international acclaim for her work. She told
us her favorite place to perform is South Africa.

"I really, really love South Africa for the way | was recelved a
Chin said. "Apartheid just ended; all the hands are busy with
change. That is forefront in everyone‘s mind...all conversations
are about change. About making things better."

In the Summer 2003, tour of South Africa, Chin visited Cape
Town, Durbin, Johannesburg and Soweto.
We asked Chin if she has had to deal with homophobia while

with this present production. Her answer was surprisingly insightful.
"The other poets on this team, largely, were in the original Def

Poetry Jam on Broadway," Chin answered. "We worked really
hard to learn about each other. | thought | wasn‘t bigoted and
(was) fair and loving but I learned that | wasn‘t all that open. I am
open to people with leftist politics. I was less open to people who

{ «may say they (practice a) Christian lifestyle. The problem I fight
against is the kind of use of religion, politics, racism to crush
other people. There is a fine line because you have to be able to
jam with a person (who) identifies as a traditional Christian but
theyhave to be able to jam with me.

"That is difficult" she continued. "Until you get to the deeper
question. Are you a Christian because you can police people or
to be a better person? It is easy in the church or room with oth—
ers, but put me in a room with people different from me and we
simply cannot figure out how to negotiate that space. That caus—
es us to persecute the people from the Middle East because we
don‘t understand and don‘t negotiate, so we try and be violent.
We need to figure out how to do this.

"I am through with trying to make others activists," Chin said,
explaining her changing attitudes. "As I| get older, I am trying to
figure out how we can move forward as a species. You need to
police yourself before you police others. America is negotiating
world peace, to be sure. Utopia is an almost impossible task, but
if I can do it in my world I have to allow the same equal, encour—
aging space for (other) people ...

love in Jesus, I‘d be in a better place to create a better world."
The teachings of Jesus Christ are not foreign to Chin.
"My grandmother is a devout Christian," she said. "There is

something wonderful in that story. People forget that Christ
talked to people that others didn‘t. Christ wentto the outcasts _
and made that outcast his business. We forget that aspect of the
Bible. The Christ story is so...1 would be like Christ in being an
activist. If I could (just) accomplish half of what Christ did on
Earth. He was my main man. In my poem ‘Crossfire’ | refer to
him as ‘A Middle—Eastern Rastafarian." f

For more information, goonline to www.staceychin.com.

they deserve as much as | do. .
If I can find a place where 1 can celebratea person‘s peace and —
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BEER SPECIALS 9 PM—1 AM » ALL DOMESTICS $1.50 | |
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MOVIES STARTAT 10 PM

FREE MUNCHIES (stow time only)

the movie, we have lots
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POOL TOURNAMENT — 8 pm SAT

DART TOURNAMENT — 8 pm THUR

OmitVgXTURDAY 3 AMParty with Brandon No. | « Brandon No. 2 * Lee + Nathan « Guy — Larry & Bill
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"El."N30] Slllllv Ill'fllllllfls groundbreakmg IIEWS
. Agroundbreaklng study by the NationalGay and Lesbian Task
Force Policy Institute (NGLTF) and the National Black Justice

~ Coalition (NBJC) shows that Black lesblancouples are raising
children at almost the same rate asBlack married couples, and
that Black same—sex couples raise chrldren at twice therate of
White same—sex couples. They also earnless, areless likely to .—
own a home and are more likely to hold public sector jobs. —

The study, titled "Black Same—Sex Householdsinthe United
States A Report from the 2000 Census" is thefirst to analyze

. the demographlcs and experiencesof Black same—sex house—
holds captured bythe 2000 U.S. Census, the largest random

sample dataset available on same—sex couples.
"As the landmark report makes clear, gay African—Amencans

are an active, involved, vibrant and: mtegral part of our commu—
nities," said H. Alexander Robinson, strateglc director of the

_ _NBJC. "African—Americans makeup13.percentof the U. S. pop—
ulation. Black same—sex couples are 14,percent of all samesex

_ couples in the U.S. We are you." 19s,

"Black SameSex Households. in the Unrted States" analyzes

Census dataon age, lmmlgratron status, language, disability,
income, employment home ownership, residential patterns, fami—
ly structure, military service and education attainment for Black —
same—sex households. It compares Black same—sex households.
to White same—sex households, Black married opposite—sex

households, interracial same—sex househblds Black opposite—sex
cohabiting households, and Black single—parent households. The

4 , study reveals important and sometimes startling facts, including:
* Three in five Black female same—sex households (61 per—

cent) are comprised of mothers raising‘children. Black lesbian
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couples are raising children at nearly the same rate as Black f
married opposite—sex couples (69 percent). |
—» Black same—sex couples earn about $20,000 less per year
than White same—sex couples and are:‘less likely to own the —

_ home they live in.
« Black same—sex couples are more likely than Whlte gay —

couples to hold public sector jobs, which may provide domestic

partner health insurance. However, eight of the 11 state anti—gay

‘marriage amendments voted on Nov. 2 ballots ban or threaten —

domestic partner benefits provided through state andlocal gov—

~ernmental entities..

*+ Black same—sex couples are almost as likely as black mar— —

ried opposite sexcouples to report living in the same residence

as five years earlier, a keyindicator of relationship stability.

— An additional finding with important policy implications is that —

Black menand women in same—sex households report serving

in the militaryat high rates despite the risk of losing their income

and benefits because of the banon lesbian and gay people serv—

ing openly. In fact, partnered Black women in same—sex house:

holds report veteran status at nearly four times the rate of Black

women married to a man (11 percent vs. three percent). This |

finding is significant given that Black women are discharged

from the military under "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" atrates far exceed—

ing their representation among servicemembers: although they

make up less than one percent of the military, they represent .

three percent of all discharges under "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell."

"Anti—gay leaders and organizations have long sought to divide

the Black and gay communities, speaking as if there are no Black —

lesbian and gay people experiencing discrimination under key .

family policies," Robinson concluded. "In fact, this study clearly

identifies a large population of Black same—sex couples in the — .

U.S., more than half of whom are raising children.These families _

should be offered the same protections and opportunities to ben— .

efit from state and federal programs designed to promote family

formation, stability, home ownership and other values.that con—

tribute to community strength and the common good."

"Black Same—Sex Households in the United States: A Report —

J. from the 2000 Census" was written by Alain Dang and Somjen

Frazer. Census data was provided by Lopez and Cheung Inc.
The“study is available online at www.thetaskf_orceorg/library.
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Making itlast
 

SCL couple shares secrets of 10-year “WE
by Anita Moyt, managing editorCharles A. Wilson, 45, grew up inMemphis and is employed in the manage—ment field. He first realized he was gaywhen he was 11 or 12 years old.Anthony M. Knox, 30, also grew up inMemphis, South Memphis specifically. He ispresently employed as a stocker. Anthonyrealized he was gay at the age of six.Ten years ago, Charles met Anthonythrough an ex—co—worker."I met Charles through a friend where heworked at KFC," Anthony said. "It was thebest thing that happened to me."Family & Friends asked both Charlesand Anthony a few questions; here aretheir replies:F&F: What was it aboutAnthony/Charles, as opposed to others youhave dated, that made you want to spendyour life with him?Charles: The way (Anthony) carries him—self. He showed me that he really cares for me.

Che (UPltimate
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387—1005

STE. 302 — 901.680.0020
{OAK, HALL BUILDING, NEXT TO GOLDSMITH‘s CAK COURT)

WWW.PLATINUMJEWELERS.COM

Anthony: (Charles) is a spiritual person
and has a good heart for other people. Plus,
he has a good personality.

F&F: What is one of the most joyous
moments you two have shared together?

Charles:: One day we were sitting
around talking when (Anthony) asked me to
spend the rest of my life with him.

Anthony: Doing things together; being:
together with each other and living together.

F&F: Relationships have their good
times and their bad times. What would you
tell a younger couple just starting out about
dealing with the rough times?

Charles: First of all, make sure you are
committed to the relationship and, most of
all, keep God first and foremost in your life
and the relationship. Communication is aw
major factor. Always feel free to express
your feelings.

Anthony: Pray, have God in their lives.
Think about the good times, not the bad
times that you all had.

 

Anthony M. Knox, back, and Charles A.
Wilson, both of Memphis

 

 

 

American Tuxedo

Free Groom‘s
Tuxedo Program

Over 100 Styles
Available

Discounts on
Invitations

Open Evenings
and Sundays

Best Place in
Town ...
Guaranteed!

www.amer1cantuxedoscom

* 4730 Riverdale
(across from Wal—Mart)

901—753—8897 901—761—2848

4722 Poplar Avenue
{next to Sekisui)
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2004 MGLCC CAYMES RESULTS ———————
PUTT—PUTT —

Gold: John Hackett

Silver: Glenn Moore & Ken Hicks

Bronze: Chris Balton, Chris Haskins & Will Batts.

VOLLEYBALL
Gold: Volley Girlz (Sean Parham, Matt Howell,

Jeff Curbo, Sean Scates, Aaron McKenzie, Joe

Schenblen)

Silver: Gold Diggers (Andy Elskamp, Dawn

Rodgers, Kristen Walker, Steve Birkla, Mark

Johnson, Keith Glad)

Bronze: Volley of the Dolls (Tony Wilson, Keith

Cooper, Scott Wright, Jonathan Goldberg, Ritch

Colvin, Michelle Homer)

BOWLING

League:

Gold: Curtis Petty

Silver: Debra Edmonds

Bronze: Sue Redfer

Non—League:

Gold: John Hackett

Silver: Glenn Moore

Bronze: Will Batts

ARM WRESTLING
Gold: Doug Rier

Silver Kevin Gilliland

Bronze: Marty Katz

RUNNING (Frontrunners of Memphls)

100 Yard Dash

Gold: James Williams

Silver:

Bronze: David S.

1 Mile Run

Gold: David S.

Silver: James Williams

Bronze: John Ward

_ Bronze: James Brown

Bronze: Kevin Gilliland

  

 

BASKETBALL —

Gold: Herschel Stokes, Young Davrs Scott _
Fairview_

Silver: Kristan Walker, Dawn Rodgers Ken Hicks

Bronze (tie): Tonya Schropshire, Andy Elskamp,

Chris Balton & Floyd Brummett Jana Dexter Lee

Degraffreed

; — TENNIS

Gold: Bart Jones f

Silver: Ken Barker

| CHESS

Gold: Hunter Johnston

Silver: Brandon Cole

SCRABBLE

Gold: Angela (no last nameglven)

Silver: Herb Zeman

Bronze: Jenny Stone  

__ MEMPHIS BLUES BASH

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
B Division:
Gold: Birmingham Mlsflts

Silver: Memphis Backstreet

C Competitive Division:

Gold: Nashville Diamond Jaxx

Silver: Nashville White Lightning

Bronze: Memphis Neons _

C Recreational Division:

Gold: Madison Rough Riders

Silver: Birmingham Vipers

Bronze: Birmingham Magic City Jazz

D Division |

Gold: Milwaukee Kosmos

Silver: Columbus Pyramid II

Bronze: Way Station Shock

 

Supply on Demand.

Don‘t wait until the last:
minute to pickout your
Holiday Greetmg Cards'

Since 1972 Yuletide has succeeded in
meeting the demands of Memphis area

| businesses. 24—hour customer service, on—
line accounts, and fast"to your door‘
delivery are the demands we placed on
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the.
office supply leader in the Mid—South.
Contact us about vour office needs today.

\Yuletide *IZMF
1245 Sycamore View, Memphis, TN 38134 _ Order a CustomizedCard

901—372—8588 — Fax 901—388—0785 for:your company today!
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FOR Ylllllt FAMI“ News & EVENTS os uo ENTIRE FAMILY

Charlotte‘s W8”GOIIIBS to life at Circuit
Now through Dec. 23, The

Circuit Playhouse, located at1705 Poplar Avenue, will presentthe most widely read children‘sstory of all time Charlotte‘s Web.This adaptation from E.B.White‘s original novel is sure tocapture the hearts of young andold alike. When sweet Fernsaves a runt pig, named Wilbur,from the butcher, Wilbur finds a happy homeon the Zuckerman‘s farm: — until he learns thatthey are fattening him up for Thanksgiving din—ner! Then Charlotte comes into his life. A wisespider that inhabits the doorway of the barn,she makes Wilbur famous overnight by etch—ing honorable praises about him into her web.The news spreads across the countrysideabout "Zuckerman‘s Famous Pig" and Wilbur— a celebrity now — is spared the knife thanksto Charlotte. A story about love, loyalty andfriendship, this hour—long rendition will leave

 

audiences laughing, or weeping,for more.Pam Hurley directs Charlofte‘sWeb;. the cast includes, three—timeOstrander Award winner AngelaGroeschen (Jekyll & Hyde,Macbeth, Peter Pan) as Charlotte;Evan Linder (Shakespeare‘s R&J)as Wilbur; Michael Ingersoll (Bookof Days, HONK!); Jonathon Lamer (Book ofDays, Babes in Toyland); Karin Barile Hill (The
Wizard of Oz) and Jimmy Hoxie (The Lion, theWitch and the Wardrobe).Showtimes are Saturdays and Sundays at 2p.m., however dates and times may vary.Tickets are $22 for adults; $20 for seniors; $16for students and military personnel, and $12 forchildren. The Pay—What—You—Can performance
is set for Tuesday, Dec. 21, at 7 p.m.For showtimes, reservations or more infor—mation, call (901) 726—4656 or go online towww.playhouseonthesquare.org. 

Photography workshop is slated for kids at CMOM
The Children‘s Museum ofMemphis, 2525 CentralAvenue, will offer a photogra—

phy workshop for children, ages
eight to 12, on Saturday, Nov.27, at 2 p.m. Cost, which is $7,

includes a disposable camera.Reservations are required bycalling (901) 458—2678.
 

Adapted from the bookby E.8. White
Sponsored byTarget Stores

Season Sponsored byBorothy 0. Kirsch

   INS In!“hem

 

(901) 12646

October 29 — December 23

 

   

   

 

Meet Clifford,

Mr. Chuck

Children and their par—

ents/caregivers are invit—

ed Saturday and Sunday,

Nov. 20 and 21, from 11

am. to 2 p.m. to the

WKNO studio, located on

The University of

Memphis South Campus,

at Getwell and Park

Avenue, to meet Clifford

the Big Red Dog and Mr.

Chuck. Arts and crafts,

snacks and games also

will be provided. Tickets

are $10 each. For more

information, call (901)

325—6560 or go online to

wkno.org.

Weed Cooper

Spensored by Goldemith‘s—Macy‘s Fund of the Federated Foundation and MLEW
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November 5 — January 9

(901) 726—4656
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GLBT YOUTH

 

Lambda Legal launches youth education campaign

Lambda Legal, the nation‘s oldest and largest lesbian, gay,

bisexual and transgender legal right advocacy organization,

launched its first national youth education campaign in an effort

to make the nation‘s schools safer for LGBT and questioning

(LGBTQ) youth.

A national survey, GLSEN‘s "National School Climate Survey

(2003), of LGBTQ students found that 77.9 percent heard

remakes such as "faggot" or "dyke" frequently at school and that

39.1 percent had been physically assaulted at school because of

their sexual orientation. Of those same students, 64.3 percent

felt unsafe in their school because of their sexual orientation.

"Many of our nation‘s schools simply aren‘t safe for gay stu—

dents — we know that from the research, but mostly from calls we

get every day from young people all across the country," said

Kevin Cathcart, Lambda Legal‘s executive director. "We‘ve won

powerful court rulings in recent years that make it absolutely

clear that schools have to protect gay youth and treat them

equally. This campaign is putting those court victories to work in

schools nationwide by telling students what their rights are and

what to do to make sure those rights are enforced."

LGBTQ students having knowledge of their legal rights has

proven to be a key factor in creating safer schools. Lambda Legal‘s

new campaign, "Out, Safe and Respected," provides in—depth infor—

mation on a range of rights, along with specific steps to take to

make sure those rights are respected. Areas covered include:

* Tips to ensure basic safety at school

Lambda Legal Youth PSA

 

 

+ Legal and practical help for gay—straight alliance groups

« Tips for heterosexual students or adults to be allies for

LGBTQ youth

« Negotiation tactics to use with adults in schools

+ Concrete steps for making schools LGBTQ—friendly

+ Background on laws protecting LGBTQ students

Several recent court rulings resulting from Lambda Legal‘s

efforts have set precedents and created tangible rights for stu—

dents to engage in activities — most notably establishing gay—

straight alliance groups — that proactively promote tolerance and

combat antigay harassment in schools.

The first phase of Lambda Legal‘s "Out, Safe and Respected"

campaign will run through the end of the year and will feature

broadcast and print PSAs; a website with in—depth information

and action tips; a kit with information to use to make schools

safer, and outreach to organizations nationwide. This effort

marks the beginning of Lambda Legal‘s increased focus on

using the Internet to reach LGBTQ youth — a group with a high—

er—than—average percentage of online users.

For more information on GLSEN‘s "National School Climate

Survey (2003), go online to www.gisen.org.

For more information on Lamba Legal, go online to lamb—

dalegal.org.

f CHANGESTARTS WITH You!

www.lambdalegal.org

 

 

 You have the right to be who you are. You have the right to be out, safe & respected at school.
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   I have received several questions con—

cerning . gettlng a new dog; .this month‘s
column is devoted to answering them.

| f Please feel free to get in touch with me through the magazine

with any questions or issues that you would like to see

addressed in future columns. | want to deal with things that are

of interest to my readers, so letme know what is on your mind!

‘Question: I would like to get a dog for my children. Are

j ,.’there certain breeds better for children than others? My

— children are three, five and seven years old. What charac—

teristics should I look for?

__ Answer: A dog with a family—oriented personality would be the

best choice. This means a breed that tends to be good with peo—

* ple, and especially with youngsters. A few breeds to consider are

;~ West Highland Terriers, Pugs, Miniature Schnauzers, Jack

‘~ Russell Terriers (one of my personal favorites) and Cavalier King

Charles Spaniels. All of these breeds are fairly small.

«—If you prefer a larger dog you might consider Labrador

Make your family complete

with a new bestfriend. __

Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.

: They are looking for a homemlhthecareandwxleslamg

‘that you can provide.—

‘Bring a new friend into your famrly You‘ll be surpnsecl

f at the loyaltyand love they‘ll bring into your life. _

Meet with an adoption counselor today and drsoover

MemphisShelby County Humane Society
2238 Central Ave — Memphis, TN 38104

Hours: 11 am — 5 pm ~ M—S / 901—276—1753 _

 

Pet Waggin‘, mobile pet adoption van available for events,

* festivals & gatherings. Call Lauren at 901—276—7770 —
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Retrievers, Golden Retrievers, Boxers and Great Danes (my
absolute favorite breed). Bare in mind that large dogs can prove

problematic with smaller children (and the elderly) because they can
knock them down and hurt them while playing. | certainly am not
saying that you should not mix large dogs with small kids — just be
aware that a few bumps and bruises (hopefully nothing more) might

result. After all, I was raised with Great Danes and | survived it.

I do not recommenddogs that have a tendency to bond with
a single master, such as Chows, as family pets.

Whenever you are considering a pure—bred dog, always take

some time to research the breed(s) you are interested in. Some of

the things to pay particular attention to are: size of the adult and

space requirements, activity/energy level, grooming requirements,

temperament and health issues specific to the breed. Find infor—

mation online, and pick up a couple books on the breed, as well.
One final suggestion is that the puppy or adult dog you are

considering meet the entire family prior to bringing it home. If you

have small children, allow them to interact with it to insure that it

will be a good choice for them. Although a particular breed may

be good with children in general, individual dogs may have their
own opinions on that subject.

Question: I am considering getting adog. I would like a

pure—bred dog. I‘ve been told to be careful, though, because

of inbreeding, many pure—bred dogs have certain problems.
Can you explain what they are talking about?

Answer: Inbreeding occurs when a dog breeds with another

dog that is its close relative. In people, it‘s illegal and in animals

it‘s a bad idea.
‘When a particular breed becomes popular the demand for it

increases and often more people will start breeding it.

Unfortunately, what tends to happen is breeders do not always

check to make sure the dog they plan to breed with their own dog

is not a close relative; when a lot of breeding is going on, inbreed—

ing is very likely. The problem with inbred dogs is that any unde—

sirable geneticcharacteristic that tends to run in a family is more

likely to occur when the parents are closely related. Thus,
inbreeding results in dogs with genetic problems that could have
been avoided by carefully selecting the breeding pair.

The best way to insure that you do not purchase an inbred
dog is to ask directly about the lineage of both parents. Go back
at least four generations when you do this.. Ask to see the fami—
ly tree and make sure there really are two separate trees.

Question: I‘ve been told that mix—breed dogs can be bet—

ter dogs, personality wise and regarding health problems,

than pure—breds. Is that true? Canyou please explain?
Answer: While this is certainly a generalization, it is one that

holds a good bit of truth. Following on what | mentioned earlier

about inbreeding, a mix—breed dog is almost the opposite of an
inbred dog. While getting a mix—breed is no guarantee that you
will avoid genetic problems, it greatly reduces the chances. In
addition, all pure—bred dogs do have certain health conditions to
which they are more susceptible than other breeds. For
instance, Boxers seem especially prone to cancer, and Great
Pyrenees tend to have skin problems. A mix—breeddog, or mutt,
usually does not inherit the genetic problems or temperament

associated with pure—breds.
— (Note to readers: Please do not feel insulted if I did not men—

‘tion your favorite breed in my recommendations. The American

Kennel Club presently recognizes more than 150 different

breeds, so my list was in no way exhaustive. It reflects my per—

sonal experiences with dogs and families at the clinic where I

work. There are many more wonderful breeds than I had room

to mention, so no hurt feelings, please.)

 



 

 

On Wednesday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m., the public is invited to The

Gathering, hosted by The Black SGL Alliance, also known as

Friends For Life‘s "The Haven." The location is to be announced;

call (901) 331—3579 for location.
Special guests include Jonathan Perry and Greg McNeal,

among others. There will be free food, free give—a—ways, free HIV
testing and live entertainment.

Jonathan Perry, 27, is a young same—gender—loving man from
North Carolina who is making his mark on the world. He
appeared on "Oprah" in 2004, the same show that featured

author J.L. King.
In 2001, Perry was diagnosed HIV—positive.
"I‘m the only HIV—positive black student willing to speak out on

this issue," Perry, a philosophy student at Johnson C. Smith
University in Charlotte, N.C., told Poz magazine in an October

2004, interview.
Perry told Poz magazine that he contracted HIV after a condom

broke during sex with a former partner. Perry is not only trying to
put a face on the disease, but on a proud gay black man, as well.

On the often—church or denomination—sponsored campuses,

coming out as gay is not a possibility. Perry was expelled from
the Southeastern College of the Assemblies of God in Lakeland,
Fla., for doing just that. However, despite the idealism of such

campuses, men still have sex with men and men still risk becom—

ing HIV positive. This is something the college campuses don‘t
want to talk about. And this is something Perry is taking a stand
on and telling the campuses they must talk about, for the sake
of their communities. Toward that end, the Poz magazine article
stated that a conference at North Carolina Central University
drew more than 400 students from 11 black colleges to brain—
storm campus HIV—prevention strategies.

"To be so young, gifted and black, Jonathan has a lot to teach
and say to the village," said Anthony Hardaway, organizer of The
Gathering. "Just knowing him has taught me a lot concerning
young men—who have—sex—with—men of color. Jonathan is one of
our upcoming national warriors in the fight against HIV who I‘m

very proud of and admire!"
Greg McNeal! is a photographer and a documentarian. His

photo—art of the natural beauty of black men has been featured
in ad campaigns for Los Angeles based Minority AIDS project for
several years. He also has put forth several series of posters of
his photo—art and documented international AIDS conferences.
Presently, he is working on a documentary of "J—Setters."

McNeal, born in Kentucky and now a resident of Los Angeles,

attended college in Nashville, Tenn., where he majored in com—

Because Every Cat

Needs A Home!

The House ofMews

944 South Cooper

Memphis, TN38104

(901) 272—3777

Houseofmew@aol.com
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mercial art. McNeal began photography as a last resort.

"I was heartbroken, depressed, losing my job, broke — no

spirit, no hope, no will — taking pictures was the only thing I had

will for," McNeal said. "I don‘t know why." A month later, McNeal

was diagnosed as HIV—positive.

"I want to let people into the world of black men," McNeal! was

quoted as saying in an interview with SBC Magazine in May

1998. "Let them be able to visualize what it‘s like being a black

man through images that they‘re not used to seeing. Usually

when you see images of us we‘re being arrested for some drug

thing, or we‘re homeless or we‘re in jail. It‘s always something

that‘s bad. Or you have to be an athlete to be somebody. You
can just be yourself and that in itself makes you special."

For more information on McNeal, go online to members.aol.com/gmc—
nphoto/home.htm. Check out his pics onpage 74.
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Welove them when you
have to leave them.

Pet Care for All Your Pets.Care for Dogs, Cats,Fish, Ferrets...

  

Dog walking services alsoavailable for those who work _long hours during the day.
Elleen Castine
901—725—9216

wwnwww.imrscruff.net
Member ofPet Sitters InternationalBonded and Insured
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The Human Rights Campaign Foundation (HFlC) unveiled its f
third annual report card on corporate America‘s treatment of gay, les—
bian, bisexual and transgender employees, which includes 28 com—
panreswith first—ever perfect records. The number of companies that
scored 100 percent doubled in one year to 56, the report found.

\ "Corporate America knows that fair treatment for employees
is not just the right thing to do, it‘s good for the bottom line," said
Cheryl Jacques, president of HRC. "These aren‘t movie ratings.

— An imperfect score could mean an unfair firing or families with—
out health care."

1 TheHRC report card —the Corporate Equality Index —rates
Fortune 500 and other major companies on a scale from 0 to
© 100 percent on seven key: indicators of fair treatment for gay, les—
bian, bisexual and transgender employees. These include poli—

_cies prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation or
gender identityand health care benefits for employees‘ partners.
In 2002, the first year of the index, only13 companies earned
a perfect rating. In 2003, 28 companies rated 100 percent. The
56 companies that earned 100 percent in 2004, are permitted to

~~use theCorporate Equality Index 100 percent sealin advertising .
and other marketing tools. =_
Companies that receiveda 100 percent rating in2004 include:
Aetna Inc., Agilent Technologies Inc., American Airlines (AMR

Corp) American Express Co., Apple Computer Inc., AT&T
Corp Avaya Inc., Bausch & Lomb Inc., Best Buy Co Inc.,
Capital One Financial Corp., Cargill Inc., The Charles Schwab t

— Corp:, ChoicePoint Inc., Chubb Corp., Cisco Systems, Citigroup
IncCoors Brewrng,Dell Inc., Deutsche Bank, Eastman Kodak

 

 

its been said that we arecrazy at.Prescott because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition

of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
polrtteal orientation. It‘s been said that Jesuswas crazy too and

we always try to do our very best to followHim.
if you‘ve been lookmg for a church that‘s radically different,

\_ with anactive mission to explore compassion, peace, justice |
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is aboutl

13

  

 

961 Getwell Road —
near Park & Getwell

9:30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship
=_ 901—3827—8479 _
www.prescottchurch.org ___io
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Go., Faegre & Benson, Ford Motor Co., Goldman Sachs,
HewlettPackard Co., IBM, Intel Corp., J.P. Morgan Chase &
Co., Keyspan, Kimpton Hotels, Kraft Foods Inc., Lehman
Brothers Holdings, Levi Strauss & Co., Lucent Technologies Inc.,
MetLife, Miller Brewing Co., Mitchell Gold Co., Morrison &
Foerster, Motorola Inc., Nationwide, NCR Corp., New York
Times Co., Nike Inc., Owens Corning, PepsiCo Inc., Pfizer Inc.,
PG&E Corp., Prudential Financial Inc., Replacements Ltd., S.C.
Johnson & Son Inc., Southern California Edison, UBS, Wells

« Fargo & Co., Whirlpool Corp., Worldspan Technologies Inc. and:
Xerox Corp. __

"This rating acknowledges Fords deep commitment to build—
«ing and nurturing an inclusive and respectful culture in which all
employees feel encouraged, and able, tocontribute to their fullest
potential," said Jim Padilla, chief operating officer and chairman
of automotive operations at Ford Motor Co. "Not only is this the
right thing to do, it is essential to the future of our business." For
other statements from corporations that received a 100 percent
rating, go online to www.hrc.org/worklife/2004ceistatements.

The Corporate Equality Index is based on a survey sent to the
Fortune 500, the Forbes 200 largest privately—held companies
and any company with at least 500 employeesthat asked to be
rated or for which HRC has enough information to derive a
score. The 2004 report rates 379 companies. _

HRC also unveiled a more powerful online database that dis—
‘plays more information about company policies and practices —
and allows users to search across all companies on a variety of
criteria. The new database is available at www.hrc.org/worknet.
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FRONT

by Kevin Shaw

Oklahoma put America on the map! It‘s
one of the very first stage productions in

history that offered songs that progressed the story. It‘s
America‘s creation and we can take all the credit for developing
the modern musical. Of course, there were other shows that had
songs in them before Oklahoma came along, but the songs were
treated as bits of respites from the actual story. Rodgers and
Hammerstein came up with the idea of including the story into
the song. What a grand idea!

(After having a recent makeover in
London (with Hugh Jackman in the lead)
and choreography by Susan Stroman (The
Producers), this production has been wow— §

_ ing critics across the Atlantic and is making
$ its way to the Orpheum Theatre, 203 South
f Main, Nov. 16 to 21. }

Although Daniel Robinson‘s grandfather
was probably not even as tall as a corn stalk |
when this show originally : premiered on
Broadway, the younger Robinson is still able
to appreciate the show as he enjoys playing
the role of the handsome, good—natured Will
Parker. Family & Friends Magazine spoke to 3
Robinson by phone from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. __
~F&F: (Calling around 11 a.m.) Good morn—

ing! Did | wake you? '
Robinson: No, I‘m sick.
F&F: You‘re sick?
Robinson: Yes, I‘m sick with a cold.

I‘ve been sick with it for the past week. I know I sound awful, but
I‘m just really sick.

F&F:Are you able to perform?
Robinson: Yeah, I‘ve been

performing. Just taking it easy
when I‘m not onstage.

F&F: Well, 1 appreciate
your taking the time to talk to
us at a time like this. Where
are you originally from?

Robinson: Portland, Oregon.
F&F: How long have you

been with this particular tour?
Robinson: For almost a

year. I‘ve been here since the
very beginning.

F&F: You‘ve been playing
Will Parker for the whole time?

Robinson: Yes ... the
WHOLE time. ...

F&F: Is it getting old yet?

Robinson: Yeah, it‘s get
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a * Carrie Love as Ado Annie and
— Daniel Robinson as Will Parker in
: Oklahoma! photo: Joan Marcus
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ting a little old, but you know, it happens. You get comfortable.
It‘s not old. It‘s just comfortable.

F&F: And how much longer are you staying with the show?
Robinson: Probably till the end of June 2005.
F&F: I‘m sure most people are familiar with Oklahoma, but tell

us a little bit about the character you play.
Robinson: | play Will Parker — the dim—witted cowboy, who‘s

in love with Ado Annie, the girl he can‘t have. He‘s the best friend
of the male lead, Curly. He spends the whole show running
around trying to find Ado Annie. He‘s the comic relief for the show.

F&F: How did you prepare for this role? Is this character like
youat all?

Robinson: Yeah. I‘m kind of like the character in many ways.
I‘m not as dumb as he is, but ...

F&F: So, you‘re saying you‘re dumb, just not AS dumb?
Robinson: Exactly! No, 1 actually seem to go after people

who are not "available."
F&F: So, in your personal life, you like to chase the

unattainable ones?
Robinson: Exactly!

F&F: | see in your bio you thanked someone named
Chad. Is he the unattainable one?

Robinson: No. Actually, I‘m not with Chad any
longer.

F&F: Oh no. You need to get his name out of
your bio then.

Robinson: Yes, | need to change my bio.
F&F: Was he one of those unattainables?
Robinson: He was not. He was the opposite.

F&F: That‘s why you‘re not with him
j anymore!

Robinson: Exactly!
F&F: He liked you and you didn‘t like

that, huh?
Robinson: Exactly! No, he was won—

derful. It was just too difficult for the rela—
tionship with me on tour.

F&F: Would you say Will Parker is an
overtly heterosexual role you‘re playing.

Robinson: Yes, pretty much.
F&F: Is that difficult?

Robinson: No, not at all. I think I‘m pretty masculine. I‘m an
actor. It‘s not that hard at all. He‘s very overly macho.

F&F: So, you‘re never conscious of making sure you don‘t
look "too gay?"

Robinson: Sometimes | have to pull the nelly side back a lit—
tle. | get comfortable after so many performances and some—
times I get the note to pull it back a little if I become overtly flam—
boyant. {

F&F: How did you keep from going stir crazy doing the same
show night after night?

Robinson: Probably, finding new things in the show that
excite me. There are some moments | really like in the show and
there are some moments I really don‘t like. I take those moments
that I don‘t like and try and make them new and exciting by doing
different things. j

F&F: How is this version different from the original?
Robinson: This one is a little more realistic, a little darker.

This time they made sure that the cowboys really look like cow—
boys and that the farmers really look like farmers.

F&F: Would you say you look like a real cowboy?

See, From the Front Row, page 43

 

 



 

 

FromtheFrontRow
from page 42

Robinson: (laughing) I don’t know about that ..
F&F: Can you ride a horse, Daniel?
Robinson: | can. You know, I have to rope in this show. That

took a lot of training, but I have to do that. That‘s something
~ REAL cowboys do. The guy I‘m dating now is in the cast and he
plays a cowboy. He has to have a beard and it drives.him crazy
(itching his neck and all). He hates it! People in this show have

to grow their hair really long and look really rugged: It‘s kind of

funny. Thank goodness my character doesn’t have to look like

that, but everyone else does.

Daniel Robinson
as Will Parker and
Company perform—
ing "Kansas City"
in the touring pro—
duction of
Oklahoma!
photo: Joan Marcus .

 

F&F: That‘s interesting, you mentioned dating someone in the

cast. Most people Italk toon the road don‘t like the idea of dating

someone they work with. How long have you two been dating?

Robinson: Five months now. It‘s probably one of the most

difficult things I‘ve ever done, to be completely honest. | mean,

— you have to work together AND live together. You see each other —

ALL the time. You can get sick of that person. You have to real—

ly bewilling to commit and really be willing to try hardto make it
work. We‘ve had our bumps and bruises. It‘s work.

F&F: So, why should we come out and see this version of

— Oklahoma?
Robinson: You‘ll have a great time! It‘s a really great show

. with great costumes and lighting.The sets are amazing. The
dancing is incredible! What more can I: say?That‘s pretty much it.

Showtimes for Oklahomaare 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov. 16 to 18; 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 19; 2 and 8 p.m. Saturday,
Nov. 20, and 1:30 and 7 p.m, ‘Sunday, Nov. 21. Tickets are $15 to $70

"each and are available by calling (901!) 525—3000 or (901) 743—ARTS; —
at The Orpheum TheatreBoxOffice, 203 S. Main Street; at Davis Kidd
Booksellers, 387 Perkins in the Laurelwood Shopping Center, or at

any TicketMaster location, or online at www.TicketMaster.com.

Bar Night

f from page 16.

response. Why?"
"Because I‘m not gay, | tell you. Hell, I was captain of the .

football team in high school Women havealways gone for me.

I like women."
""Youcouldn‘t have proven that by some of those times when

we were alone."
Paul took another long drink, suddenly aware of

Bobbys ‘knee against his under the table. He grasped

_ for a change of subject and said, "What‘s the story on.

— that Helen?"
"Oh, she‘s straight and one ofthe nicest people you will ever

| meet." Bobby leaned over and put his hand on Paul‘s arm, "Paul, « i

quit fighting it."
"I‘m not gay. Damn it. | just haven‘t met the right girl."
"Or the right guy," Bobby said "I usedto hope that I might be

the—right guy."
"I‘m confused," Paul said drinking steadily, his words begin—

ning to slur badly now.
"Paul, guess who was in here the other night. That Claudia,

who you used to date in high school. You told me about her. She

and her lover run a fishing lodge down at the lake. After 1 met her
I realized who she was. The two of them seem quite happy
‘Frankly, Lenvy them."

"Yeah, | understand she turned into a real diesel type," Paul ;
said, his hand slipping fromaround his glass, causing hisdrink —
to slosh over. "I guess | had better be going. I‘m getting drunk."
He was suddenly more conscious of Bobby‘s hand on his arm,

and for some reason, it felt comforting. ‘
"Paul, you have no business driving tonight.. Come tomy

condo; I‘ll drive, it‘s close.Your car will be all right where it is; we

can get it in the morning."
would like to, but —I‘m scared. I really am." Paul was silent

for a moment as he finished his drink and then said, "Yes, let‘s
go to your place where we can talk. I need to talk and I could

always talk with you."
"Here, lean on me." Bobby led Paul outside to his car.
Frank turned to Helen as the two exited. "Doesn‘t that piss

you off?The only two butch men we‘ve had in months, and
wouldn‘t you know it, they leave hand in hand."

"Oh, I know it girl," Helen said as shewrped the bar. "Life‘s a
bitch, ain‘t it." ; 4

Be The Change You Want To See In The World!

  

  

   

  

   

thanks all theHPFITTPartyHosts,"
Party Guests & Committee Members
for helpingraise more than $70,000

Friends ForLife i 1384 Madison LWC Memphiss(901) pne www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org J
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HIV/AIDSEnueation 101

by Rev. Christine Y. Wiley, D.Min., LPC
If you sometimes feel that HIV has stolen the meaning and

purpose of your life, you are not alone. Having HIV has forced
many people to examine themselves and life in general.

Unfortunately, some religions and elements of our culture
have spread the idea thatAIDS is a punishment for sin. This may
cause HIV positive people to feel that they are being penalized
for bad behavior or immoral lifestyles.

Believing that your HIV status is a punishment is not uncom—
mon and can lead to negative feelings, such as depression and
low self—esteem. These feelings can be detrimental to your phys—
ical and emotional health. (For example, depression is one of the
key factors associated with missing doses of HIV drugs.)

You do not have toaccept the guilt and shame that others
want to put on you! You will be healthier, spiritually and physi—

HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES a INFORMATION

Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center
1384 Madison Avenue / 28 North Claybrook
Call Friends For Life for dates and times

FREE OraSure « appointments may be required
For more information, call (901) 272—0855

, Memphis & Shelby County Health Department
» 814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221 — 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Monday—Friday + Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and

up, without parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 544—6808

Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood
1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor + 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday

to Thursday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays » FREE OraSure
testingfor ages 13—24, over age 24: $35 blood test,

$40 OraSure + For more information, call (901) 725—1717

New Directions Inc.
4466 Elvis Presley, Suite 310 + 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
to Friday « Appointments required « HIV Test Cost: FREE

‘For more information, call (901) 346—5497

f ~ The Shot Nurse
4646 Poplar/So. Perkins » 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday—Friday,
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesdays « There is a charge for an
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HIV test « For more information, call (901) 685—9999

Agencies provide HIV counseling and testing at various
health fairs and community events throughout the year.
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cally, if you don‘t. Research has shown that there is some con—nection between people who have a positive spiritual outlookand the strength of their immune system.If you feel guilty because choices you made led to yourbecoming HIV infected, try to remember that everyone makesmistakes in life. If you feel guilty for just existing (being who youare), try to come to a place of self—acceptance. }Left unresolved, these feelings of guilt can lead to shame.Shame has been defined in Webster‘s dictionary as "a painfulemotion caused by a strong sense of guilt." Shame invades themind and the body. It is not spiritual. Remember: (1) Spiritualityhas to do with love — love yourself, treat yourself well and movetowards wholeness; (2) spirituality moves you to have faith inyourself andlive in your purpose, and (3) spirituality also meansfinding a safe place with safe people who will love you and havefaith in you as you live out your purpose.HIV is an iliness. No one can be blamed for being sick. Tryand use HIV as a tool of growth rather than as a reason for feel—ing bad about yourself. Work on building a positive perception ofyourself. This may restore feelings of hope that have been lost.Use your HIV status in a positive way — as a wake—up call toexamine yourself, get in touch with your purpose and make bet—ter choices. Move beyond guilt and shame towards spiritualgrowth and wellness. —
You may need help moving beyond negative feelings aboutHIV that are causing depression, guilt or shame. Get the helpyou need. Addressingthese issues will not only make it morelikely that you will be adherent to your HIV medications, it couldimprove your overall quality of life, as well.For more information and resources, go online to:* The Body, Religion and AIDS: www.* Council of Religious AIDS. Networks, AIDS MinistryDatabase: www.aldsfaith.com/ministry/minlstry.asp
Rev. Christine Y. Wiley is a pastoral psychotherapist and

assistant pastor at Covenant Baptist Church in Washington D.C.
Reprinted courtesy of www. PositiveWords.com (c) 2002 by
Dallabrida & Associates.
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World AIDS Day theme: Women, girls, HIV & AIDS‘

The theme for World AIDS Campaign 2004, is "Women, Girls,

HIV and AIDS." The year—long campaign, culminating in World

AIDS Day on Dec. 1, seeks to accelerate the global response to

HIV and AIDS through a focus on women and girls — preventing

new infections, promoting equal access to treatment and miti—

gating the impact of AIDS.

World AIDS Day is commemorated around the globe and cel—

ebrates progress made in the battle against the epidemic — and

brings into focus remaining challenges.

The 16 Days of Activism Against Gender Violence, set for

Nov. 25 through Dec. 10, is intended to highlight the intersection

of violence against women and the HIV/AIDS pandemic.

Violence, and the fear of violence, hinders women‘s ability to

prevent transmission of the virus and compromises their access

to a range of services, including testing and treatment. Women

also often experience further violence once they are, or are per—

ceived to be, infected.

According to the World Health Organization, "The consequences

of abuse are profound, extending beyond the health and happiness

of individuals to affect the well—being of entire communities."

Beyond the immediate physical and emotional effects, it has

APATT raises $70,910, FFL talks

about lack of sweets in 2004

A Place At The Table (APATT) reported to Family & Friends

Magazine that its total cash and in—kind donations received for

the 2004 campaign totaled $70,910.73. After expenses of

$11,011.02, net proceeds of $59,899.71 was donated to Friends

For Life Corporation (FFL) in its fight against HIV/AIDS.

Also, the APATT committee and FFL Executive Director Kim

Moss issued the following statement in regard to the lack of

desserts at the 2004 finale dessert and dance party at the

Memphis Botanic Gardens on Sept. 18.

"Criends For Life is very sorry that the numberof desserts that

was ordered for the APATT finale was not enough," the state—

ment read. "Last year there were many desserts left over at the

end of the night and in order to avoid this happening again, it

was decided by the committee to order fewer desserts.

Obviously, we scaled back too much and we are sincerely sorry

for this mistake. We promise the mistake will not be made again
|"

next year!
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  Fundedin part bythe Mid—.South AIDS Fund
 

been shown that violence increases women‘s future risk for var—

ious psychological, emotional, behavioral and physical ailments,

and negatively affects their ability to enjoy other human rights.

Violence inhibits women from reaching their full potential as

active members of their community, which impairs the well—being

of society.

OraQuick to be available soon

OraSure Technologies Inc. will begin shipments of its new

OraQuick(r) ADVANCE Rapid HIV—1/2 Antibody Test, in early

November. The new product was unveiled Oct. 21 at the United

States Conference on AIDS in Philadelphia.

"The OraQuick(r) ADVANCE test truly represents the next

generation of HIV antibody tests," said Douglas A. Michels, pres—

ident and chief executive officer of Ora Sure Technologies.

"OraQuick ADVANCE is the only FDA—approved rapid test that

can screen for both HIV—1 and HIV—2. We believe it is the most

versatile and comprehensive rapid HIV test available and are

committed to making the test available to the widest possible

range of customers in the United States and abroad."

The OraQuick(r) Rapid HIV—1/2 Antibody Test has received

approval from the FDA for use in detecting antibodies to both

HIVA and HIV—2 in oral fluid, finger stick and venous whole

blood, and plasma samples. The new test also has received a

CLIA (Clinical Laboratory Improvements Amendments Act of

1988) waiver, which will allow the test to be used by more than

180,000 sites in the United States, including outreach clinics,

community—based organizations and physicians‘ offices.

KeawI‘vebeen fasted

D Memphis Regional ;

Planned Parenthood
Confidential STH and HIV/AIDS TestingFor Men and Women — 725—1717
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  "When you turn to cable and reality
TV, you see us — our lives, our relation—

ships, our diversity. But when you turn to network comedies
and dramas, you‘re seeing portraits of an America where gay
people and families are nearly invisible. That‘s not the America
we live in."

— Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
Executive Director Joan Garry complaining Sept. 16
about "the lowest number of gay characters in scripted
(over—the—air) programming since GLAAD started. track—
ing them in 1996."

  

"To be completely hor

know that (that Be

1 ] the murder

q that
i with him.

nalkash

ish someone fromthe company would

told me, knowing how supportive you
ave been to me and how | feel about

the gay community."
«— Singer Janet Jackson to Genre

magazine, October issue.

 

"I had no idea she was under there. I was talking to a friend
and I could hear my name being called out.: Then she suddenly
presented herself. She had been there four days."
— Gay singer George Michael telling Britain‘s GQ,

October issue, how a female stalker hid under the floor of
the living room of his London ‘home. The room hangs over
the edge of a slope, supported by stilts.

"Settling down requires settling for. All people who are in
successful, long—term relationships have had to adjust their
expectations, a.k.a. lower their standards, a.k.a. ‘settle for.‘
Our. real boyfriends can never quite compete with our imagi—
nary boyfriends except for the whole ‘real‘ part.
Personally, I‘ll ‘settle for‘ a real boyfriend | can actually talk
to, hold, f*** and fight with over an imaginary boyfriend who
is perfect in every way."

— Gay advice columnist Dan Savage writing at
PlanetOut.com, Sept. 25.
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"This past week in New York, George Bush
Sr. and Barbara sawHairspray the Musical.
They posed for pictures with (Dame) Edna
in drag, and George Sr. did the Twist
outside the theater. So ... youjust never

. know! I guess that is the most subversive
moment in my career — that | made a movie
| that tricked George Bush Sr. into thinking it
was family values." . g
.— Filmmaker John Waters to
PlanetOut.com, Sept. 18

 

"Another four years of George Bush would be disastrous for
me and all the values that have pushed me to go into politics."
— Openly gay U.S. Rep. Barney Frank (D—MA), to the San

Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 4.

"Gay people should get married so they can suffer divorce
like straights. ... I want to see gay second husbands — if they get
as good a ring as straight second wives. | want to see two gay
men fight over a chintz couch in a break—up. I say let them have
marriage. But | don‘t think it‘s going to be a possibility."
— Comedian Joan Rivers to London‘s Pink Paper, Oct. 1.

"They just put ‘For pervasive sexual content.‘ Which | think
was them trying to be nice, rather than putting something like,
‘Because of felching."
— Gay filmmaker John Waters on the NC—17 rating given

to his new film, A Dirty Shame, by the Motion Picture
Association of America, to Popmatters.com, Sept. 23.

"It was the first time I‘d ever seen a breast. I‘d like to see the
other one!"
_.— Village Voice—based gay journalist Michael Musto on
Janet Jackson‘s Super Bowl wardrobe malfunction, to
Genre magazine, October issue.

"We just finished a series in Dallas, which is supposedly so
conservative. But the people couldn‘t have been warmer or more
welcoming. It is a testament to the fact that people are way cool—
er than some people give them credit for. We‘ve seen that in
cities across the country, even in the South."
— Carson Kressley of "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy,"

to the Houston Voice, Oct. 8

But at the same
So what | will

nappy."
sea ®ic (Do

"My p

tog
say is cots
— "Sex and the Cit
(Miranda) when the New York Daily News
asked her to confirm reports that she is
involved with a women, Sept. 24.

 

 
Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for the

gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay
publications. He has a B.A. injournalism from Drake University, started
his. career as a radio reporter and has written extensively for the main—
stream media, as well.
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Drawings, auction to aid Orpheum
_The 26th Annual Orpheum Theatre Auction Gala is set for —

Saturday, Nov. 13, beginning at 6:30 p.m., at the theater, locat—
ed at 203 South Main Street. The evening will feature entertain—
ment, cocktail buffet & bar, as well as a live and silent auction.

—— Tickets are $75 per person. ] ©
Also, the 2004 Arts Education «drawing will'_;be held at the

Gala. At $100 per ticket, with amaximum of 250 tickets available
for purchase, prizes include a European vacation for four; two
premium spring 2005 season Broadway tickets; use of a corpo—
rate suite and complementary champagne for a New Year‘s Eve
production of Hairspray, or a "Movie Night Party for 50" at the
Orpheum‘s Classic Movies. Raffle tickets are available at the

_ concierge desk atThe Orpheum; by calling (901) 529—4287, or —
by emailing timberlake@orpheum-memphiscom’; *"i

The 6th Annual Caitlin‘s Help for Hope House-5K will be held
on Saturday, Nov. 27, at the Shelby Farms Information Center.
Registration is from 8 to 9 a.m.; the race starts at 9 a.m. Each

~race/walk participant receives a long—sleeve T—shirt with his/her
registration fee of $18, if postmarked by Nov. 22, or $20 the day
of the race. For more information, call (901) 272—2702, ext. 216,
or go online to www.hopehousedaycare.org. Ne *H j

Dolphinsto be featured atIMAX |
The Union Planters IMAX Theatre, located in the Memphis

Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, will feature
Dolphins, Nov. 13 through March 4, 2005, with showingsdaily at
2 p.m. Dolphins takes an in—depth look at the lives of thesehigh—
ly intelligent and beloved animals. The film is narrated by Pierce
Brosnan and features songs and music by Sting. Tickets are
$7.50 for adults; $7 for seniors, and $6 for children (ages three to

Arts, Antiques on WKNO
The WKNO Channel 10 Art and Antiques Auction is set to air

Saturdays and Sundays, Nov..6—7 and 13—14, from. noon to 11
p.m. More than 500 pieces are up for auction to thehighest bid—
der. To preview items,visit the WKNO studio onThe University
of Memphis South Campus (located at Getwell & Park Avenue)
or go online to wkno.org. f

Tour downtownNovember 20
Dust off your walking shoes for a pleasantt‘rfiek through his—

toric Downtown Memphis. Discover Memphis‘ first skyscraper
and marvel at period architectural art as you walk downtown.
The guided tour is set for Saturday, Nov. 20, from 10 a.m. to
noon, and begins and ends at the MagevneyHouse, 198 Adams
Avenue. Cost is $9 per person. For more information or to reg—

12). For more information or reservations, call (901) 320—0362. , .

ister, call (901) 523—1484. ug

Meet & Chillat MGLCC
"Let‘s All Meet and Chill" is a chance for people of all cultures

and races to join in a lively discussion about justthat — cultural
differences and samenesses. The next meeting is set for
Wednesday, Nov. 10, at 7 p.m., at the MemphisGay & Lesbian

._ Community Center, located at 892 South Cooper. The topic for
the evening will be a continuation of "Gender Identity."
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GLBT parenting group to meet
A parenting support group, open to all, is held the first

Thursday of each month, at 6 p.m., at the Memphis Gay & _LesbianCommunity Center, 892 South Cooper. The purpose of _the‘group is to give support and encouragement to parents, _whether gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or even heterosex— |ual.—For moreinformation, call Edie at (901) 452—4759 or email _her‘at singingtreez@earthlink.net. :
CPR course is offered

The American Red Cross is offering an Adult CPR course, |
withfirst aid, on Tuesday, Nov. 30, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., at the _
American Red Cross, located at 1400 Central Avenue. Cost for
the course is $50 per person. For more information, call (901) _726—1690. f wl
Firstaid for pets set

The American Red Cross alsois offering a course on first aid _for dogsand cats, on Saturday, Dec. 4, from8:30 a.m. to 12:30 —
p.m., at the Singleton Community Center, 7266 Third Road, in
Bartlett, Tenn. Cost for the course is $30 per person. For more
information, call (901) 726—1690.

IheatreMemphis, 630 Perkins Extended, will host "DiVine
Stages," on Thursday, Nov. 18, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. For $75
per person, guests will ‘enjoy a wine tasting, with seven different
wineries represented; food, prepared by Chef Scott Lenhart of
Melange Restaurant, and entertainment by Sammy Goldstein,
an award—winning stand—up cabaret singer. For more information
or reservations, call (901) 682—8323. f

Holistic law topic of discussion
Attorney Maureen Holland will discuss "holistic law" at the

Poplar, White Station Friends Community Forum Series on
Thursday, Nov. 11, at 11:30 a.m. at the Poplar—White Station ——
branch library, located at 5094 Poplar Ave.

Publishing subject at library
Karen Syed of Echelon Press Publishing will speak to adults

about "How to Market Your Book" on Monday, Nov. 8, from noon to
1 p.m;,at theCossitt branch library, located at 33 South Front Street.

Women‘s potluck continues

‘Women are invited to a monthly Lesbian Social Night held at
the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center, 892 South
Cooper, on Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 6:30 p.m. For more infor—
mation, email Heidi at strangefire1@aol.com. —

 
~ TENNESSEE pisABILITY INFORMATION &

5. REFERRAL OFFICE }
: é. John E Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University _

—A‘ Phone:

—

(615) 322—8529 (Voice) « (800) 640—INFO (4636)
20k 0 (615) 343—2958 (TDD) * (800) 273—9595 (TDD)

carole.moore—slater@vanderbilt.edu
Website: http://ww_w.vanderbiILedU/kennedy/findsohnnl

A
This office provides information about disability supports and

community services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN. _

 
 
 



 

|Adultnolulavsnowset at circult
By Kevin ShawDothe holidays sometimes make you srck to your stomach?
Does all that saccharin—sweet "everywhere you look" world drive
you crazy? If so, then jump onto the sleigh of cynicism and iinap—
propriate humor in a new comedy, The Eight: Reindeer
Monologues, being staged Nov. 19 to Dec. 19 at The CerUIt
Playhouse, 1705 Poplar Avenue.

This show definitely carries an "Advisory for Explicit Theater”
warning label, as it deals with such subjects as pedophilia and
bestiality, as Santa is accused of raping his beloved reindeer
Vixen. In the story, the media eats up this ghastly news and ‘eight

— of Santa‘s reindeer are giving you their side of the story, hence
the title of the show. .

John Maness, fresh from.
being in the eye of the hurri—
cane regarding the Memphis
Theater Awards, is slated to

— direct this controversial new
show. Family & Friendsspoke
to him recently about this dark
comedy, as well as all the con— —
troversy that has recently
enveloped him in the Memphis
theater community. . | «__

F&F: Let‘s talk about‘the
premise of this show. .. It
sounds pretty awful, you have ;
«to admit. f

Maness: (Laughing) Yes, it
does. When I originally read the

script, I had to ask myself if I was sure I really wanted to do this.
F&F: What stood out to you to be the most shockingpart of

the script?
Maness: Probably the whole treatment of the implied

pedophilia on Santa‘s part, combined with his bestiality and
other deviant behavior.

F&F: (Laughing) It just sounds awful!
Maness: Well, this show was originally written for late—night

cabaret style audiences and my challenge, as a director, is to
move it onto a traditional, theatrical stage. I‘m struggling with
that, but I think I‘ve come up with some ideas that might work. |
think this show could be called "Reality television gone to the nth
degree," or a take—off on the "E True Hollywood Story." It‘s mock—
ing how fame isdealt with in this country and our obsession with
dirt and gossip, as well as the pulling of people‘s names through
the mud, whether they deserve it or not.

F&F: Well, when you were on the fence about whether or not
you wanted to be a part of this show, what pushed you otter to

— one side? j
Maness: Honestly, | needed as many directing credits as I

can get. I also think that almost all types of theater can be con—
sidered valid and there are audiences somewhere that can enjoy
it. There may be many people that won‘t enjoy it, but I think the
majority can see beyond the "sickness" of it and enjoy the
absurdity of the entire situation. This show is just ridiculous when
you get right down toit. I mean, we are taking this icon of good-
ness and purity and wonderfulness and s

F&F: Shitting all over it?
Manness: To put it bluntly, yes. j
F&F: 1 know Santa is not a religious icon, but you have to

b MANESS

 

Bp

‘almost blasphemous.

«But,

 

 

admit, to a lotof people, this is

Maness: You know, | certain—
ly thoughtso when I first read it.

I thinkthat people who
come and sée this show will know what they‘re getting them—

   
EXPLICIT THEATRE

selves into:
F&F: You know some unsuspecting mom is goingto bring her

two small children to see this show ..

Maness: There will be peoplein the lobby to keep that from
“happening. We‘had something similar to that happen during our
production of Quills over at TheatreWorks that was filled with
"questionable" material. A man had brought his young son and the

lobby personnel were able to persuade him not to see the show.
FAF: Wouldyou say gay audiences are more accepting of

this type of “questionable humor? _
Maness: Yes. Not to stereotype, but gayaudiences tend to _

view things wrth more of a liberal mindset and, as a result, you
won‘t find as many fundamentalists at this show.

F&F: Is there anyovertly gay humor in this show?
Maness: Cupidis a typical gay, club kid. Thereare some

"Implications that some of the reindeer may be lesbians. In fact,
all the reindeer are stereotypes of different characters and their .
personalitiesare blown up into gigantic proportions.

F&F: Before we finish, | want to switch—gears a bit. You men—
tioned Quills earlier and I want to talk about the controversy sur—
rounding yourperformance in that show, not to mention your

— starring role in Hedwig and the AngryInch l don‘t think I‘ve ever
seen. so much drama in the Memphis theater community over —

—the fact that your performances in both ofthose shows were not
evennominated for theater awards. It was getting pretty nasty.
Would you like to commenton that situationofficially?

Maness: You know, it‘s gotten to the point, for me personally
(thats the only person l can speak for), that these awards have

— gotten so blown out of pro—
portion. Officially? 1 would
just rather not be nominated
for anything everagain. ,

F&F: Because?
Maness: Because it hap— .

, pens every year. Every year
1 watch this happen to other
people. The awards were
created with the best of
intentions. They‘want to

honor.Memphis theater. Ithink it‘s a wonderful thing. However, it
has become:a competitive mess where people are getting their
feelings hurt every year. This year, some of the winners felt —
slighted becausesome comments were made that the judges
didn‘t feel this"was a very strong theatrical season overall in
Memphis Thespirit,. of the awards, | believe, was meant to bring
people together, but it seems to be dividing them. For me, per—
sonally, I‘djust‘rather not be a part of that. | think it has the best
of intentions, but it just has this fatal flaw. Theater people are just

— inherently, inthis system that has been set up, competitive.
« F&F: Well, you know, a lot of people were very angry for you.
Maness: ‘Here‘sthe way | feel. I apprecrate the factthat all of

these people cameup and supported me regardingthis issue.

j See cll'flllllpage 92
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f from page 51

But, I would rather have peoplfe really like a show that I‘m in and
NOT get nominated, than get nominated and no one see the show.

~ F&F: Thanks for addressing that. Anything else audiences
‘need to know before seeing The Eight: Reindeer Monologues?

Maness: Well, if you‘re aware that this is really adult, risque
humor and are able to take it withagrain of salt, you will appre—
— ciate the sillinessof the situation and have a great time!

Showtimes for The Eight: Reindeer Monologues are Fridays
and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and Sundaysat 7 p.m. Tickets are $22
for adults; $20 for seniors, and $16 for students and military per—
sonnel. Due to the mature nature of the subject matter, children
are not permittedat this show. The Pay—What—You—Can perform—
ance is set for Sunday, Dec. 5, lat 7 pm. .

For more information or to make reservations, call (901) 726—
4656. Family & Friends Magazine is a proud media sponsor of
The Eight: Reindeer Monologues.

* FUDGE + NIOXIN + PAUL MITCHELL *
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Cooking Directions: f f
Heat broiler to its highest setting. Divide the cut fruits into 4 —

soup places, arranging them decoratively. Make sauce by com— _
bining egg yolks and sugar in a mixing bowl. Whisk briskly until
the yolks begin to turn a light lemony color. Add the Champagne _
a little bit at a time, whisking constantly until well blended. Place /f
the mixing bowl in a pot or pan and pour about 1 inch of water
around it. Bring the water to a simmer and continue to whisk vig—
orously until the mixture becomes light and foamy. Once the mix— |
tures starts to thicken, remove the bowl from the heat. Do not
overcook. Continue to whisk for 10 seconds. Pour equal
amounts of sauce over each fruit salad. Place the plates under _
the broiler about 3 inches from the source of heat and allow _
them to cook just until they are lightly browned on the surface, 1
rotating as needed. Serve immediately

—

with remaining
Champagne to accompany.

(Author‘s Note: Could you get any gayer than this dish? 1
mean, not only is it a fruit salad, but is has this amazing _
Champagne Sauce! Oh, by the way, here‘s a joke: What‘s the _
difference between finding a man and finding a parking place?
There is no difference! The good ones are all taken and the rest —
are either handicapped or way the hell out there!) |

(Reprinted with permission from Gay Gourmet: The Queer Cuisine of
New Orleans, (c) 2003 by Trey Bienville. For more information, go online _
to www.gaygourmet.org) t

mm:

NOV. 10 — Let‘s All Meet & Chill (gender identity)
NOV. 13 — MGLCC Board Meeting
NOV. 17 — Women‘s Potluck Social

NOV. 23 — Women Polyamorous Support Group
DEC..4 — Memphis Log Cabin Republicans
Christmas Social from noon to 2:30 pm

DEC. 17 — MGLCC Holiday Party, 7 pm to balgu
f HEIDIVILLE every Thursday 6 to 8 pm

 

   



 

 

l? a“ STAGE “aw theatrical entertainment

The University of Memphis Department of Theatre & Dance
will present The Diviners, Friday and Saturday, Nov.: 12 to 18,
and Monday through Saturday, Nov. 15 to 20. Written by Jim
Leonard and directed by Claire Syler, The Diviners is the mirac— _
ulous tale set during the Great Depression in a small communi—
ty where water and faith are in short supply. A charismatic
preacher drifts into town and befriends a gentle but misunder®=_
stood boy with a special gift for divining water. Tickets are $15
for adults, and $10 for students and seniors. For more informa
tion or tickets, call (901) 678—2576 or go online to www.mem—
phis.edu/theatre.

Duo plays to be staged at UofM

On Friday and Saturday, Dec. 3 and 4, The University; of
Memphis Department of Theatre & Dance will present two plays.
Next, written by Terrence McNally and directed by Henry
McDaniel, revisits the 1960s when an overweight Army inductee
attempts to get himself disqualified from serving in a war whose
purpose has become unclear. The Serpent, written by Jean—
ClaudeVan Itallie and directed by Jennifer Bauer, is a landmark
of the experimental theater movement; it is a passionatecele—
bration of the "Book of Genesis" as it relates to contemporary
American values

Fifteen modern dancers, six choreographers, three artists f
and a host of live musicians will present "Preparing the Canvas,"
an interdisciplinary concert coordinated by Breeding Ground, a
new dance organization developed to nurture the art form in thec '
Memphis area. The show will be staged at The University of
Memphis, communications and fine arts building, now through
Sunday, Nov. 7, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 for adults, and $5 for
students and children, under the age of 12. For more informa—
tion, go online to www.breedingground.org.

Gay, twisted classic set

Emerald Theatre Company will present A Queer Carol Nov.
12 to 21 at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe Avenue. A Queer Carol
is a retelling of the Dickens classic. With a gay twist and the
permission of playwright Joe Godfrey to alter the setting to take
place in Memphis, this altered classic will surely be one you
won‘t want to miss. For instance, Scrooge, a/k/a Ebbie, is a

 

Germantown Community Theatre, located at 3037 Forest
Hill—lrene Road in Germantown, will hold auditions for its spring
productions of Harvey and the new adaptation of The Diary Of
Anne Frank by Wendy Kesselman on Nov. 13 from 1 to 4 p.m.
and on Nov. 14 from 7 to 10 p.m. f

Harvey will be directed by local actress/director Pamela Polettr
The cast will require five men, ages 25—65, and five women, ages §
20—65, with the role of Elwood P. Dowdalready cast. ~

The Diary OfAnne Frank will be directed by Michael! Gravors

The cast will require two women, seven men, two girls (midlate
teens) and one boy (late teens). ;

Please call (901) 754—2680 for additional information orto
check out perusal copies ofthe script.

 

stuffy interior designer hell bent on being the classic old troll! The
ghosts of Christmases past and present are characterized by
Marilyn Monroe and an over—the——top drag queen. Showtimes are
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $10 general admiSSion For reservations or more informa—
tion, call (901) 722—9302.

Shaw to direct POTS comedy |

Back by populardemand, / Love You, You‘re Perfect, Now
Change will be.staged at Playhouse on the Square, 51 South
Cooper, Nov. 26 through Jan. 9,—2005. Directed by Family &
Friends own Kevin Shaw, the cast includes Leah Bray Nichols,
Angela Groeschen, Michael Ingersoll and Andrew Weir. This
musical comedyrevue hits close to home for anyone who has
ever fallen in love, been married or simply suffered the trials and
tribulations of the everpopular "first date." Showtimes are
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Tickets are $29 for adults; $20
for seniors; $16 for students and military personnel, and $12 for
children. The <Pay—What—You—Can performance is set for
Thursday, Dec. 30, at 8 p.m. For reservations or more informa—
tion, call (901)7264656 P

1920EUDen-IllrclmlasSmith

at 8 pm |THEATREWURKS
14&21
at2|l
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Memenis Bar, Restaurant & Tneater Grunt

BARS& CLUBS
1. —Backstreet Memphis

2018 Court Street — 3204 North Thomas
(901) 276—5522 _ . (901) 357—8383

| f
—— 2. Crossroads 10. One More .

1278 Jefferson 2117 P
(901) 276—8078 (901) 27g—moRei Mi I

3. Crossroads 2 11 ThePumping Station.
{—— =|

—

A11 North Claybrook 1382 Poplar Avenue _
{+ (901) 276—1882 ©©(901) 272—7600 —

___ 4. JWags © 12. Paragon
|_ 1268Madison Avenue 2865 Walnut Grove Rd,

(901) 725—1909 (901) 320-0026 }

5. The Jungle 13. Printer‘sAlley
1474 Madison Avenue |___ 3225. Cleveland

(901 278—0521 v: f (901) 725-9809

6 Lorenz/Aftershock rt
‘— 1528 Madison Avenue

_ conzesz>

__

GLBTRETAILERS

7 MadisonFIame * INZ&OUTZCards&GIfts
1588 Madison Avenue © 553South Cooper
(901) 278-0569 (901) 728—6535

& { l |

% 8 Metro Memphis coy FAMILY FLavors
} 1349 Autumn Street 18 North McLean @ Madison

(901) 7250313 .(901) 2748010
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YOUNG AVE.

— Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place

: (901) 272—0022

‘The Brushmark
1934 Poplar (in the Brooks)
(901) 5446225

Buns On The Run
2150 Elzey Avenue

(901) 278—BUNS —

Cafe Ole |
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504

Cafe Society
212 N. Evergreen
(901) 722—2177

Grill ‘n‘ Bar
326 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

THEATERS

A Circuit Playhouse

1705 PoplarAvenue

(901) 726—4656

B Emerald Theatre Company D Playhouse on the Square
2085 Monroe Avenue
(901) 722—9302
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AREA RESTAURANTS

  

Melange948 S. Cooper(901) 276—0002
Molly‘s La Casita2006 Madison Avenue(901) 726—1873
One More Bar & Grill2117 Peabody(901) 278—MORE
Barksdale Restaurant237 South Cooper(901) 722—2193
Young Avenue Deli2119 Young Avenue(901) 278—0034
Zinnie‘s East1718 Madison Avenue(901) 274—7101

C Malco‘s Studio on the Square
2105 Court Avenue

‘Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020

‘51 South Cooper
(901) 7264656

  

  
   
  

   

   
    

  

   
  
   

   
  
  
  
  
   
  

  

  

 

  

 

    
   

   

   

    

Pie In The Sky Pizza
2149 Young Avenue
(901) 276—7437

Audrey Rose Cafe
2670 Union Extended
Suite 100
(901) 323—1196

NOT VIEWABLE ON MAP
Pancho‘s

* 717 N. Whitestation
(901) 685—5404

* 87 S. Second Street
(901) 522—0011

RP Tracks
3547 Walker Street
(901) 327—1471

SsoGo
1255 Goodman Road
Hom Lake, MS
(662) 349—6565

NOT ON MAP

The Orpheum _
203 South Main Street _

(901) 525—3000

Theatre Memphis
630 Perkins Extended

(901) 682—8323 —
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by Laer Gib Retae

RP TRACKS

 

RP Tracks is located near The University of Memphis on —

Walker next to the railroad tracks. For years, Tracks has been a

college bar with bar food; however, it has surprisingly emerged

to encompass a large variety of food. Good food at that.

Back in the college days, I consumed many pitchers of beer

there, but don‘t recall having many meals. In fact, in those days,

I‘m quite certain that we didn‘t go there for the food, other than

their well—known Tracks burger to create a good base to drink

upon. The pool table also is still there!

__ We started our dining experience with an appetizer known
as "Lots of Stuff." It seemed the best choice of the 11 appetiz—
ers available. Tracks‘ appetizers consist of everything from buf—
falo wings, cheese sticks and stuffed jalapeno peppers to their
"Lots of Veggies," for the non—meat eaters of the world. The
"Lots of Stuff" is served on a metal pie round that is piled high
with various munchies that consists of chicken tenders, fried
mozzarella cheese sticks, fried mushrooms, onion rings and
fries. Tracks even has 11‘ different dipping sauces to choose
from. All of the sauces we tried were good andthe contents of
the appetizer were fresh and piping hot. The fingers were
crispy and the steak fries and mushrooms weregreat It was
truly a fried—food appetizer fiesta.

For our first entree we ordered the Q1 Quesadilla. There is a
selection of 20 different quesadillas, Q1 through Q20, obviously.

: Vegetarian quesadillas also are available. Trust us, there is a
quesadilla here for everybody. The Q1 consists of spinach,

‘grilled portabella and feta cheese. The Q1 was served with
freshly cut tomatoes, guacamole, lettuce and very incredible

: Chipotle lime sour cream on the side. To say the least, the
Tracks quesadilla is large and was filled with at least one half
inch of stuffing. Is this a Mexican restaurant? Well, it could be.
And if the quesadilla doesn‘t convince you this place could be a
good venue for Mexican cuisine, try a burrito. We did.

Evenlifor the real bigeater, a Tracks‘ burrito alone could eas— .

‘Santa Fe burrito, which pining Style: Casual

‘a vegetarian burrito. —

i The Sante Fe is A (kitchen closes at 2 a.m.)

and a delight tb |. mremSsTAURANT |.

ewgelslol sone. Monday—Friday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
.A warning, this Saturday—Sunday, 7 a.m. to 2 pm.

See Dining f ;

Out, page 56 237 South Cooper

. ily suffice two meals. In | ________ RP Tracks_

fact, most of it went into __3847 Walker Avenue.

‘a togo box, out of f (9093274471

necesslly We had the Price/Gost: Entrees: $495to $8.95 i

 

is one of their five burri— Cuisine: American, Mexican, Vegetarian

‘to selections, including Service: Good
Quality of Food: Excellent for the money
Hours: 11 a.m. to 3 a.m., “Idayoeweek

grilled chicken and veg— :| Liquor: Beer/Full Bar

gig burrito. All of the L_

 

‘_ burritos are served with

_refried black beans, wild rice, flame—roasted corn, cheddar jack
cheese, sour cream, lettuce and salsa. The burrito also is gar—
nished with melted cheddar and black olives. You can choose
from three tortillas for the burrito: flour, spinach or tomato basil.
In short, the burrito was excellent and we highly recommend it.

.._ Most Mexican restaurants in this city do not serve any burrito of
this magnitude; we have seen similar burritos in Atlanta, but not
Memphis. This is a must try for the burrito lover..

Tracks has two desserts, the Crispy Apple Quesadilla and the
Cheesecake Burrito, to which you can add scoop(s) of ice
cream. We had s,
the quesadilla.
Again, just as
with the other
dishes, this
dessert was
huge. It is a light—
ly—buttered, flour
tortilla, served

 

 

with a hot, 2670 Union Ext. Breakfast, | —
creamy, apple— Suite 100 , Lunch &
cinnamon cen—. (ground floor of the ~ Catering
ter. It is topped Lippscomb—Pitts Bidg.) Monday—Friday
with ice cream Memphis, TN 38112 (901) 323—1196
_

and powdered

sugar. The que— 0b§

sadilla was

excellent, huge ( ; ardeale |

eat, although

perhaps _too |— OPEN TOSERVE YOU

(901) 722—2193
 

 

TRACKS1471restaurant and bar The "Monkey" Is BACK! 2150 ElzeyAve east of Cooper  
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ip into something different?

2828 Wolfcreek Parkway

— outran |

_ (901) 380—9500 .

Eli-gay a ‘zmz'giue {lifting exper'iefirfé at

the most romantic restaurant in Memphis

 

I WWWmeltingpotcom
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Dining Out

from page 55
could be a dessert for four.

In addition to the Mexican cuisine we had on this evening,
Tracks has soup, chili, eight different salads, 10 different burgers
and a huge variety of deli—type sandwiches (18 to be exact),
including a hot dog, chicken sandwiches, steak sandwiches, BBQ
tofu, Portabella mushroom and a vegetarian sub sandwich. With
a sandwich, you have the option to substitute rice for the fries or
onion rings that are included with it. There also are three different
rice dishes with chicken, veggies or beans. Undoubtedly, there is
something to eat for everyone at RP Tracks. fy teas"
Our experience was great at Tracks, but this is still a college

hangout that has evolved to having a large variety of good food:;
so did we mention that if you don‘t want to eat any of the great
food, there is a full bar, a pool table, six different draft beers, 14
different domestic beers and an amazing 55 different specialty
beers/ales, etc. and two non—alcoholic beers (yeah, right)? Let‘s
face it, if you haven‘t been there lately, GO NOW!

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
 

 

Over My Shoulder

from page 26
which | admit has helped me resist the temptation to fall back into
my earlier drinking and bar—cruising lifestyle.

But, there was still a second coming out that needed to take place
and | knew it, partly because Anita and | had started Family & Friends.
But, years wiser, I wanted it to be less of a burden on the ones I loved,
which, at the time, meant my parents, grandparents and son.

I thought long and hard about coming out to the other people in
my life. | remembered the pain in my father‘s eyes when he found
out | was gay in the mid—‘80s. By the mid—‘90s he was ill so I decid—
ed not to come out to my parents. Not because | was ashamed of
who | was, but because | saw no reason to cause a dying man any—
more pain than he was already in. g

Within months of his death, I came out to my mother, who took it
much better the second time around, maybe because she had real—
ized I had grown up and also that being gay didn‘t mean being a drunk
and cruising gay bars. Now, she is very proud of her gay daughter.

As for my son, Anita and | both came out to him a few years ago.
He still loves us, but wrestles with understanding it and his own
desires to have what society, and school, has told him is a "normal
family," (mother, father, kids). Yes, the schools are still teaching that.

So, to come to a close, this is my coming out story, or stories. I‘m
only telling it because I want people, especially our GLBT youth, to
know that a) being someone you‘re not can lead to mistakes, b) that
being gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender doesn‘t mean you have
to cruise the bars, drink or take drugs, c) that even if you‘ve made
mistakes, it‘s never too late to try and make them right and d) you
don‘t have to come out to everyone or tell everyone at the same time
— just be true to yourself and make yourself happy.

TransgenderDay set November 20
The Tennessee Transgender Political Action Committee

(TTPAC) and the Tennessee Vals will co—sponsor the 2004
Transgender Day of Remembrance Ceremony on Saturday, Nov.
20, at 7 p.m., at the First Unitarian Universalist Church, located
at 1808 Woodmont Boulevard, in Nashville. The event is free.

Nashville is one of nearly 100 cities in eight countries that will
participate in this multi—venue event.
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| Full—Service Restaurants

East « 717 N. White Station (901) 685-5404
Downtown« 87 S. Second St. (901) 522—0011
West Memphis « 3600 E.Broadway (870) 735—6466 |
Quick—Serve Restaurant .
East « 2841 S. Perkins Road (901) 363—8118 L0

    

 

BOGIE‘S

DELICATESSEN

2098 LaSalle

Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 272—0022
     

   

 

Featuring Boar‘s Head meats & cheeses

7 a.m. to 6 pusMonday Friday

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday

LET PAM & SHARRON

HELP WITH THE

   

     

 

    

   

  

  

gz I§5 COOKING!
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[a s CHEESECAKES

g E * Blueberry *+ Banana * Strawberry *+ Apple * Chocolate
r= & * Chocolate * Carrot * Yellow * Cherry * Pecan

* Strawberry *+ Chocolate + Lemon * Chess « Pumpkin
* Chocolate Chip * Red Velvet « German Chocolate

—

+ Egg Custard

_

+ Key Lime
* Italian Coconut * Banana Cream + Lemon Ice Box

$6 siDe DisHEs
«* Sweet Potato Casserole‘b o

‘_ Buns on the Run Café& Bakery + pressing

C29 2150 ELZEY AVENUE « just east of Cooper
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ASALUTETO OUR

PROFESSIONAL

SAME—GENDER—LOVING

VILLAGERS

My name is Mario J. Webb

and I am employed at First [‘,

Tennessee Bank. I‘ve been [

there for two years and 1 |

wouldn‘t trade it for the

world. It‘s the perfectjob

for someone like me who

loves people and making a

difference in others‘ lives.

     

  

   

  

 

 

 

 

brothers united
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JRETREAT #8

DECEMBER 2—5, 2004
Montgomery Bell State Park + Burns, TN

1020 Jackson Hill Road — (800) 250—8613

Cost$225 (due by November 1)
|rections |. What‘s Included?

_ lodging « 6 buffet—style meals
— comemorative T—shirt

workshops « entertainment
fun and much, much more!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call Dwayne or Anton @ (800) 845—4266, ext. 269 or ext. 221

email: brosunited@aol.com « www.brothersunited.com
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j the Communion of All Saints Day was holy
and prolific, yet modern mischief worked its way back to Fall

— music releases. The insidious remarks,‘ comments, feuds and
song battles (not to mention lip—syncing), fused together for a
culminating crowning glorious season in which being an antago—
nistic buoyant artist was the same as being an ambitious pop—

_ cultural nemesis.

For the record, Eminem lacks anyfascinating vanity fair and —
«his every frame of reference comes from lackluster performance

_ spoofs of real life musical genius. Madonna, Michael Jackson,
Pee Wee Herman and M.C. Hammer are in his red zone for the
video, "Just Lose It." The video is beyond the border of sharp wit
and hits below the belt, lyrically. BET has refused to play the
video, while MTV plays it like it‘s going out of style. Eminem is
next expected to release a track very anti—President Bush. Ironic,
heterosexist bashing is a newone for the rapper who in the past
made fun of Gianni Versace‘s death for being a homosexual and

_> took rather well to bashing queer people in general. In his
defense, he did perform with Elton John, which he swears that,
at the time, he didn‘t know was really gay, and made up for it. In
other words, although hefully made awarehis animosity toward
queer people of all nationalities, at the end of the day, he‘d .
appreciate it if you accepted his sincere overlook of an apology
‘and bought his record! WUT

And that‘s one of the biggest criticisms one could have with
MTV. On one hand they hold upEminem,the world‘s No. 1—sell—
ing rapper of all time, and parade him around much like they use
to do both M.J. and Madonna, as the artist of today‘s youth. In
the other hand, they are quick to hold up AIDS activist Pedro

— Zamora as their national hero. Who‘s fooling who, people? |
Critically, there are other notable gaps that should be addressed

but I still want to be on Santa‘s list for being a very good boy this
— year so here‘s the rundown for the month of November. _

___ MIKE RICKARD

© Stirred Not Shaken

Mike Rickard‘s debut inde—

pendent release, Stirred Not

Shaken, is singularly one of

the most generous lyrical

— mik _

 

long time. Rickard has an

‘album inextricably tied to the
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graphics, but is anachronistic presently.

album to a crooning affair; a quasi—honeymoon affair that is sty—

toward Christian pop with "Who 1 Am" and the gospel pop—con—
" temporary "As If To Say."

  Hell literally opened this Halloween and

maelstrom departure from her

she crystallized her potential

«like a musical alchemist, laced with an unorthodox potency. The
spellbinding construction of the CD is sequined in jazz and

events this season.

~ HOPELESSLY DEvoTeD to

there is an alternative CDout |

‘ents, |.for
memoirs of survival, fear and ‘Hopelessly Devoted To You,.
the reigns of family dynamics .
and self—loathing/longing in a . f

‘metal bands that are ‘not the

i‘church. and. contemporary ©
& ‘Christian music while moving —

_ toward pop, country and rock. His ability to encompass all gen—
__ res will in time be more beneficial to his sellability to larger demo— : _

  

    

    

  

  

   

  

  

  

   

  

   

  

 

    

 

  

 

(

The first couple of songs are miserable to listen to. Thewrit _
ing is inscrutable but contains precious few hooks, if any, and the _|
subject matter visceral. "Do You Know" changes the flow of the __

listically and vocally the departure from the rancor of previous
tracks. The CD does nothing but take turns into every possible
genre from here out, including the Clay Aiken—inspired, "Forever
Ran Out of Time," to the pure country single, "Unsaid," twisting

We all love a guy who wears his heart on his sleeve but in
order to appreciate the album fully, Rickard needs to learn to
suspend his emotions so that they do not prow! over his style, }
essence or spirit. The album would meet somewhere between _|
his first desire and his first regret and spare the consumer the _
unique emotional rollercoaster he treks on this album. **

QUEEN LATIFAH
The Dana Owens Album
All hail the Queen of Rap,

Queen Latifah, whose CD,
The Dana Owens Album, is a

early .days of rapping
"U.N.LT.Y." back in the day.
Her growth as an artist has
blossomed from her role on
"Living Single" to the movie
blockbuster Chicago. It is as if

and nowextracted it into a diamond.
Each song on the CD is elaborately watched and performed —

refined in technique and approach. "Baby Get Lost" is a luscious __
track followed by "The Same Love That Made Me Laugh," which
she performs adorably. The greatest cut also contains the best
string arrangement that is, "Moody‘s Mood For Love." Deep— —
seated satisfaction aboundtrack after track, and the inadvertent
sleek vocal arrangements makes the CD a frontrunner for posh

The unadulterated glamorous transformation Queen Latifah
has undertaken is one fans idolize of their star. Not just an out—
ward groomed fashionable makeover, but an inward beauty that
is one partfantasy andevocably befitting of a Queen. *** —

YOU, VOL. 5
(various artists)

Finally, for all things rock, |

just in time to scare your par—
Thanksgiving.

Vol. 5 is full of various rock,
alternative, punk, ‘ska and

typical assortment you‘d find —
on mainstream radio, college
radio or even rotated around like an MTV puppet.

See In The Mix, page 68 —
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HOURS

Sundays 2—8 pm

Mon—Thur 12—10 pm

Fri & Sat 12 pm—12 am

Reel Twistedsponsoredby

 

  
   

  

  

  

 

FEATURING

hand—crafted items

by local GLBT artists

  

 
 

“Ell TWISTE“ film reviews 

 

 

   Set to be released Nov. 23,
Mango Kiss explores _non—

monogamy and role playing among
a group of lesbians in San
Francisco. Directed by Sascha Rice,
the film stars Michelle Wolfe as Lou
and Daniele Ferraro as Sassafras.

Lou and Sassafras are per—
formance art partners and best friends who have recently moved
to the Bay City. Shy Lou‘s life turns upside down when she con—
fesses her passion for the outgoing Sass, and they change from
roommates to lovers. (Be careful what you wish for!) The path to
romantic bliss takes a wide detour, however, when they meet new
friends and employers with some rather frisky ideas.

I found this film quite enjoyable and entertaining. Truth be known,
it was a bit hard to keep my mind on the film with butched out Wolfe
running around on screen. Lots of humor and plenty of sex make
Mango Kiss a must—see, rollicking, romping flick. Not only are the
ideas of role playing explored, but so are the ideas of S&M and free
love, the latter thanks to bits of insight provided by Sass‘s mom.

Although this film is not yet available for rent, you can see it
before the Nov. 23 release date. Just stop by Family Flavors and
let them know you want to see it. They‘ll let you watch a screener
copy in their back room. Can‘t wait to own it for yourself? It‘s avail—
able for purchase online at www.wolfevideo.com. Family Flavors
will have it for rent Nov. 24. Not rated, 88 minutes
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from left, Craig Chester
Hleana Douglas and ,
Carlton Wilborn p

   

 
 

    

  Writer, director Richard
Glatzer has taken his real—life
experience as a writer for
"Divorce Court," and wrapped it
around some lovable, humor—
ous characters.

The film is an interesting
glimpse into the lives of writ—
ers of a second—rate TV show, "The Love Judge," with the main
focus being on Mark, played by Craig Chester, who lost his
lover to AIDS, hence the title. As the one—year anniversary of
the death of his lover looms ever closer, Mark finds himself try—
ing to come to terms with his co—workers, office politics, a
chance at a promotion, opposite—sex competition, an office
crush and homophobia.

While 1 found the plot a bit lacking, and the laughs relatively
few, especially for a black comedy, Grief is a film worth seeing if
for no other reason than the brilliant cast, which is what makes this
film a true joy to watch. Alexis Arquette kisses men with extraordi—
nary relish; drag superstar Jackie Beat turns in a "Divine" per—
formance, and sexy Carlton Wilborn strips down to the bare
essentials (only briefly, but what an eyeful — have your—remote
close by in case you want to hit the "pause" button).

No serious messages here, folks, but some fine acting per—
formances, which again, save the film.

Available for rent at Family Flavors. Not rated, 92 minutes

 



 

 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON DVD

NINE DEAD GAY GUYS

   

     

   

   

 

Offensively funny, politically incorrect

and in—your—face, Nine Dead Gay Guys

tells the story of two not—so—innocent

Irish lads who go to London to hit the big

time. Rated R, 84 minutes

Available for rent at Family Flavors

9 DefYol

GBVGuns

David falls for his hunky employer Matt,
who falls just as hard back. But, Violet,
Matt‘s wife, is a complicating factor. Toss
in David‘s best friends, a pre—op transex—
ual and a fag—hag journalist. Not rated,
89 minutes
Available at www.wolfevideo.com

An Italian gay porn star attends the
funeral of his affluent father while trying
to keep his porn stardom a secret. Italian
with English subtitles. Not rated, 101
minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

Moon chip

In the chaotic city known as Mallepa,
fate collides when thieving orphans
encounter the eternal life of vampires as
they struggle in a world of horror.
Japanese with optional English subtitles.
Not rated, 119 minutes
Available at www.tlareleasing.com

 

| SHOWEBOY

Mockumentary. A writer on hit TV series
"Six Feet Under," is being profiled by a
documentary crew when he‘s fired. The
crew follows him to Las Vegas where he

but secretly is following a dream. Not
rated, 93 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

begins doing research for a new season,

Mitchell Anderson

     

REVIEWED BY
PATRICIA PAIR, PUBLISHE

Well, I‘ve always wondered
about actress Lori Petty and after
viewing P.J. Castellaneta‘s Relax
.. It‘s Just Sex I‘m not wondering
anymore, either that or she‘s one
hell of an actress.

Relax ... It‘s Just Sex is a cap—
tivating poly—sexual, multiracial
romantic comedy that features an impressive Hollywood—studded
cast and revolves around the tangled relationships and love affairs
of an extended group of close—knit friends.

Included in the group are the sexy, straight "mother hen," Tara
(Jennifer Tilly) who‘s desperate to have a child with Gus (Timothy
Paul Perez). Tara‘s best friend Vincey (Mitchell Anderson), a love—
lorn playwright who mistakes swallowing for commitment, dates
for affairs and homophobia as a declaration of war. Lesbian
sporty gal Robin (Petty), who‘s in love with Sarina (Cynda
Williams), who in turn is in a dying, long—termrelationship with
Megan (Serena Scott Thomas), who claims the two haven‘t had
good sex since "Martina won at Wimbledon." Also turning in great
performances are T.C. Carson: (a black, gay artist) and Eddie
Garcia as an HIV—positive Latino, not to mention a cameo by Paul
Winfield as Auntie Mahalia.

The cast is great, the story: even better. Woven through this
diverse group of friends are important social topics such as Does
HIV cause AIDS? Trust me, you just gotta see this movie.

Rated R, 110 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

amman

\ novte RENTALS 4

PRTDE ESSENTIALS

‘tttfi
:vars

SPECIAL MOVIE ORDERS AVAILABLE!
Order by the end of November to
guarantee delivery by the holidays!

18 North Mclean (at the corner of Madison)
901—725—0313 — Family_Flavors@yahoo.com
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 0" THE SMALL sanE" GLBT Television

Women get equal treatment with new ‘Queer Eye‘ show
Move over straight men, it‘s time

to make—better the straight girls. After
successfully converting a nation of
straight men, Bravo is expanding the
Queer Eye franchise and moving on
to the straight women and recently
announced the launch of "Queer Eye
for the Straight Girl," a new, weekly,
one—hour series premiering in
January 2005.

The all—new cast — The Gal Pals —
will feature Robbie Laughlin, Danny
Teeson, Damon Pease and TV‘s first
female "Queer Eye" Honey Labrador,
who will specialize in The Look, The
Life, The Locale and The Lady,
respectively.

From the channel that brought you
the Emmy Award—winning series
"Queer Eye for the Straight Guy" and

UPCOMING BRAVO SPECIALS

Friday, Nov. 19, "Cirque Celebration" — In
honor of Cirque du Soleil‘s 20th anniver<
sary, Bravo will air a whole weekend filled
with some of the most popular Cirque per—
formances. Kicking off the weekend will be
the premiere of Cirque‘s latest show
"Midnight Sun."

  

  

  

  

  

Saturday, Nov. 27, "Elton John at Radio City" —
The legendary showman will perform his greatest
hits, which span four decades, with the accompa—
niment of two orchestras. This performance was
taped to air on Bravo this past summer and is pre—
sented by Verizon.

Tuesday, Nov. 30, "Project Runway" — This
behind—the—scrim documentary series and competi—
tion is set in the other most glamorous business in

* the world — the fashion industry. Cameras will roll
for 10, one—hour episodes as up—and—coming designers are given all the
resources of a top designer to prepare a competitive runway show for the
next New York Fall Fashion Week.

 

Coming in 2005, "Situation: Comedy" —
From Sean Hayes ("Will & Grace") and pro—
ducing partner Todd Miller comes "Situation"
Comedy." For writers, producers and televi—
sion executives it‘s a nerve—racking time

LLL ~~! where ideas are passionately pitched, madeand the next big hits must be found. "Situation: Comedy," a 10—episodeseries, will bring viewers into the world of television production as thesearch for the hottest undiscovered writing talent begins. To compete, eachcandidate must. submit a script for a pilot/presentation reel. The pool will benarrowed to five semi—finalists who will be flown to Los Angeles to pitch theirideas to established sitcom producers. From there, two will be chosen toeach create pilots based on the script, and both will be followed throughcasting, set design, rewrites, rehearsals, taping and post—production. As anadded bonus, the completed pilots will be screened during the final episodeand the viewers will make the executive decision on which, if either, merits
attention from a network for a series order or "re—piloting."
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the Fab Five, The Gal Pals prove the
whole is better than the sum of the parts
as they work together in unison to help
each straight girl achieve her goals.
Less interested in the broad strokes and
more about the fine tuning, this series is
unique in that the straight girls speak up,
talk back and are true participants in
their transformations. Each episode cen—
ters on a life—affirming event, such as a
proposal, 30th birthday or wedding, and
it‘s up to the Gal Pals to make sure she‘s
fully prepared — on the inside and out.

The announcement of the new show
was made Oct. 25 by Lauren Zalaznick,
president of Bravo.

"We are thrilled to expand the Queer
Eye franchise. on Bravo," Zalaznick
said. "The Queer Eye phenomenon has
left an indelible mark on popular culture
today, and with the launch of a new

series dedicated to ‘make—better‘ straight women, we anticipate
the phenomenon to continue. ‘Queer Eye for the Straight Girl‘ is

. sure to deliver all the humor, heart and relationship building that
made its older brother such a success. Women everywhere
should feel fortunate to have gal pals like these in their corner."

 

 
BumEdd cnl

available for rent at
Family Flavors.

SANDRA BERNHARD

 

Sandra Bernhard — iconoclast,
actress, author, comedian, singer — is
set to join the hit Showtime original
series, "The L Word" as a guest star
for multiple episodes. The show will
kick off its second season on Feb. 20, 2005 at 9 p.m. our time.

Bernhard will play Charlotte, a well—known, straight author
who teaches a highly sought—after writing course that is "the des—
tination" for budding young writers. When Jenny (Mia Kirshner)
auditions for the course with a piece of writing she is flatly reject
ed by Charlotte.

It is only through dogged persistence and undeniable cre—
ative ability that Jenny is able to get herself into the class.
While Charlotte and Jenny have a lot of mutual admiration for
each other‘s abilities as writers, they have a sparring, con—
tentious interaction.

Don‘t forget to tune in, and we‘ll remind you again as the date
of the season opener gets closer. Stay tuned.
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In the early ‘90s, three women started
Dyke TV, the first (and only) cable access
TV show by, for and aboutlesbians. Using
the tagline, "Television to incite, subvert,
provoke and organize!," the founders
sought to document rising lesbian
activism and to provide a viable platform

for lesbian voices to enter the realm of popular culture. The first
show aired in June 1993, on a Manhattan cable channel.

The show now airs on more than 78 public access cable
channels throughout the country (Memphis is NOT one of
them), and for the past 11 years has documented the lives of
lesbians from Memphis to Modesto.

Operating from a multi—racial, multi—generational perspec—
tive, Dyke TV is presently seeking projects by videographers
and independent filmmakers. The show is seen in 108 cities
in 28 states.

For more information, call (718) 230—4770 or visit the web—
site at www.dyketv.org.

 

®

 

f PBS‘s "In The Life," is the TV newsmagazine of record on
gay and lesbian America. A three—time Emmy Award nominee,
"In The Life" blends hard—hitting journalism, lively entertain—
ment reports and bold commentary for a no—holds—barred look
at gay and lesbian life.

A television pioneer, the show launched in 1992, and
became the country‘s first regularly scheduled, gay—themed
program. Headquartered in New York City and now in its 12th
season, "In The Life" is broadcast on more than 130 public tel—
evision stations nationwide and is seen by more than a million
people each month.

Each one—hour episode is divided into five or six segments,
which include stories devoted to the topics of youth and edu—
cation, health and AIDS, arts and culture, workplace, relation—
ships and family and global issues.

November‘s episode, "Generation Q," will be hosted by
Staceyann Chin (incidentally our cover girl this month) and will
feature the following segments:

+ Learning Curve: traveling to Little Rock, this seg—
ment tells the story of the eighth grader whowas outed
by his school. |

* Walk Like A Man: the story of one teenager who single—
handedly forced ‘his New Jersey school‘s administration to
deal with the issue: of bullying.

* Real to Reel, Hell House: features a new kind of haunted
house in Dallas where a Pentecostal church is working to
"scare the hell" out of 15,000 annual visitors by acting outskits
of "sing."

« Bringin‘ the Noise: an inside look at
VIBE by visiting with former editorial
director Emil Wilbekin, an openly gay
African—American.

* Remaining segments include the death of
a 15—year old lesbian, the story of GLBT adults
helping to keep
GLBT youth off the
streets in Minneapolis
and a discussion by

Emil Wilbekin Harvey Fierstein

about "Freedom Of and From." j

For more information and a more

detailed description of November‘s

episode, log on to www.inthelifetv.org.

 

Harvey Fierstein

WANT TO SEE THESE SHOWS

Contact WKNO Channel 10 Memphis

and let them know!

PHONE: (901) 458—2521

EMAIL: wknopi@wkno.org

  

 

           

  

 

  

  

  
MANHUNT

Bravo is turning the world of modeling on its high—heels by focusing the camera on the ever—

neglected world of male fashion models with the first—ever search for the hottest male model.

"Manhunt: The Search for America‘s Most Gorgeous Male Model"is the latest show on Bravo

to reveal the blood, sweat and tears behind the creative process as men participate in a series

of challenges to determine who has the looks, style, stamina and charisma to be a male super—

model. "Manhunt" will break fashion industry stereotypes as a group of young newcomers com—

pete for the ultimate prize: a $100,000 contract with top international modeling agency, IMG.

Though men‘s fashion is exploding onto the pop—culture scene — witness the metrosexual

phenomenon — and female models have been given superstar status for years, little attention

has been paid to their male counterparts who make their own heady contributions that drive the

glamorous worldwide fashion machine ... until now.

Check local TV listings for times and dates in November, or visit Bravo‘s website at

www.bravotv.com.

A VERY QUEER THANKSGIVING

  

  

  

 

Premieres Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 8 p.m. Famous for their "hip tips" and

quick wit, no matter — and we mean this literally — how hairy the sit—

uation, the Fab Five are known for the charming grace and caring

they give each of their subjects. This theme will carry forward in "A

Very Queer Thanksgiving" when the Fab Five make surprise house

calls to check—up on straight guys from the past season.

If you missed any episode of Showtime‘s original hit

series, "Queer as Folk," season four, don‘t worry. The

entire fourth season is available for view on

Showtime On Demand.

KEVIN‘S ROOM 1
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The show that‘s been written about in this issue countless times, and

whose star was in Memphis this past June for Black Pride, is now avail—

able for viewing on Out of the Closet TV (www.OutoftheCloset.tv).

"Kevin‘s Room 1" is the story of five African—American gay men, each of

whom struggles with common issues related to our community, family

and each other. Through participation in a support group, each of the

menlearn valuable lessons and changein ways that will forever impact
their lives. }

Hank Azaria, who played everyone‘s favorite, lovable houseboy
Agador "Spartacus" in The Birdcage, has his own series, "Huff." This
Showtime original series will premiere Sunday, Nov. 7. Check listings
for air times. |
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ART ON EXHIBIT

 

Art exists to be explored, experienced and appreciated

by everyone. The Greater Memphis Arts Council‘s mission

— raising funds to ensure excellence in theater arts and

build a vibrant cultural community for everyone — includes

a commitment to efforts that increase the population that

has access to the arts. j

To that end, the Arts Council offers it Arts Access pro—

gram. Through this outreach program, which has been in

place for more than 10 years, local arts organizations set

aside free tickets to selected events and exhibits through—

out the year for TennCare patients, Church Health Center

patients and Food Stamp recipients. _

Tickets are available on a first—come, first—served basis.

The 2004—2005 Arts Access booklet lists all qualifying

events and provides information on obtaining such tickets;

each arts organization handles Arts Access ticket distribu—

tion in its own way.

The Universityof Memphis Rudi E. Scheidt School of

Music, the Memphis College of Art, The University of

Memphis Art Museum, The Metal Museum, Dixon Gallery

and Gardens, The Childrens Museum of Memphis,

Calvary Episcopal Church, Playhouse on the Square, the

Memphis Symphony Orchestra, The Circuit Playhouse,

Rhodes College and the Germantown Performing Arts

Centre all are offering Arts Access tickets to various pro—

grams during the month of November.

"We are extremely proud of this outreach initiative,"

said Susan Schadt, Arts Council president. "Thanks to the

generosity of the arts groups who provide these tickets

every year, we are able to make a real impact on those in

need. We estimate that this program allows some 7,500

individuals, who otherwise might not be able to enjoy the

arts, to attend multiple cultural events annually."

The Arts Access booklet is printed annually by the Arts

Council and distributed through the Tennessee Department

of Human Services, the Church Health Center and the Hope

and Healing Center, the Memphis/Shelby County Public

Library and numerous other local organizations. The booklet

also can be viewed/downloaded online at wwwmemphis-
artscouncil.org under Arts Events/Art Access.

Organizations and individuals who would like to receive
the 2004—2005 Arts Access booklet should contact Marci
Woodmansee at (901) 578—2787, ext. 213, or email her at
mwoodmansee@memphisartscouncil.org.

COMING SOON

tI160H1

"Kettles: Japanese Artistry and American
Artists," the first exhibition outside Japan to
celebrate the Japanese tea ceremony kettle as
a living tradition and source of inspiration to
American artists, will be on exhibit at he
National Ornamental Metal Museum, 374
Metal Museum Drive in Memphis, Nov. 23
through Feb. 27, 2005.
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_ ware, porcelain, manuscripts and books.

| MEMPHIS BROOKS MUSEUM OF ART

ditions of creativity.

CURRENTLY ON DISPLAY
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Eclectic Eye, located at 242 South Cooper in Midtown _|
Memphis, presents "Colorful History: Paintings from the ..
Recent Past to Present" by Jenifer Church, on exhibit ..
now through Dec. 1. Guided by the inspiration of color,
University of Memphis graduate Church presents a vari—
ety of pieces in this six—week show. She strives to create
pieces thatvisually "speak" to the viewerin the same way
that sound captivates the ear. The colors and lines of her
works interact with each other and swim to the surface,
creating a specific feeling or mood. This exhibit is a col—
lection of paintings reaching from several years agoto the
present. For more information, call Eclectic Eye at (901)
276—EYES or log on to www.eclectic—eye.com.

D‘EDGE ARTS & UNIQUE TREASURES

Kevin Mitchell has his art on exhibit at D‘Edge Arts &
Unique Treasures, 550 South Main Street, now through
Nov. 30.

   

 

DIXON GALLERY & GARDENS

The Dixon Gallery & Gardens, 4339 Park Avenue, will
present the exhibition "James McNeill Whistler: Selected
Works from the Hunterian Art Gallery," now through Jan.
2, 2005.
Never before toured, selected works from the world—famous
collection of the artist‘s estate will come to the United States
for the first time, opening at The Dixon. These works, along
with some of Whistler‘s personal effects, were donated to
the Hunterian by Rosalind Birnie Philip, youngest sister of
Whistler‘s wife Beatrix. The items provide an intimate por—
trait of the life and times of this famed American expatriate.
Included in this exhibition of 129 works are a dozen paint
ings, 57 prints, and personal belongings, such as silver

The print selection offers a wide variety of imagery spanning nearly 40 years of graphic
production from 1858—1896.

Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, located at 1934 Poplar
Avenue in Overton Park, is undergoing a complete rein—
stallation of "The Arts of Africa" exhibition. The museum
will celebrate the reinstallation with a lively celebration on
‘Saturday, Nov. 6, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The festivities will
include performances by the acclaimed African—American
musical dance company, Watoto de Afrika. In addition,
there will be storytelling in the gallery; scavenger hunts
through the exhibition, and hands—on art activities for chil— —
dren, including mask—making. Admission and activities —
will be free for the entire community. u
The reinstallation of the African collection has been
made possible by a generous bequest of objects from

Henry Easterwood, who was an influential fiber artist at the Memphis College of Art
and who inspired and supported the Brooks‘ fledgling collectionof African art. Upon
his death in 2002, the Brooks gratefully received 85 works of African and Oceanic art
from his collection.

Many of the objects in "The Arts of Africa" have great visual power, having been produced
for use in masquerades and festivals that feature music, dance, song, costume, poetry.
and body decoration. The works of art featured in the exhibition are arranged by specific
areas of the continent: The Sudan, Central Africa and the West Atlantic Forests and
Guinea Coast of West Africa, and are complemented with text that highlights shared tra—

 



 

 

Gulf Breeze
by Gerri Hill, Bella Books

reviewed by Patricia Pair, publisher
FICTION + | was talking on the phone with an execfrom Bella Books (Becky) when she asked if | hadread Gulf Breeze. | said | had not and she highly

recommended it.
| knew Bella had sent us a review copy some

months back, so all I had to do was find it in our
files. It didn‘t take long as I had set the book aside Foul \
for future reading curious if the "Gulf" in the title was that of:MISSISSlppI coast.
It is/was not.

The setting is that of Gulf of Mexico, sure enough, but insteadrthe; area is
Aransas Pass, located across the bay from Corpus Christi, Texas. __

The author, Gerri Hill, has done a magnificent job of setting the story
against an environmental backdrop centered around birds and those who
enjoy watching them. If you‘re not a birdwatcher, or "birder" as they are called
in the book, don‘t let that keep you from reading Gulf Breeze. Hill doesn‘t bog
the reader down with facts and research, like some writers do, but instead
places her characters and story gently upon a movable tableau of Texas Gulf
Coast sunsetsand sunrises.

1 admit, I read Gulf Breeze in one setting, not because | necessarily had
the time, but because I simply could not put the book down. Hill brings her
characters, namely lesbians photographer Pat Ryan and "environmental .
wacko" Dr. Carly Cambridge, to life so realistically and with such humor you
find yourself inside the story from the very beginning.

As you turn the pages in this carefully crafted romance, you‘ll find yourself
smiling, getting teary—eyed and laughing right out loud, not at the characters
(except maybe Mrs. Davenport), but with them. If you viSit Hill‘s: website
(www.gerrihill.com) and read up on Hill, you‘ll discover which one of the main
characters is most like her.

Just as Becky told me on the phone — you‘ve got to read this book! —
Hill is scheduled to release her next book with Bella this coming October,

Sierra City, and Bella is set to republish Hill‘s One Summer Night later this year.

) notquiteas‘enjoyable asSawng
nyability to develop entire
wasstill strident wrapped

n Saving Valencia yet, then | st
/ it}? You In Spirit first.thatway you’il ge

 

   

ALSO REVIEWED

FINEST KIND Milos  

can find lesbians in any profession
in the world giving great credibility to
the phrase, "We are everywhere."

j While 1 mustadmit I‘ve never

I will in the future.
Finest Kind of Love is the story

of 32—yearold Molly Bean, a lob—
ster fisherman, and Carolyn

| Stanley, an attorney, set against a
sleepy town on the coast of Maine,

which also happens to be where the author lives.
The story quickly unfolds as the two women, supposed

opposites, meet by accident, and because of an accident.
The idea that "opposites attract" is successfullyused here
and Braund weaves the tale of these two women‘s bud—
ding relationship in and out of a murder investigation,
which seems to rock this sleepy, seaside town.

Finest Kind of Love is a definite must—read for any les—
bian who has ever loved someone, but been afraid to let
them get too close under the guise of "protecting" them.

(Publisher‘s Note: Bella appears to always give the

dca
ds

Finest Kind of Love proves you .

read anyof Braund‘s work before, |

reader a taste ofstory by publishing a part of the text on —
one of the first opening pages of the book. While this is
okay (and used to create interest), | recommend not
reading them as sometimes they serve as more than a
foreshadowing, butin some cases actually spoil the plot.)

THE P} FENTRSIE OF THE SUN
On May 5, 1993, in West

A, boys were brutally murdered. They

their own shoelaces, severely beat—
en and dumped in a nearby stream.

A month later, detectives finally
made three arrests: Damien Echols,
Jason Baldwin and Jessie
Misskelley Jr. — teenagers who just
didn‘t fit in: they wore black, listened
to heavy metal music and read hor—

ror novels. Despite the lack of evidence, the three young mis—
fits were convicted. Jessie Misskelley Jr. and Jason Baldwin
are in prison for life, while Damien Echols, considered the
"ring leader," is on death row, awaiting lethal injection.

The Last Pentacle of the Sun is the first collection of
writings in support of the West Memphis Three. Collected
in the book are dark fiction by some of the world‘s best;
case—related essays by observers and participants; lyrics
by Metallica, and illustrations by Clive Barker.

The Last Pentacle of the Sun is a fundraiser for the
Damien Echols Defense Fund. All content has been donat—
ed, and all proceeds will go toward legal efforts to ensure

{ that each of the West Memphis Three find justice.
Several celebrities, including gay icon Margaret Cho,

have taken up the cause of the West Memphis Three.
This is a definite must—read book for fans, et.al.
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UPCOMING REVIEWS DANCING IN THE ARMS OF ORION —IINIIER SRIIERSMAllTllWN GAY
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‘— were found bound ankle to wrist with —

Memphis, Ark., three eight—year old _
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by Charlie Green ig

   ~ANEW DIAL TONE° f |
After nearly a century of:one chaicein

phone serVice the timehas come for a newway to phone home.
And it is something that could have been designed by ET. If you —
have surfedthe Internet lately you have most likelyseen ads for
a new kind of home phone servicecalled Voice OverIP, or VoIP
for short. There are several companies that are now offering this
new service — Vonage, AT&T CallVantage and ‘Time Warner
Cable, to name a few. —

So what is it?
VoIP is the ability to place phone calls over your‘highspeed

internet connection, using your regular old telephone. The geeks
in Silicon Valley have come up with an affordable, efficient and .
reliable way to convert voice conversations to bits of data and
send them over the public internet. —

Actually: the technology has been around for. several years
now. In thepast, large corporations have mostly used it as an
easy way to facilitate communications between far—flung offices
around the‘world. Since most company‘s officesare all intercon—
nected fordata, they can use this technology to reduce costs on
their phone bills. Nowit‘s the regular consumer‘sturn to get a
crack at this new technology and throw a little competition to the
local phone.company at the same time. f

. The benefits to us regular Marysis primarily cost.. Most of the
«plans are cheaper than the same services from the phone com—
pany. Nothing | like better than having more money to shop with.

If you‘re.presently paying for all the extra services—and make
a fair amount of phone calls, you will probably save qurte a bit of
money on the deal. Most of the VoIP plans offer all. the extras,
like call—waiting, *69, three—way calling, call—forwarding and voice
mail as part of their.‘standard services. A neat benefit, if you trav—
el much, is you can actually carry yourhome phone service in
your luggage With VoIP all you need to make and receive phone
calls, as if you were home is high—speed accessto the net.

You also can find services that will let you picka plan that real—
ly matches‘your calling activity.I don‘t make many long distance
calls anymore, and when I| do, I have free long distance on my
cell phone: I have been able to add services like voice mail and
now pay half of what I was paying the phone company. If you
make a lot of long distance calls there are: plans,for around $30
a month, which include all the extras and unlimited long distance.

As with anyservice,you shouldshop around tofindthe plan
that works best for you, but unlike Ma Bell‘s monopoly, thereare
lots of options out there. Depending on your location, you also can
keep your old phone number, although the process is not qUite as
efficient as what the cell phone companies have put together f

When you decide to make the switch you will, need to get a

conversion kit.. You can contact the companyof your‘choice to
have them send you one, or pick up akit at your local electron—
ics store. They have made it quite simple and you can be up and
running in a matter of minutes. Your kit will include an Analog
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of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.) —
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Telephone Adapter (ATA) — this is the box that actually takes .
yourvoice and turns it into the ones and zeros needed to trans— —
‘mit over the internet; it also turns your friends, tricks and bill col— —
lectors‘ voices into the analog signal you need to hear on your ..

regular phone. Theservice will work with regular and cordless .
phones. All you do at that point is connect the ATA to your high— _
speed connection, and connect your telephone to the ATA then _|
log on to your provider‘s website and register. Within minutes |

© you Will be all set to call your Auntie Mame or Uncle Bubba.

Another coolfeature with these services (you mightwant to keep —

this bit of nifty info to yourself) is the online access to all the phone ‘—

callsthat have been made and received, so it will be really easy to

L See if Mr. Right may be calling his so—called old flame on the DL. Ap

Afew words of warning, though, before I go. Although I per- ~I) ~
sonally think it is great to have a choice in something as basic as
phong service and to save a little money while I‘m at it, there are
some, drawbacks to this technology. First of all remember this i
requires your highspeed internet connection; if the net goes |
down, you donthave phone service. That‘s a pretty big one, —
because | know| lose my connection a bit too often. If | didn‘t
havea cell phone as backup I‘m not so sure | would be quite so

— eager to make this transition.
‘Another thing to keep in mind is you will want to verify that —

these serviceswill work with any other devices that you might ‘"l
© forget are using your phone line, like security alarms and satel— ,V
lite receivers. Finally, although they advertise the ability to keep ——
your ‘home phone number, the transition period can take quite |
some. time; you may be better off getting a new number.

Here are some helpful links for more information: @
HowStuff Works— computer.howstuffworks.com/ip—telephony.htm —
Vonage — www.vonage.com 3
AT&T:CallVantage (sm) — www.att.com/callvantage A
Time,Warner Cable — wwwtimewarnercablecom/midsouth/prod— f’
ucts/digitalphones/default.html. wl

\_ Hey, have some new gizmo you would like to know more about
or would like to see me cover? Email me at FamilyMag@aol.com,

attention Futuristic Fag; I would love to hear from you.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in

this column are those of thewriter and are not necessarily those
sof Family & Friends Magazine orits staff)

 

InTheMix
from page 60 —

No this collection features some of the hardest, harshest.
lyrics from the group Avenged Sevenfold‘s "Chapter Four,".
oneof my favorite tracks on the compilation. "Three Cheers:
for Sweet Revenge" my friends, and you‘ll delight devilishly.
listening to it. Another great trackis "Where the Waves Are _
Highest," by Common Rider, but that‘s because I still love to —
surf and anything that reminds me of grabbing that board,
rubbing it down with pineapple sax—wax is good enough for |
a top pick.. There are a lot of funny. songs all mischievous _
anddelightful

Highly recommended for young people, ages 18 to 32, and.
those with computers at hometo play the video that can be
"streamed with it, as well. *** :

‘— (This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in.
this column are those ofthe writer and are not necessarily those
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LADVBUG®

editorial by Anthony Hardaway
multi—cultural affairs editor
  

The pageant of all pageants took:place
October 3rd at Memphis‘s Club Allusions

Entertainment Complex. Contestants and audience members
came from as far as Missouri, Georgia, Illinois andFlorida. Chil‘,
the double event lasted from 7 p.m. Sunday night until 7 a.m.
Monday morning. If you think I‘m lying, askanyone who had to

__ work the pageant. You would have thought youwere at a nation-
al pageant, the way the chil—ren were carrying on. ¢

Consistency was what made the night so magical Contestants
are learning that you can be in the lead in two categories and lack
in one and not win. Or, you can be good in two categories and
knock them out cold in one category and snatch the crown. You
must SELL yourself and what you are wearing/presenting; have a
pleasant personality (on and off stage), andkeep your ENERGY
level high all THROUGHOUT the pageant. The judges may by _
looking for one thing, and the audience may be FEELING some-
thing else. Who are you going to please?

Congratulations to Mr. & Mrs. Newcomer Onyx M. Dlfires
and Kadeja Cassadine; Miss Junior Miss Chyna Dupree;
Mrs. Allusions Monte‘ St. James and TanishaJCassadineand
Miss Allusions Plus Tierny Iman St. James. ___

Oct. 7 to 10, the capitol of the state of MISSISSIppI was lit up
with excitement. Jackson, Miss.‘s Second Annual Black Pride
celebration got on the way that Thursday night at Club Metro —
Entertainment Complex with its Miss Black: Pride Pageant.
Congratulations to Tanisha Cassadine of Atlanta, Ga., whowas
crowned the winner. Friday was the Ujima Forum that was,city—
wide attended. The battle of the J—setters at ClubCity Lightswas

nicely attended. It rained the entire weekend butthat didn‘t stop

the chil—ren from celebrating far and near. Saturdays picnic

became an indoor event with a discussion group being lead by

the committee of MBP and its president Michael Robinson.

Guest celebrities at that function were KevinF. Allen, of the

movie The Closet, from Atlanta, and author R. Bryant Smith of

Jackson, Tenn., author of When The Children Get Together and

his just—released Let It Be Real.

That Saturday evening a cultural event took place at the
Smith Robertson Museum and Cultural Center This museum

_ was very welcoming to the same—gender—lovingvillage of the
southern region. Miss Black Pride performed alongWith
Malaysia A. Ravor (my girl) and others.

Saturday night at the all new Club Metro Entertainment
Complex was totally unbelievable. I have seen MANY packed-out
clubs before but this crowd took it to a whole.newJevel. Terry] (my
Butch) might have tobuild something from the ground up or buy
a coliseum to hold the Louisiana, Mississippi,. Tennessee,

_ Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia and Texas chil—ren‘whowant to party —
for the prides in the south. Highway 80 will never bethe same

again in Jackson, Miss. Could you, the reader, imagine having a
Place/building BIG enough to hold a southeastern regional:pride
celebration or gathering? That would be hot chil—ren|

A

 

*) *a

The foUnder of Jackson State Umversrtys SameGender—
Loving (Gay) and Straight Alliance, Shannon Reaze, hosted a
Womyen‘s Fest Forum that Sunday afternoon near the Metro
Mall. It wasan honor for me to meet this beautiful young queen
that started something so great atmy alma mater... ——

Sundaynight at Metro was Mississippi Burning Part 1 first
Ball. The master of ceremony/commentator was Princess Meko

_ Rode‘oof St.Louis. I almostdidn‘t go because| thought | was
‘too tired. I‘m gladldidntlisten to myself. Chil‘, I haven‘thad that
much fun and high energy in a long time. The ball was every—
thing I expected and more. The southern village discovered new
talents in— people you, the reader, would have never dreamed
couldwork out, perform, vouge, etc. .

Winners at the ‘ball in categories were, MEN/BUTCH
QUEENS FACE: Chyna Dupree; MEN‘SBIG BOY FACE: Brian
Gotti REALNESS PRETTY BOY: Anthony of New Orleans;
SCHOOLBOY: Taurean D. Buckner Briggs; VOUGE FEM:

~ Montezuma: Gotti; REALNESS W/TWIST: P. J.Gotti; FEM
QUEENS FIEALNESS Malaysia A. Ravor; FEM QUEENS SEX
SIREN: Stanisha Dupree; OPEN TO ALL VOGUE FEM:

Montezume Gotti;

Stanisha Dupree BUTCH QUEEN IN DRAG SHADE RUNWAY
& OPENTO ALL RUNWAY: Venus Munro. To obtain a copy of
Miss Black Prideand The Ball, contact The Video Man at (901)
218—1021. You really need to see the Sexy Siren category that
by itself is worth the video purchase.

I would say, totaling the club and individuals who attended
other MBP events, there were at least three to five thousand
people in attendance to enjoy Black Pride of Mississippi‘s
Second Annual Celebration. Goodjob everyone! _

Exodus Empowerment Project and Friends For.Life‘s The
Haven hosteda Career Day for young men andwomen between
the ages of 18 and 29 of color at 28 North Claybrook on Oct. 23.
The event was a blessed occasion. The attendees heard from
different companies, schools and organizations. They also were
able to take a free STD test on that dayif they choseto do so.
At least 25 to 40 people attended. Good job Exodus! For more
information:on Exodus functions,.call (901) 726—0674.

| also was told that Dallas Pride went very well. Maybethe doll can
attend Dallas next year. | must get ready to attend NashVille Pride next.
Will I see you there, reader? I‘ll lookfor you.

And, as.always "Happy: Pride, chil—ren, Happy Pride."

OTA BEST DRESSED SPECTATOR:
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BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

Memphis, Tennessee

ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the
Northgate Shopping Center (in the back),
(901) 357—8383. Open at 9 p.m. Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court
Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.—6
a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m., www.backstreet—
memphis.com
CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2, 1278
Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook, (901) 276—
1882, Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
J—WAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901) 725—
1909, Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 DaysA Week .
THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue, (901)
278—0521, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon.. Fri./3 p.m.—3
a.m. Sat. & Sun. :
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison
Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week pt f
MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison Avenue,
(901) 278—0569, 7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. &
Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,
(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a
week ld
ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—
MORE (6673), 11. a.m.—3 a.m.
Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.
PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, (901)
320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?
THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar
Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
   

Chattanooga, Tennessee

MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—
3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—8210,
5 p.m. to 3 a.m., 7 days a week, www.mirage—
complex.com, Email: mirage_complex@hot—

_ _mail.com 01

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
lackson, Tennessee

THE OTHER SIDE, 3883 Highway 45 North,
(901) 668—3749, 5 p.m.—midnight i
Sun.—Thurs., 5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3 a.m.
Sat.

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Jackson, Mississippi

CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 WestAmite Street,
(601) 353—0059 E
CLUB METRO, 4670 Highway 80 West, (601)
922—8227, (601) 922—8237, (888) 43—METRO,
Tues., Fri. & Sun., 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 9
p.m. to 5 a.m. }
JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive, (601)
982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat., web—
site: www.jacksonbars.com i
JACKS CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka JC‘S),
425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362 3108, 5
p.m.—? 7 Days A Week, website: www.jack—
sonbars.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Meridian, Mississippi

QC DISCO, 125 Russel Drive, (601) 484—

RAINBOW DIRECTORY _

 

|

4111, 8 p.m.—2 a.m. Thur.—Sat., 6 p.m.—? Sun.,
email: QCDisco@aol.com I

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

  

Tupelo, Mississippi

8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat., email:
rumors@futuresouth.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS |

Hot Springs, Arkansas

OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue, Hot |
Springs, Ark. (501) 624—6868,. Mon,—Fri., 7
p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.

BARS/NIGHTCLUSBS

  

Little Rock, Arkansas

BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021
Jessie Road, (501) 662—2744, Fri.—Mon. 9
p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501) 664—
4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Latenightdisco.com
THE FACTORY, 412 South Louisiana, (501)
372—3070, Tues.—Fri. 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
Saturday 8 p.m. until ?

SOCIAL

Memphis, Tennessee

2xLAMBDA, a social and volunteer program
open to both men and women, ages 20 to 29,
(901) 223—3331
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI
OMEGA SORORITY INC., is a social service‘
organization for feminine lesbian, bisexual and
heterosexual women of all races, (901) 281—
0830, email: betaepsilonchapter@yahoo.com,
website: www.betaphiomega.net
B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis
Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian
Association), a social, political and eduation—
al organization meets the first and third
Mondays of each month, e—mail:
BGALA@cc.Memphis.edu, www.people.mem— _
phis.edu/~bgala
COTTON PICKIN® SQUARES MEMPHIS,
(901) 272—2116, Meets Thursday nights at
7:30 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
Church, 515 South Highland Street,
Square dancing social group ;
JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social group —
welcoming single or partnered lesbians ages
18+. Some gatherings are designed specifi—
cally for members and their children, (901)
268—1903, email:
justforusmemphis@yahoo.com
LIFE IN THE MEDIAN, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
is open to men and women in their late 20s
and beyond. (901) 857 8523 &
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY), P.O.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 335—
6249, Peer support group for 13— to 21—year
olds dealing with gay, lesbian, bisexual &
gender issues, www.gaymemphis.com/magy
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY
CENTER, 892 South Cooper Memphis,
38104, (901) 278—4297, townhall meetings

| every other month; Thurs—Fri, 6 to 10 p.m.;
< Sat and Sun, 2 to 10 p.m. and Mon, 6 to 10
p.m.
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RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—9500, ,

groups.yahoo.com/group/PFLAGTupelo.

   

                            

  

     

   

  

  

MID—SOUTH PRIDE, 111 S. Highland,
Suite 261, Memphis, TN 38111, (901) 328—
6349, send an email to:
info@MidSouthPride.org, website:
www.MidSouthPride.org. GLBT Pride
events for Memphis and the Mid—South.
MIRROR IMAGE, P.O. Box 11052, Memphis,
TN 38111—0052, A support group for trans indi—
viduals meets the 3rd Saturday of every month
at 7 p.m., For more information and locations of
meetings, write or email at
memphisgroup@usa.com
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a social
and service organization, women only, P.O.
Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—1483,
email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/aphroditemem
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social organ—
ization of men and women who support and
promote local Memphis area charitable pro—
grams, P.O. Box 820901, Memphis, TN 38182—
0901, www.kreweotfhathor.com
P.F.L.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends of sl
Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136, Support ___.
meetings for parents, family and friends of l
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered per—
sons, email: amdrake@mem.po.com:
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901) 357—
1921, Club nights and meetings vary; contact
for info — men and women welcome,
www.tnleathertribe.org, email: info@tnleather—
tribe.org 1
TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082, .
Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132, Levi—
leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of every
month at The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar
Aveune, at 10 p.m. « MEN ONLY, Email:
info@tsarus.org, website: www.tsarus.org
MEMPHIS BLACK SGL ALLIANCE, 28
North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104,
(901)274—0163, Cultural, educational, commu—
nity awareness organization. §
MGLCC BOOK CLUB, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
892 South Cooper, meets the third Thursday
of each month at 7 p.m.
email:bmoody@mem.net

SOCIAL
Knoxville, Tennessee

LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and edu—
cational organization for GLBT, questioning and
straight students at The University of Tennessee—
Knoxville, 315 University Center, Box 315, 1502
West Cumberland Ave., Knoxville, TN 37996—
4800, lambda@utk.edu, website:
web.utk.edu/~lambda/

| SOCIAL
Mississippi

OLE MISS GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE, P.O.
Box 3541, University, MS 38677, (662) 915—
7049, email: gayolemiss@hotmail.com
GLBF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762,
(662) 325—8241, email:
gibf@org.msstate.edu,www.msstate.edu/org/g
lbf i
PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive, Tupelo,
MS 38801, (662) 566—2282, email:
Alliance22Boi@aol.com,

    



USM GAY/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,
email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespy_ms
@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa

SOCIAL
  

Arkansas

SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential support
and social group for GLBT persons, ages 25
and under, in northeast Arkansas, (870) 932—
6545, P.O. Box 226, Jonesboro, AR 72403,
www.safeharbor—nea.com

SOCIAL
Missouri

VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNITY
CENTER, 30 North Pacific, Cape
Girardeau, MO 63701, (573) 651—
6220, email: DeltaDyke@aol.com,
hometown.aol.com/deltadyke/myhom
epage/gaypride.html

WHOLENESS
Memphis, Tennessee

FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901) 272—
0855, Dinner is served the 1st and 3rd
Monday of every month at St. John‘s United
Methodist Church, Bellevue @ Peabody,
beginning at 6 p.m.
MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PARENT—
HOOD, 1407 Union Avenue Extended, 3rd
Floor (901) 725—1717, HIV & STD testing,
gynecological preventive care
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK,
880 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN, (901)
545—8265, Free comprehensive, supportive
services and voc/rehab services to the HIV—
positive
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,
Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United Methodist
Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue. (901) 278—6234
THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000

   

RAINBOW DIRECTORY

South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN, (901)
726—6022 + Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8
p.m. Provides opportunities for persons

, affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the disease
in a holistic manner, free of—charge.
YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison
Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support group for
lesbians with breast cancer meets every

_ Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon
SERIOUSLYSOBER OPEN AA MEETING,
(an open men & women‘s Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday at 8
p.m. at Holy Trinity Community Church,
515 South Highland Street, (901) 324—9200

WHOLENESS
Pateetalal

BUILDING BRIDGES INC., 2147 Henry Hill
Drive, Suite 206, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
922—0100. Education, prevention, support
group. jf
COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD OF Ms
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, (601) 346—4379,
operated seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Information and referral on GLBT issues and
HIV/AIDS. _
MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O. Box
293, Greenville, MS 38702, (662) 334—3349,
education and prevention.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019, directHIV/AIDS services.

  

SPIRITUAL

  Memphis, Tennessee

INTEGRITY MEMPHIS,102 N. Second Street,
Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525 6602, People of
all faiths and ideologies are welcome, Meets the

 

SPIRITUAL
f Other Locales

  

3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at
Calvary Episcopal Church. Dinner at 7 p.m.,
www.geocities.com/integrity_memphis/main.html
OUT—WITH—GRACE, (901) 278—6786, f
Open to all GLBT persons of faith to join _.
in an affirming time of prayer, Bible study .
and discussion., Meets Sundaysfrom 4 to
5:30 p.m., September through July, at
First Congregational Church, 1000 S.
Cooper Street.

CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12, Ovett,
MS 39464, Feminist education/cultural/retreat
center, www.campsisterspirit.com, email: sis— —
terspir@aol.com
MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565 Robinson
Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
372—6644, Sunday Service at 11:30 a.m.

POLITICAL
Tennessee

MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an
association of atheists, agnostics and secular
humanists, meets the third Sunday at the
Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave., Room
C, call Jim Maynard at (901) 327—2677, email:
memphisfreethought@yahoo.com, www.geoci— .
ties.com/memphisfreethought. |
MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION ©
FOR JUSTICE, P.O. Box 241363, Memphis,
TN 38124, (901) 327—2677. Email:
migci@yahoo.com,website:
www.geocities.com/migcj. f
MEMPHIS LOG CABIN REPUBLICANS, P.O.
Box 770505, Memphis, TN 38177, meets the
third Sunday at 2 p.m. at the MGLCC, 892 S.
Cooper and meets the first Wednesday at 7
p.m. at area restaurants,
groups.yahoo.com/group/MemphisLCR. »

 

 

Need

someone to

(GAYELLOW PAGES~
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973

All editions include a
separate WOMEN‘S section and a

separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL sectiontalk to?

Memphis

Complete gay—friendly resources &businesses: accommodations, bars,
bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services, —

organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
Index & fast access phone list. $

USAICANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states
and provinces, plus national headquarters of

rea organizations, mail order companies, etc.
EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail — l h

ay AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME,MO, te ep one
MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, RI, SC, TN,

TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV ,
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535

Outioud Books & Gifts, Nashville 615—340—0034
Outwrite, Atlanta 404—607—0082

and see http://gayellowpages.com/2buy.htm

For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,

hotline

CUB

274—7477

Y Quth I

A peer support

& discussion

| . group

(901) 335—MAGQGY

please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—FF, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014

Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 21242041126
Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.

\ http://gayveliowpages.com
  

  

 



 

MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS,
meets the fourth Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
MGLCC, 892 S.. Cooper,
www.geocities.com/mphsstonewallem, (901)
327—2677, email: mphsstonewalldem
@yahoo.com
TENNESSEE TRANSGENDER POLITICAL
ACTION COMMITTEE, a statewide political
lobbying organization for transgender equality,
P.O. Box 92335, Nashville, TN 37209, fax:
(615) 353—1834, email: tigpac@aol.com, web—
site: tenntg.com

POLITICAL
Mississippi

EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021,
Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936 7673, you
can send an email to:
EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org, website:
www.EqualityMS.org

sPORTS
Memphis, Tennessee

BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION, P.O.
Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174 1803, (901)
461—0891, email:
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball
league open to GLBT individuals, www.bluffci—
tysports.net
BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE,
Winchester Bowl, 3703 S. Mendenhall @
Winchester, (901) 722—5236 or (901) 465—4371.
Email: memphisgaybowlin@aol.com. This co—

RAINBOW DIRECTORY

ed bowling league meets every Sunday at 6
p.m.
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘sfirst gay
and lesbian running club, meets twice a week,
Info@FrontrunnersMemphis.org,
www.
PINK PISTOLS MEMPHIS, GLBT and gay—friendly
men and women who are dedicated to the legal,
safe and responsible use of firearms for self—
defense of the sexual—minority community. Meets
the fourth Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Range USA,
2770 (old) Whitten Road, Memphis, TN. (901) 383—
9110, email: memphis@pinkpistols.org,
www.pinkpistols.org/local/memphis.
OUT SPOKIN‘®, a group to support bicycling in
the Memphis GLBT community, email:
marty@outspokin—mem.org, website: www.out—
spokin—mem.org

WELLNESS
Memphis, Tennessee

DOCTORS
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., general
practioner, 515 North Highland, (901) 323—
1200

OPTOMETRISTS
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG & JASON
DUNCAN at THE ECLECTIC EYE, 242 South
Cooper Street, (901) 276—EYES (3937)

DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general dentistry,
 

79 North Cooper Street,. Memphis, TN 38104.
Call (901) 685—5008 for an appointment.

If Your

Organizatio

n Isn‘t

Listed

Here, Give

Us a Call at

(901)

682—2669

 

FANTASY

WAREHOUSE"

AGREAT PLACE TO FIND HOLIDAY GIFTS!

 

RANIAS Y

WAREHOUSE!

AGREAT PLACE TO FIND HOLIDAY GIFTS!
   

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)

2532 N. Watkins

(901) 358—8642

Executive South (South)

1847 E. Brooks Road

(901) 345—0825

    

     

   

 

NOW RENTING DVDs Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)

Employment Opportunities
791 N. White Station Road

 

Available (901) 683—9649

Fantasy Warehouse #1

F $host f Now Features Body Jewelry

J at#1and #4 MMi b iate By Silver Moon Concepts .

OPEN Monday — Saturdays, 8 a.m. to Midnight « CLOSED Sundays & Holidays
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
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Thisis unprecedented. NeverinFord history have we introduced .

so many ways to takeon the roads of America. Six all—new models.

Destined to change the face of not only ourshowrooms, butthe |

entire automobile industry. So, go to LEWIS FORD today.

Andseewhat your future looks like.

_

—> .

\_ The Human Rights Campaign Foundation‘s

workplace project, HRC WorkNet, ratesmajor

‘U.S. corporations on their records toward

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender

Xy. f employees, consumers and investors. f

Companiesthat earned a score of 100 percent in the 2004 HRC

Corporate Equality Index met each oftheseven factors HRC

used to evaluatecompany A "

performance on GLBT issues in JF7 TOW) "THE TIGER" SMITH,

2004. For more information nb" KL m al | ‘ma

,

,

oo

"heen

about the HRC Corporate — i teflified Salas con. Hifmfl,

liiogo |_ _on mELD

" CC 0017020500 18000672505 _

| 5299 Summer Avenue —
| (across from Garden Ridge) =

 } £ Nek ° .‘.._,_, . 1"


